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FOREWORD

This F'inal Technical Report covers the work performed under Contract
AF 33(600)-4Z349 from 7 Nnvemtb"p 1Q64 to 31 May 1963. It is published
for technical information only and does not nc'esmacily 'epret~elt the
recommendations. conclusions, or approval of the Air Force.

This contract with Metcut Research Associates Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, was
initiated under ASD Manufacturing Technology Division Project Nr. 7-532a.
"Machining of Refractory Materials." It is being administered under the
direction of Mr. Robert T. Jameson of the Advanced Fabrication Techniques
Branch (ASRCT-40), Manufacturing Technology Division. Air Force Materials
Laboratory. Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.

Mr. Norman Ziatin, Director of Machinability Research at Metcut. is the
engineer in charge of Ohds program. Others who have cooperated in the

investigation reported herein ,nd prepratton of the report were Mr. John V.
Gould, Project Engineer. and Dr. Michael Field. Research Director. This
proJect has been given the Metcut Re~eirch Internal No. 470-3300.

The primary objective of the Air Force Manufacturing Methods Program is
to intreases producibility, and improve the quality and efficiency of fabrica-
tiolo of aircraft, missiles, and components thereof. This report is being
disreminated in order that method* and/or eqtiipment developed may be used
throughout industry. thereby reducing costs and giving "MORE AIR FORCE
PER DOLLAR. "

Ytoor comments are solicited on the potential utiliziation of the information
contained herein as applied to your present or future production programs.
Suggestions concerning additional development required on this or other
*%11b5ects will be appreciated.
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In this program. the machining characteristics were determined for unalloyed
tungsten, molybdenum, columbium and tantalum alloys. Rene 41. B.•-OVCA
wttaniurn. D6AC bteel qtieh bed and tempered to 5Z-58 Rc. Refrasil, Pyroceram,
tirconium oxide and aluminum oxide coatings. The selection of this group.
repreueitting the most diffitult to machine materials presently being fabricated
into aerospace compon -nts, is the result of a .ield survey.

Most of the. machining operations on these materials can be performed with
rea'sonabl, tool life, providod that specific machining conditions are employed.
This report present& the recommendationts for machining these materials. It
should be noted that even small deviations in cutting speed. feed, cutting fluid.
tool material and tool peometry ca•t reselit in significant reductions in tool life.

rerts were also conducted on I) high speed edge milling ot high temperature
oheet niaterials and Z1, the Tornetic system of drilling and tapping. Successful
edge trimmmllg of the high temperature sheet wai accomplished in the cutting speed
range of 500 to -1000 feet/minute. The Tornetic system has its principal advantage
over standard equipment in that it provides a continuous variable cutting speed
And fet d which, on Some materials, makes possible a mure efficient cutting
Sonditi in. In ioddifion, the Tornetic system has the capability of limiting the
available torque un the tool. and thereby eliminates tool breakago.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1'hi3 report is a summary of ,)I ,f the nmachinability testt performed in
Phase 11 ou the subject coutiract.

The refractor) alloys and high strength theLmal resistant alloys tested in
this program include sore of the most diff.I At to machine materials encoun-
tered to date. The use of significant quantities of most of these alloys for
structural purposes was initially unknown five years agu. Today, however.
advatces in aerospace flight systems are bringing into production many
components made (run% these miaterials.

Rev,,gni.-inR problems to be envonntured in machining these tr.ioteriAlm. the
Advanced Fabrication Techniques Branch. Manufacturing Technology Division.
Air Force Materials Laboratory. Aeronautical Systems Division, Air Force
SN stems Command. has sponsored a program to develop appropriate machining
d1.ta. The m;%terials studied in connection with this program wore as follows:

Unallyved tungsten. pressed and aintered, forged and resantered and

arc cast
D-31 coli.mbium alloy
F'ZM and Mte-O. 5 Ti molybdenum allo-
,)oraIOW tantahum allouy
11- IZOVCA titanium dlloy
Re.ne 41 alloy

D6AC steel quenched and tempered t,. 54-58 R,
Silica fiber reinforced phenolic rcsin (Refrasil)
ltigh temperature glass (Pyro~eram)
Alkiminum uxide and eirvoniumn oxide roatings

In addition, a preliminary evauation of two relatively new machining techniques

edg• I rimming high temporamttre shee materials. 1/ 16" to 1/4" thick. at cutting
speeds of 500 to 240O0 feel/mintite An evaluation of the Tornetic tystemn in

drilttng a"(1 t.Xppkt%1 aerospatce alloys was also made.

1 he reulls dtf this program are summarized in this report.
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II. EQUIPMENT AND TESTING PROCEDURES USED

STurnin
All of the turning tests descibed in this report were conducted on an American
Pacemaker 1b" x 30" lathe equipped with a variable speed drive, illustrated in
Figure 1. page 6. The spindle rpm could be varied to maintain the required
-,tinr, spued for ar". wv rkrierp diameter. Carbide, high speed steel, oxicie

and cast alloy tools were used i~l the turtiiln tedsto. The turning test bars were3" t,- 4" in diameter by 18" long. A skin cut of . 100" depth waa taken on each

test bar prior to making a turning test, to remove any surface effects. Both
throwaway insert and brazed carhide tools were used.

The nomenclature for the single point lathe tools is shown in Appendix A. page 331.

•?• , _Fate Mltling

The face milling tests were performed on a Cincinnati No. A Horizontal Dial
Type Milling Machine. TV.as machine iK 'huwn in Figure .:. page 7. Singtle and
mtiltiple tooth carbide, high speed steel and tast alloy cutters weru also used
in face milling. The setups useci are shown in Figure 3. page 8.

A ' The milling test bars were clamped in position on the miling machine using a
specially designed fixture to insure maxirnumn rigidity. All test bWrs were Z"
thick by 4" wide by 10" long. In most te-ts the V" side was milled. titus, the
width o, tut was 2". A clean-up machining cut of 0. 100" depth .al made on
all •idte'i to remove any surface effects on the test bar,

-ool geuonetr). too|l tnaterial. cutting apeed and feed were evaluated using a
44 4" diameter ningle 'owoth Inserted cutter. A 4" diameter 4 tooth face milling

ut ttter with inserted tarbide tipped bladen was used for multiple tooth milling

it.sta. tIlhe nornenciature for a typti;al face mailing cutter ts shown in Appendtx
ipagicS2

Sloitt ing.

The slottirg tests were made on the Cincinnati No. I Horizontal Dial Type
Milling Ma :hine. A 2-" diameter arbor was used to hold the cutter. Maximum
rigidity in the setup was obtained by mounting the cutter as close aa possible tI'
the spindle nose of the machine and Ibv uaing two closely spaced arbnr supports.
The te-tt tiara were rigidly clamped ii, a fixture which was bolted to the table of
the mashine.

A single tooth carbide lipped slotting cutter was uved in these tests. One inch
wide slots were millcd through the full length of the test bars Depth of cut in
tho'se tents varied from 1/18" to 1/4". Tol life is expressed in inches of work

.2-



Slotting. (continued)

travel for a specified wedrLand on the peripheral cutting edge. The slotting
setup is illustrated ir. Figure 4, page 9.

l'he cutter used for slottinq tests was a 6" diameter, I" wide, 6 tooth cutter
with inserted carbide tippeA serra'ed blades. This same cutter was used for
single tooth tests by employing dummy blades in five of the six tooth spaces.

End Milling

The end milling tests were made on the Cincinnati No. 2 Dial Type Vertical
Milling Machine shown in Figure 5, pagv 10. The test bar was clamped in an
8" heavy duty vise attacheO to the milling machine table. Straight shank end
mills were used and held in thl, machine with an adapter. In addition to the
standard integral cutting fltLid system, the machine was etuipped with a spray
mist applicator system and a hollow draw bar for applying cutting fluids through
hollow shank cutters, in order to evaluate cutting fluid application methods.

The test bars were 3" x 3x 10" long. All heat treated bars were first face
milled to a depth of 0. 100"'to remove any surface effects on the bars.

Full width cuts 1/4" to 314- deep were made in 10" long tent bars, as shown
in Figure 6, page 11. Toot life is expressed in inches work travel to obtain
the specified wearland on the tool.

Both high speed steel and carbide end milling cutters were used. The high speed
steel cutters used were 3A" and 1/2" diameter, 4 flute rig.t hand spiral. right
hand cut. The carbide tippe end mills used were specially designed with x
shatk diameter equal tu the cutter diantet*-r of 1-1/4". a cutter length of 3-1/4"
Sind a flute length of 1". This design reduced cutter d,,flection to a rninimuni.
The nomenclature fur end mills is illustrated in Appendix C. page 333.

Drilling

The drilling tests were poerformed on a 2!i' Foadick upright drill press and a
Cincinnati 16" sliding head box column drilling machine equipped with an infinitely
variable speed drive to produce any desired spindle speed in the speed range of
ZZ0 to 4500 rpm. An adduiio-al variable speed unit was used to drive tie feed
mechanism, making available feed- ranging from 0.0001 in. Irev. to 0.015 in.
per rev. This equipment is illustrated in Figure 7. page 12. The drilliog test
samples were 112" thick plates cut from the 2" x 4" milling bar stock. A face
milling cut of 0.060" was made on both laces of each plate to remove any surface
eflects and provide a smooth surface for drilling.

Most of the drilling tests w'ere performed using 1/4" diameter high speed steel
drills. Some tests were performed with *maller size drills. Drills made from
several types of high speed seels were used.

A 3



Drilling (ckntinaed)

The drill nomenclature for standard point and crankshaft point grind is
illustrated in Appendix D and E. pages 334 and 335.

STapping

The 25" Fosdick upright drill press shown in Figure 7, page 12, was used for
the tapping tests. The lapping test samples were 1/2" thick plates. Tap drill
and reamer sizes were used to obtain 60%, 70% and 75% threads. The tapping
tests were run with 5/16-24 NF and 1/4-28 NF taps made from several high
speed steels. Tap nomenclature is indicated by Appendix F, page 336.

Grinding

A Norton 8" r 24" Hydraulic Surface Grinder equipped with a 2 H. P. variablespeed spindle drive was used for the grinding tests. This grinder is shewn in

Figure 8. page 13. and the test setup is shown in Figure 9, Page 14. A fixture
was used to hold the test specimens, which were 1P square and 5" long. This
fixture was slotted at both ends and in the center, so that specimen t ickne~s
measurements could be made without removing the specimen or fixture from the
machine. The effects of grinding conditions on grinding ratio (G) wece evaluated.

The grinding ratio (G) is a measure of grinding wheel life. analogous to tool hf !e
in other machining operations, and is defined as:

Volume Metal RemovedVolume Wheel Removed

A wheel size of 10" x 1" x 3" was usedf for all tests.

The following procedure was used for grinding tests. Before the grinding te:sts
were started, a 0.030" deep by 1/2" wide step was dressed in the grinding wheel,
see Figure 9. page 14. This step was used as a reference in measuring wheel
wear. A 0.0001" dial indicator mounted on a fixture attached to the wheel
housing was brought in contact with this step and the indicator was set to read
zero. The indicator was then moved to the upper step or grinting surface of the
wheel and the initial reading was taken. Indicator readings wer! taken after
every 0.025 t0 0.0504" metal removal to a total metal removal of about . 100".
The difference between the initial indicator reading and successive readings was
the amount of wheel removed from the wheel radius. The initial outside diameter
of the wheel was accurately measured before each test with a vernier caliper.
The volume of wheel removed was caiculated from initial and final wheel diameter

* measurements.

Grinding ratios were calculated at each 0.025" stock removed, and an average

* taker, tt, arrive at a final G ratio value. All specimens were examined for surface
cracking visAally ?nd by the "Dy-Chek" method.

4-



Cutting Tool Nomenclature

High speed steel, cast alloy and carbidc cutting tool.i were u-ied for this
program. In general, the commerciAd desigr.ntion for these miat.-rials is use(
throughout this report. An identification of these cutting (oloi materials is
presented in Appendix G. page 337. A hardness conversion clhart is shown in
Appendix H, page 338.

--. _.5-
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Fae Milling Setups
Illustrating Up anfd Down Milling
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Cutter Rotation
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End millintg tests were perform ed on a Cincinnat No. Z Vertical

Dial Type Milling Mactune, A spray nifst c'utting fluid a•pplicator
is sho•wn, on the machin~e. A rotary seal is shown attached to the
top of a hollow draw bar for applying spray 111s1, or c-utting• fluid
through a hole aloang th axis of (lie rotating cutter.

See Text. page 3 o0 Fitr1 1
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III. MACHINING UNALLOYED TUNGSTEN

The propulsion systems of current aerospace weapons require structural
materials capable cf operating at very high temperatures. These temperatures
often exceed the melting points of nickel- and cobalt-base super alloys.
Refractory alloys, therefore, must be considered for such applications.

Unalloyed tungsten, which possesses useful structural strength even above
A 5000"F. has an outstanding potential for use in this area. Rocket nozzles

and deflector vanes have been most frequent applications of tungsten.

From a practical standpoint, however, there are some very real obstacles to
be nvercome in working with tungsten. Machining operations are inherently
difficult. Lack of ductility at room temperature is another limitation. This
characteristic comphcates fabrication and also poses sizable problems in the
design of tungsten structuret.

The unalloyed tungsteu investigated in this report can be classified by these
categories:

Pressed and sintered tungsten
Forged and resintered tungsten
Arc cast tungsten

Materials having theoretical densities of 85 to 96% were machined in the pressed
and sintered form. The forgei and resintered tungsten machined in this program
had a theoretical density of 96fa. while the arc cast tungsten investigated was
99% dense.

Microstructures of the tungst,,n discuised in this report are shown in Figures 10.
II and 12, pages ZV. 28 and 29. The structures of the pressed and sintered
materials, including the sintered and subsejuenatly forged grade. exhibit small
grain boundary voids among the grains of unalloyed tungsten. The arc cast
material. which has a much larger grain size than the other grades is easen-
tially free of voids in the microstructure.

The chemical analysis of these tungaterns are shown in T1able I. No heat treat-
ment was performed on any of these materials.

Table I
Chemical AnalysiZgoUnalloyed Tungsten

Nominal Analysis, Percent
0 N C M" W i Co W

Pressed and Sintered .005 ."ZO .010 .0Z .001 .01 .01 B.al
Forged and Resintered . (0IS .001 .010 .0Z .001 .01 .01 Bal
Arc Cast .0')2 .001 .004 .50 .. ..-. Bal

-15-



Recomntmendat ions for Machining Unalloyed Tun.sten

Tungsten is available in several forms. Initial production involves consolida-
tion by pressing and sintering tungsten powder. Variable densities may be
Sachieved by this process. High density tungsten. greater than 90%. is favored

over the lower density material for aerospace applications. From a produ.ction
standpoint, however, the higher density material presents more proiAems
because of its poorer machinability.

Tungsten is very much less ductile at room temperature than the other refrac-
tory alloys, although the ductility increases substantially when heated to about
600*F. Due to the brittleness of tungsten at -ouin temperature, chipping,
flaking and breakout tend to occur on the edges of machined surfaces. Tool life,
production rate and surface finish are poor with rotating cutting tools. Even in
grinding, there is a tendency to produce cracking of the workpiece.

Details of the machining variables of unalloyed tungsten are discusfed in the
following sections. Recommendations for machining are summarized in Table
2. pages 30 and 31.

Turnit, Pressed and Sinterted Tuns.At.,n. 9316 Density

Figures 13 through 17. pages P through 34. show the tool life curves obtained
when turning unalloyed tungsten of 93% theoretical density.

The effect ot cutting speed is shown in Figure 13, page 32, when turning this
mattrial with three diffcrenit carbide grades. Standard negative rake throwaway
tool geometry (1R -5*. SR -5°) waq employed in all the tests. Usir&g a feed of
.009 in. /rev. and the thard ni n-ferrout; K-Il (C-4) grade, best tool life of nine
minutes was ubtained at a cutting speed of 400 feet/minute. Tool life decreased
to three ninuten whitn the cutLifrg speed was increased to 300 feet/minute and
also decreased when thle cutting spced was decreased to 100 feet /miniute.

At a cutting speed of Z00 feetintinute. a C-1 non-ferrous grade 883 carbide
provided a tool life of only two minutes. while a C-8 stcel cutting grade pro-
vided less than one minute tool life.

Figure 14. page U2. shows the effect of feed when turningtungsten at a cutting

sp4eed of ZOO feet/minute using the standard negative rake tool gcornetry. This
chart shows that ntaxinium metal rernoval rates were obtained at feeds of .01z

to .015 in. irev. Approximately IZ cubic inches of metal was removed when this
feed range was useed. When the feed wag reduced to . 005 in. /rev.. less than
four cubic inches of metal were removed. It should be noted, however, that
there ts a greater tendency for chipping with the heavier feeds.

Tool life data obtai mgd in titrning 93% dr nme unalloyed tungsten when the back
rake and side rake angles werei varied over a wide range is shown in Figure 15,
page 33. Best tol life was obtained with a 0* side rake angle and a 15" negative
back ral - angle. At a cutting speod of ZOO feet/minute, this geometry provided
a tool life of 16 1rkinutes.

_ -16 -



rurning Pressed and Sintered Tungsten. 93% Density (continued)

A tool life curve using this geometry is shown in Figure 16. page 33. over a
cutting speed range of 100 to 300 feet/minute. Also shown is a tool life curve
obtained with the standard negative rake throwaway tool geometry (BR -5".
SR -5*). These two cur,.s show the increased tool life obtained with a side
rake of 0* and a back rake of ISS negative on the tool which provided a tool
life of only 19 minutes at a cutting speed of 100 feet/minute.

Figure 17. page 34. shows the tool life obtained when turning unalloyed tungsten
of 93% theoretical density' with cast alloy and Type T-15 high speed steel tools.
These tool materials were ineffective in turning this material. A tool life of
two minutes was obtained with T-15 high speed steel at 25 feet/minute. Ai this
same cutting speed. Crobalt No. 2 cast alloy provided only one minute of tool
life, while Stellite 98 M2 and Tantung G provided less than one minute.

Face Milling Pressed and Sintered Tungsten, 85% Densithy

The data obtained in face milling pressed and sintered unalloyed tungsten of
85% theoretical density is presented in Figures 18 through 22. pages 34 through
37.

Figure 18. page 34. shows the effect of carbide grade and one cast alloy tool
material in face milling the tungsten material. The maximum tool life. 2!
inches of work travel per tooth, was the same for both the C-3 and C-4 grades
of carbide at a cutting speed of 100 feet/minute and a feed of . 012 in. /tooth. A
C-Z carbide grade was slightly inferior, while the cast alloy tool material was
completely ineffective.

In face milling tungsten of 85% theoretical density, the best tocl life was obtained

with a carbide cutter haviag a 0* axial rake and a 0* radial rake, see Figure 19.
page 35. A tool life of 43 inches of work tr~ivcl per tooth was obtained at a
cutting speed of 230 feet/minute and a feed of . 012 in. /tonth using this cutter
geometry. Severe chipping of the workpiece occurred when other tool geometries
were used. Figure 20. page 36. shows some examples of workpiece chipping.

flaking and breakout in milling and drilling unalloyed tungsten.

The effect of cutting speed and feed is shown in Figure 21, page 37. When face
milling-at a cutting speed of 360 feet/minute, tool life decreased as the feed per
tooth was increased. At a.lower cutting speed of 100 feet/minute, tool life

increased when the feed was increased. However, severe workpiece chipping
occurred at a feed of .020 in. /tooth.

The pressed and sintered tungsten bars. 85wis density, used in this series of face
milling tests were produced by pressing the tungsten powder into a single bar
2" x 4" x 12". This bar was cut prior to .aintering into three shorter bars. In
performing milling tests on the bars. it was found that each bar had different
machining characteristics. A metallurgical examination showed that each bar
has a different hardness and grain size.

-17.



Face Millin4 Pressed and Sintered Tungsten, 85% Density (continued)

The tool life curves for the tungsten. 85% density, at two different hardnesses
is shown in Figure 2Z, page 37. The tungsten bar which showed the higher
hardness of 90 RB gave considerably better tool life than the bar of 84 RB
hardness. A tool life of 42 inches fo work trav.el per tooth at a cutting speed of
230 feet/minute was obtained from the bar o0 r 90 RB hardness, while the tool
life for the bar of 84 RB hardness was 24 inches of work travel per tooth at a

cutting spee& of 100 feet/minute. The grain size of the 90 RB tungsten bar was
finer than that observed in the tungsten bar of 84 RB hardness.

In face milling tungsten of 85% theoretical density, a considerably better tool
life was obtained with a highly chlorinated cutting oil as compared with a soluble
oil cutting fluid. Figure 23, page 38. At a cutting speed of 100 feet/minute. a
tool life of 7Z inches of work travel per tooth was obtained with high chlorinated

oil, as compared to a tool lite of 24 iaches of work travel per tooth with soluble

oil.

Face Milline Pressed and Sintered Tungsten, 93%7a Density

The data obtained in face milling pressed and sintered unalloyed tungsten of 93%
theoretical density is presented in Figures 24 through 26. pages 38 and 39.

The effect of carbide grade in face milling this material is shown in Figure Z4.

page 38. A tool life of 20 inches of work travel per tooth was obtained for
grade q99 (C--4) and grade K-8 (C-11 carbides mt a cutting speed of 97 feet/min.

and a feed of .010 in. /tooth. Gracte 883 and grade K-1l carbides provided
slightly less tool life. The relatively small difference in tool life indicates it

might be preferable to use the more shock resistant non-ferrous C-Z grade rather
"than the C-3 and C-4 finishing grades. A steel cutting grade 370 (C-6) provided

less than five incites of work travel per tooth.

The effect of cutting spo,,:d is shown in Figure 25, page 39, for two grades of

carbide and three high speed steel and cast alloy tools. Maximum tool life for

two carbide grades was obtained at a cutting speed of 78 feet/minute. With a
grade 999 (C-4) carbide, a tool life of 27 inches of work travel per tooth was

obtained at this cutting speed using a feed of .010 in. /tooth. A grade 883 (C-2)

carbide providedl 24 inchea work travel per tooth under these cutting conditions.
Less than itve inches was obtained with Braccut. T-15 and T-1 high speed steel
at a cutting rpeed of 20 feet/minute. When using the cast alloys - Crobalt No. Z.
Stellite 98 M2 and Tantung G - less than one inch work travel per tooth could be

obtained.

The effect of workpicce temperature when face milling unalloyed pressed and

sintered tungsten of 93% theoretical density is shown in Figure Z6. page 39. For
these tests the workpiece was heated with an oxy-acetylene torch. A chromel-
aluinel thermotouple w;-.* attached to the workpiece very near the surface to be
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Fgace Miling Pressed and Sintered Tungst- 1. 93% Density (continued)

Cut. The workpiece temperature was recorded on a conventional temperature

record~ag instrument. The temperature drop was less than 50'F when making

the cut.

Tool life increased to a maximum of 11 inches of work travel per tooth when

the -orkpiece temperature was increased to 800"F. At temperatures above

800" F. tool life dropped off. In addition, a very rough surface finish was

obtained at workpiece temperatures of 800"F and higher. It is significant to

no*e that considerably better tool life, 20 inches work travel per tooth, was

obtained with these saine cutting conditions at room temperatures. when using

a highly chlorinated oil.

Face Millint Forged and Resintered Tungsten, 96% Density

Face milling tests were made on forged and resintered tungsten at room tempera-

ture and with the workpiece heated to 800"F. These tests were made using a

special electric heating ftirnace mounted on and insulated from the milling

machine table. Workpiece temperature was controlled using an autotransformer.

A thermocouple was welded to the workpiece. and workpiece temperature was

continuously recorded on a strip chart recorder.

The effect of cutting speed in face milling the forged and resintered tungsten at

room temperature is shown in Figure 27. page 40. With a grade 883 (C-Z)

carbide cutter having a 15' negative axial rake and a 0* radial rake. the best

tool life. 39 inches of work travel per tooth, was obtained at a cutting speed

of 142 feet/minute using a feed of .009 in./tooth with soluble oil cutting fluid.

A, Cutting speeLds below and above 142 feet/minute. tool life decreased rapidly.

When the workpiece temperature was increased to 800° F, a tool life of less

than two inches of work travel was obtained at a cutting speed of 75 feet/minute

using a feed of .009 in. /tooth.

Figure 28, page 40, shows the effect of feed in face milling forged and resin-

tered tungsten at room temperature. At a feed of .009 in. /tooth. the tool life

was maximum. 39 inches of work travel per tooth; however, when the feed was

red•ued to .005 in. /tooth, tool life decreased to about six inches of work travel

per tooth. At a feed of . 014 in. /tooth, again only six inches of work travel per

tooth was obtained; also, the workpitme Lhippcd badly as the cutter came out of

the cut. Backing up the tungs4ten workpiece with cold rolled steel did not elimi-

nate or even reduce this severe work breakout problem at the .014 in. /tooth feed.

En-1 Milling Pressed and Sintered Tungsten. 93% lMnsitt

The effect of cutting speed and carbide grade in end mill slotting pressed and

sialered tungsten with carbide tipped end mills is shown in Figure 29. page 41.

The K-8 grade (C-3) provided much better tool life than the 883 grade (C-2) aksd
44A grade (C- 1) carbides. With the K-8 carbide, a tool life of 45 inches of work

travel was obtained at a cutting spoed of 200 feet/minute and a feed of .003 inchoe

per tooth.
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End Millin.! Pressed and Siniered Tungsten, 'Y3% Density (continued)

Figure 30. page 41, shows the effect of feed when end mill slotting and periph-
eral end milling this material. The best tool life, when end mill slotting, was
obtained with a feed of .003 in. /tooth. The tool life for this feed was 45 inches
of work travel. When peripheral end milling pressed and sintered tungsten,
the best tool life. ZO inches of work travel, was obtained using a feed of .004
in. /tooth.

Increasing the periphe:al clearance on the carbide tipped end mill increased the
tool life obtained in end mill slotting. Figure 31. page 42. With a 6* clearance

angle. the tool life was 17 inches of work travel, compared to 45 inches for the
end mill with the clearance angle increased to 12'.

Figure 32, page 4Z. shows the effect of cutting speed and carbide grade when
taking peripheral end milling cuts on pressed and sintered tungsten. 93% density,

34 Re. The width of cut was 114" atid the depth 1/8". With a workpiece tempera-
ture of 8000F. the best tool life. 109 inches of work travel, was obtained at a
cutting speed of 140 feet/minute using a feed of .004 in. /tooth and a grade
K-8 (C-3) carbide tipped cutter. When the cutting speed was increased to 200
feetfminute, the tool life decreased to about 50 inches of work travel. The
workpiece was heated using the electric furnace described in the previous section.

This (-hart also shows the effect of carbide grade in peripheral end milling this
material. A grade K-6 (C-2) carbide tipped cutter gave 99 inches of work
travel, while a grade K-11 (C-4) tutter, gave 55 inches of work travel at a
cutting speed of lN0 feel/minute using a feed of .004 in. /tooth and a workpiece
temperature of 800'F. Figure 3M. page 42, also shows the tool life at room
temperature. At a cutting speed of Z00 feet/minute and a feed of . 004 in. /tooth.
a tool life of Z0 inches work travel per tooth was obtained. By comparison, a
tool life of 50 inches work travel was obtained when the workpiece temperature
was increased to 800"F.

End Milling Frarged Tungsten,_96% Density

End milling tests were made using thle cutter for slatting forged and resintered
tungsten. The results are sllow&% in Figuri 33. page 43.

"This rhart Shows the effect of cutting speed, carbide grade and workpiece tern-
perature when using a 1-1/4" diameter carbide tipped end mill with a 0' axial
rake and 0' radial rake. Best tool life, 26 inches (A work travel, was obtained
with a grade K-8 (C-3) carbide tipped cutter operating at a cutting speed of 204
feet/nitinute, a feed of .003 in. Itooth and a soluble oil cutting fluid. 'root life
decreased to about five inches of work travel when the cutting speed was reduced
to 100 feot/minute or increased to 300 feet/minute.

When a grade K-i1 (C-4) carbide tipped f.nd mill was used at 204 feet/minute, a
tool life of 13 inches of work travel was obtained. Tool life decreased to seven
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End Milling Forged Tungsten. 96% Density (continued)

inches of work travel when a grade 44A (C-1) carbide tipped cutter was used

at this cutting speed.

The effect of end mill slotting forged and res-ntered tungsten at a workpiece

temperature of 800*F is also shown. This chart, Figure 33, page 43. shows
that when the forged tungsten was heated to 800° F, less than one inch of work
travel was obtained using a grade K-Il (C-4) carbide tipped cut-er at 204
feet per minute with a feed of . 003 in. /tooth. The chips were red hot when
the cutter began to cut its full width and the test had to be discontinued.

Drilling Pressed and Sintered Tangrten. 96% Density

Initial drilling tests using high speed steel drills proved to be unsatisfactory.
Complete point and cutting edge breakdown was evident before drilling one hole.
In addition, the cutting forces increased to the point where the workpiece
cracked in several pieces. Carbide tipped drills also proved to be unsatisfactory.
rhis type of drill lacked the rigidity for drilling tungsten. Catastrophic failure
occurred in each test with no apparent warning. In all tests performed, the
carbide tip of the drill failed completely.

With solid carbide drills, it was possible to obtain some drill life. All of the
data presented in this report was done with solid carbide twist drills. However.
sharpening solid carbide drills presents some additional problems. Not only
is a diamond grinding wheel needed, but a very rigid drill grinder is of utmost

importance to obtain microscopically chip free cutting edges. Failure to
diamond hone the cutting lips of the drill will result in catastrophic failure of
the drill with no warning.

Due to the brittle nature of unalloyed tungsten. chipping, flaking and breakout

occur quite frequently ;s the drill enters and when it emerges at the end of the
hole. The extreme abrasiveness of this material also causes very rapid wear
on the drill. which in turn increases tOe cutting forces and the ticudency to

chip and crack.

Figures 34 through 38. pages 43 through 45. present the dat*r obtained when

drilling pressed a.-d sintered tungsten of 96% theoretical dentity, using solid
carbide drills.

The effect of cutting speed on drill life is shown in Figure 34. page 43. for
feeds of .001 in. /rev. and . 002 in./rev. The best tool life. seven holes, was

obtained using a cutting speed of m50 feet/minute and a feed of . 001 in. /rev.
At this same cutting speed, drill life was veduced to four holes when the feed
was increased to .OOZ in. Irev. When the utting speed was increased above
!S0 feet/minute or decreased below ISO fc..t/hinute, drill life was again reduced.
These data were obtained with a C-2 grade solid carbide, No. 3 (.213") diameter

twist drill. using highiy chlorinated oil as the cutting fluid.
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Drilling Pressed and Sintered Tungsten, 96% Density (continued)

Figure 35. page 44. shows the effect of feed when drilling this material ac a
cutting speed of 150 feet/minute. Maximum drill life, seven hules. was
obtained at a feed of .001 in. /rev. When the feed was decreased to .OC.05 in.
per rev., drill life dropped to six holes. When the feed was increased to
.00Z in. /rev.. four holes were drilled, and with a feed of .005 in./ ev. only
two holes could be drilled.

Figure 36. page 44. shows the effect of clearance angle when drilling this
material at 150 feet/minute with a . 001 in. /rev. feed. Drill life was the same.
four holes, when a clearance of 5" and of 7* was used. When the clearance
was reduced to 3'. drill life dropped to two h-les. These tests were run with
a plain 118" poin't angle so that lip clearance could be measured accurately.

The effect of drill hLlix angle is shown in Figure 37. page 45. A straight flute
solid carbide 0* helix angle drill provided a drill life of three holes, while a
twist drill with a 29" helix angle provided a drill life of seven holes.

Figure 38. page 45. shows the effect of the cutting fluid when drilling this
pressed and sintered tungsten with solid carbide drills. Maximum drill life,
eight holes, was obtained using highly chlorinated oil applied as a flood. When
a highly chlorinated oil was applied in a spray mist. drill life was reduced to
three holes. Solable oil. highly su)2hurized oil and water soluble wax cutting
fluids applied as a flood and spray mist provided a drill life of only two holes.

A series of tests were made to compare the effect of different processing
techniques on drdl life when drilling unalloyed tungsten. In addition to 93%
density pressed and sintered tungsten. forged and subtQ-c,,ently resintered tung-

sten and arc cast tungsten were drilled. Using .Z13" diameter grade 883 (C-2)
solid carbide drills. Figure 39. page 46. shows the best drill life was 15 holes
obtained in the forged and resintered tungsten at a cutting speed 3f 150 feet/min.
at a feed of .002 in. /rev. With theas drilling conditions, a drill life of 1Z
holes was obtained in the pressed and sintered material and nine holes in the
arc cast tungsten. Very little work breakout was observed in the workplece
when the drill emerged through in the arc cast tungsten. The breakout problem
was more severe when drilling the forged and pressed and sintered tungsten.

Drilling Pressed and Sintered Tungsten, 93% Dcnsity. at Elevated Trmperature

In drilling pressed and sintered tungsten at elevated temperatures, it was noted
that blowing a stream of air at Z0 psi on the drill increased drill life. Also.
when powdered molybdenum disulphide (MoSj) was added to the air stream using

an aspirator. drill life was increased over that obtained with plain air. Approxi-
mately one-half ounce of MoSZ was used to drill one hole. see Figure 40. page 46.

A drill life of three holes was obtained at a cultiug speed of 150 feet/minute on

zz.
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Drilling Pressed and Sintered Tungsten. 93% Density, at Elevated
Temperature (4Vntinued)

the tungsten heated to 400'F using air. With a powdered MoSZ added to the
air stream, drill life was increased to seven holes. However, the MuSZ powder
introduced a serious cleaning problem and a health hazard to the operator.
These tests were made using the electric furnace described previously.

Figure 41, page 47. shows the effect of feed in drilling this presred and sintered
tungsten heated to 400*F at a speed of 150 feet/minute with C-Z (883) grade
solid carbide drills. A feed of .002 in. /rev, produced better drill life than a
feed of .001 or .005 in. Irev. Here, air alone was used to clear the chips from

the drill.

A short series of tests made at 400'F indicated that higher cutting speeds
produced better drill life. Figure 42. page 47. Drill life was increased from
four holes at 100 feet/minute to ten holes at Z00 feet/minute in drilling 1/2"
deep through holes with a .213" diameter C-2 (883) grade solid carbide drill.
Air plus molybdenum disulphide powder was used as a "cutting fluid."

The effect of workpiece temperature in drilling pressed and sintered tungsten.
93% theoretical density. 26 Rc, is shown in Figure 43, page 48. When the
workpiece temperature was increased, drill life increased. Drill life at 200
feet/minute with the C-Z (883) grade solid carbide drill was only five holes at
room temperature, compared with 27 holes at 800*F.

Drilling Pressed and Sintered Tungsten Sheet Material

The results of the drilling tests on tungsten sheet are shown in Figures 44 and
45. pages 48 and 49.

Figure 44. page 48. shows the effect of cutting speed and feed in drilling pressed
and sintered 45 Rc tungsten sheet 1116" thick with 1/8" diameter grade 883 (C-2)
solid carbide drills. Best drill life, 30 holes. was obtained at a cutting speed of
250 feet/minute witb a feed of Z.Z5 in. sin. or .0003 in. /rev. 17640 rpm).
When the feed was reduced to 1.5 in. sin. or .0002 in. /rev., drill life decreased
to 12 holes and when the feed was increased to . 0008 in. /rev., drill life decreased
to less than five holes. rhese tests were performed with a 90" point angle drill
with-a notched point. Delamination at the edge of the hole was observed on the

bottom side of the workpiece.

The effect of sheet thickness is shown in Figure 45, page 49. This chart show*
that drill life is inc-eased some sixfold when 1/16" thick sheet Is drilled, com-
pared with drilling 1I8" thick sheet tungsten, using 1/8" diameter solid carbide
drills. At a cutting speed of ZS5 feet/minute with a feed of. 0003 In. /rev.. 30
holes were drilled in 1/16" thick sheet, while five holes were drilled in 1/8"1

thick sheet material with a 90' point angle drill. The quality of the holes drilled
through the 1/16" thick sheet was good until tbe drill dulled, after which dolami-
nation occurred.
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"Tapping Pressed and Sintered Tungsten, 96% Irnsity

The results of the tapping tests on pressed and sintered tungsten, 96% density.
34 Rc. are presented in Figures 46 through 50. pages 49 through 5Z.

In tapping 1/2" through holes using 5/16-24 NF,. 4 flute plug stub taps. Figure
46. page 49. shows the effect of workpiece temperature. A tap life of 14 holes
was obtained when the workpiece wa* held at 400*F, 600* F, and 800*F. When
the workpiece temperature was decreased to 200*F, the tap life decreased to
eight holes, and with the workpiece at room temperature only two holes could
be tapped. The elevated temperature tests were made using the electric

furnace described previously.

Figure 47, paye, 50, shows the effect of cutting speed in tapping pressed and
sintered tungsten at 6000F using 5/16-Z4 NF standard taps. Maximum tap life
of 13 holes was obtained at a cutting speed of 5.3 feet/minute. When the cutting
speed was increased to 15 feet/minute. tap life decreased to one hole.

The effect of workpiece temperature and tap design is shown in Figure 48,
page 50. Fourteen holes could be tapped on the pressed and sintered tungsten
when the workpiece temperature was increased to 800"F using a stub type tap.

With a standard length tap, only six holes were tapped. Tests performed at
room temperature showed that a stub length tap and standard length tap provided
two holes.

Figure 49, page 51, shows a photograph of the special stub tap used for these
tests and a standard length 4 flute tap. The overall length of the stub tap is
two inches, compared to 2-3/4 inches overall length for the standard tap. The
flute length pf the stub is 1/2". The maximum depth through hole that can be
tapped is 9/16". This stub design provides greater rigidity which is necessary
in tapping tungsten.

The effect of percent thread is shown in Figure 50, page 5R. This chart shows
very little difference in tap life when a 60% and 75% thread is tapped. Three
60% holes were tapped in the pressed and sintered tungsten, while two 75%
holes were obtained using a 5/16-24 NF standard length tap operating at 5.3 feet
per minute with a highly chlorimited oil.

Grinding Pressed and Sintered Tungsten. 93% Density

Until recently. there appeared to be a reluctance toward using grinding in the
industry because of the tendency of grinding to produce surface cracks and high
residual stresses. The cracking tendency and the high residual stresses are

undoubLedly accentuated by the use of conventional grinding conditions. The
grinding investigation has shown that it is possible to grind tungiten and not pro-
duce cracks or unusually high residual stresses if low stress conditions are
employed. The surface finishes obtainted ranged from 10 to 40 microincheso
depending upon the specific grinding variables used. However, the grinding
ratios, in general. were low.
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Grinding Pressed and Sintered Tungsten, 93% Density (continued)

The results of the grinding tests on the pressed and sintered tungsten, 93%
density, 26 Rc, are shown in Figureas 51 through 58, pages 52 through 56.

The effect of wheel grade, wheel speed and grinding fluid in grinding tungsten
is shown in Figure 51, page 52. The best G ratio. 4.4. was obtained with a
3ZA46N5VBE wheel operating at a wheel speed of 4000 feet/minute using a 5%
potassium nitrite solution (KNO2) as a grinding fluid. With soluble oil and
highly sulphurized oil and softer grades oi wheels, the maximum G ratio that
could be obtained was about three.

Figure 52, page 53, shows that at the lower down feed of.0005 in. /pass a G
ratio of 5. Z was obtained with the 3ZA46N5VBE wheel at a wheel speed of 2000
feet/minute using a 5% KNO2 solution as the grinding flul..

Surface grinding data on pressed and sintered tungsten cf 93% theoretical den-
sity is presented in Figures 53 through 58. pages 53 through 56, using a highly
sulphurized grinding oil. These results were obtained before the 5% KNO2

solution was used.

The effect of wheel grade on grinding ratio is shown in Figure 53. page 53.
Using a wheel speed of -000 feet/minute, a table speed of 40 feet/minute, a
cross feed of .050 in. /pass and a down feed of . 001 in. /pass, a G ratio of
approximately three was obtained with a 46 grit, "N" hardness,. 5 structure
wheel. However, chatter was encountered under these conuittions. Changing
the wheel hardness from "N" to "L" did not eliminate the chatter, but reduced
the G ratio to less than two. Use of "J" and "K" hardness wheels did eliminate
the chatter condition, but provided a G ratio of only slightly over one.

Figure 54. page 54. shows the effect of wheel speed on the grinding ratio for
two different wheel grades when surface grinding the tungsten material. A
grinding ratio of approximately three was obtained with an "N" grade wheel at
2000 feet/minute. When the wheel speed was increasd to 6000 feet/minute, the
grinding ratio was reduced to about one. No significant difference in grinding
ratio was observed when using a highly sulphurized oil or a soluble oil grinding
fluid. However, surface cracks were produced on the workpiece when the
soluble oil was ured.

Little difference in the grinding ratio was observed when the table speed was
varied between 20 and 60 feet/minute. see Figure 55, page 54. With an "N"
grade wheel operating at Z000 feet/minute. the grinding ratio varied from Z-1/4
to 3. when the table speed was changed fromn Z0 to 60 fectlminute.

Figure 56, page 55. shows the effect of down feed when surface grinding the
tungsten material. With an "N" grade wheel at a wheel speed of Z000 feet per
minute, the G ratio was reduced from three to two when the down feed was
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Grinding Pressed and Sintered Tungsten, 93% Density (continued)

increased from .0005 to .002 in. !pass. Chatter marks and surface cracks
were observed on the workpiece when using the .00Z in. /pass down feed.

No significant change in G ratio was observed when the cross feed was varied
from .0Z5 to . 100 in. /pass for grade "L" and "N" wheels operating at 2000
feet/minute. see Figure 57. page 55.

The effect of grinding fluid is shown in Figure 58, page 56, when surface
grinding unalloyed pressed and sintered tungsten with three different grades
of wheels. For a given hardness wheel, the grinding ratio did not change
significantly when using a highly sulphurized oil, a highly chlorinated oil or
a soluble oil. With the harder grade "N" wheel, a G ratio of approximately
three was produced with all three grinding fluids. However, surface cracks
and chatter marks were present on the workpiece when soluble oil was used.

The grinding recommendations given in Table 2, page 31, were selected to
reduce the tendency for surface cracking and workpiece distortion. Section
XI of this report presents the data on workpiece distortion and residual stresses
in grinding unalloyed tungsten.

- - I
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Ele-roii& Photornicrograph of Pressed and Sintered Tungsten
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Microstr'icture of Forgtvd and Cast Tungsten
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FaLt" MI;hng Pressed and Sintered Tungsten
8S5 l,.nsity - 90 RB

Effect of "Tol GC.ometry

Cutter: 4" Dia. Single Tooth Face Mill
With Kennametal K-8 (C.3)

Carbide
CA: 450 (unless noted) ECEA: 50
Clearance: 150

Cutting Speed: 230 ft. /min.

Feed: .012 in. /tooth
Depth of Cut: .060"
Width of Cut: Z"

Cutting Fluid: Soluble Oil (1:20)

Tool Life End Point: 016" Uniform Wear
50 -C: Severe Chipping of Workpiece

0 50

0

U 40

V77SC

a Re . 060° C,

20 c

--- - -0 - -

•aAxiul Rake 7 0 0 0 0

Radial Rake 7 IS 0 0 -15
Resultant Rake 10 10 0 0 -t0
Inclination 0 -10 0 0 10

Tiol A'iles -depr '.

See Text. page 17 35- Fiure 19
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Illustrations of Work Breakout in Machining Unalloyed Tungstez

Breaking and chipping at the edges
of the workpiece in face milling

-Chipping and flaking produccd it drilling The above

view is the top of thn 100le1. Tile photo below shows

the condition of the workp.tecc after the drill emerged
ftem the holes.

IS,

Figure tO

SeTe'zt, pge 17 -36 -
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1.

S .

special stub length t.pe M-I0 ILSS tap (V" long) and
standard length type M-10 1W55 tap (Z-3/4" long) used
in tapping pressed and sintered tungsten. The maxi-
muim depth of hole that cau be tapped with the special
stub length tap is IlZa.

Figure 49

See Text, pag- Z4 -S
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IV. MACITINTNG D-31 COLUMBIUM ALLOY

In the p-,st few years, considerable effort h.as becei expendcd in the drvelop-
ment cfi columbium base alloys for structiural applications in advanced aero-
space vehicles and nuclear reaztors. The advatitages of columbiurn in these
areas include its high melting point, low nuclear cross section and relative
case of fabrication. Columbium's advantageous tensile, creep and rupture
strength in the range of 2000 to 2500"F make it a logical choice for many air
frame and propulsion s9stem components. Typical applications include skins
and panels, engine mounts, supiortings. and a variety of related attachments
and fittings.

For machining tests, the alloy D-31 was selected as being representative of
the group of columbium alloys presently available. This alloy was machine.d in

the extruded and stress relieved condition. In addition to the machinability data
presented on the' D-31 alloy, a limited amount of surface grinding data is given
on unalloyed columbium. Typical microstructures of the unalloyed and D-31
rolumbiurn alloy are shown in Figure 59. page 61. The nominal chemical
composition is shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Chemical Composition Of D- 31 Columbium Alloy

Nominal Composition, Percentage Average Hardness
Material Ili Mo Cb BuN

D- 31 10.0 10.0 Bal 207-Z17

Recommendations for Machining D-31 Columbium Alloy

D-31 columbium has proved to be one of the least difficult to machine refrac-
tory alloys investigated in this program. The machining characteristics of this
alloy are very similar to the austenitic stainlesa steels. Since columbium is

considerably more ductile than tangsten at room temperature, no work breakout
or chipping was encountered when machining this alloy. Surface finish in
machining. while not as good as obtained whens machining the stainless steels.
was generally acceptable. Most machimnig operations can be performed with

high speed steel cutting tools; however, carbide tools will permit much higher
productioa rates.

The data obtained in machinirng D-31 columbium alloy has been reviewed and

the recommtendations for nmachining this alloy are given in Table 4, pages 6Z
and 63.

ILI.
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Turn.ng

Appreciable differences were found in the various carbide grades uied in
turning the D-31 columbium alloy. As shown in Figur, 60. page 64, the G-6
grade was :tIe poorest and the C-2 grade the best. The high cost of D-31
columbium, $120 per pound, did not permit the removal of a large volume of
metai for a given tool life. A .030" depth of cut was selected f,'r the tests as
representative of semi-finishing cuts. A comparison of the C-2 grade of carbide
with high speed steel and cast alloy tools is presented in Figure 61, page 64,
The cutting speed with carbide was 50% faster than with the cast alloy and more

than 300% faster titan with high speed steel tools for equivalent tool life.

When turning with M-Z high speed steel tool, the tool life decreased rapidly when
the feed was increased above . 005 in. /rev. The tool life curve versus feed in
Figure 62, page 65, indicates that the tool life at a feed of ,009 in.; rev, was
only one-third the tooi life obtained at a feed of . 005 in. /rev.

Tool geometry is also a very important factor in turning the D-31 columbium
alloy with high speed steel tool.s.. Note in Figure 63. page 65, how the tool life
increased when the side rake angle was increased. Changing the side rake from
20* to 30" more than doubled the tool life.

Face Milling

The relat:onship between tool life and cutting speed is shown in Figure 64, page
66, for a feed of .010 in. /tooth with an M-2 high speed steel face milling cutter.
In addition, test points are presented for lighter and heavier feeds. At a feed
of .010 in. /tooth. the best tool life was obtained at a cutting speed of 100 feet
per minute. Test data in the chart also indicates that by reducing the feed 50%
to .005 in. /tooth. tool life was doubled. Tool life was improved considerably
by using premium grades of high speed steel tools as shown in Figure 65, page 66.

A further increase in tool life was obtained through the use of a highly chlorinated

oil, see Figure 66, page 67. As shown in Figure 67, page 67, tool geometry is
anothe important factor in milling tl'e D-3! columbium alloy with high speed
steel tools. An axial rake of 0* ann a radial rake of 30* proved best.

A comparison of the tool life curves in Figures 64 through 68, pages 66 through
68, shows that the cutting speed with carbide was 40% higher than with ant M-2
high speed steel cutter. The feed was . 010 in. /tooth in both casts.

End Milling

The proper seliction of cutting fluid in end milling the 1)-31 columbium alloy Is
very important. Note in Figure 69, page 68, the great differences obtained in
tool life with the three cutting fluids tested. The highly chlorina"ed oil was

considerably better than the soluble oil and slightly better than the highly sulphur-
ized oil.

-58-



End Milling (continued)

T'.e tool life curves in Figure 70. page 69. demonstrate the advantL ge of the
T-15 high speed steel cutter over the M-2 cutter. The cutting speed for the
equivalent tocl life was 351/4 higher With the T-15 than with the M-Z cutter.

As shown in Figure 71, pa-- 69, the feed is also very critical. Tool life at a
feed of . 002 in. tooth was over 200 inches of work travel, while at a feed of
.001 in. /tooth about 120 inches of work travel was obtained and when a feed of
.003 in. /tooth was used, the tool life was nil

Drilling.

The effect of cutting speed and feed in drilling the D-31 columbiv.m alloy is
demonstrated in Figure 72. page 70. A feed of . 00Z in. /rev, permitted a 50%
increase in cutting speed over that permitted with a feed of .005 in. /rev. for
equivalent drill life. However, the production rate on' 85 holes drilled at
75 feet/minute using a .005 in. /rev. feed was greater than that for the 85 holes
drilled at 120 feet/minute and the .00Z in. /rev, feed. A tool life curve for a
range of cutting speeds is shown in Figure 73. page 70. for a 1/8" diameter
drill at a feed of .005 in. /rev.

In the smaller size drills, feed is even more inmportant. Note in Figure 74.
page 71. the abrupt decrease in drill life when the feed was increased with a
1/16" diameter drill. Also note how drill life improved when the.cutting speed
was increased from 25 to 50 feet/minute. Chip removal was more efficient at
the higher drilling speed. A feed of .0005 in. /rev. at a cutting speed of 50
feet/minuto is recormmended on drills . 06" in diameter. These drilling condi-
tions provide a drill penetration rate of 1. S in. /min.

Another important factor in drilling small diamieter holes is the length of the
drill. In the chart in Figure 75, page 71, the overall length of the drill was
1 -5/8"; however, by re-iucing the drill length from 1-5/8" 1to 1-1/4", the drill
life inecroased from 15 holk. to 61 ho•oe.,

SR eamin•

In reaming. tht hole size wad periodically checked with a plug gage. All of the
"tests reported were discontinued when a wearland of .012" was observed on the
t rarner cutting edgeo. At this poý.-.t, the chaage in hol-i size was under . 001".

* The relationship between cutting speed and reamer life is illustrated in Figure 76.
pape 7Z. Using a 10* right hand op, I reanter and a highly sulphurized oiL 100
holes ,213" diameter, can be rearn.. at a cutting speed of 125 feet/minute. The
reamer life was appreciably lesp , 'h uither the highly chlorinated or the settibhe
oil. As indicated by Figure 77. page 7Z. the feed rate is extremely important.
A very significant reduction in reamer life resulted when the feed was reducc-d

+- 59 -



Realning (continued)

from .005 in. /rev. to .002 in. /rev. An even greater reduction occurred when
the feed was increased to .009 in. /rev.

Tapping

A relatively low cutting speed must be used in tapping the D-31 columbiunm
alloy. Note in Figure 78, page 73. that at a cutting speed of 12 feet/minute.
50 holes were tapped, while only 17 holes were tapped at 16 feet/minute. The
selection of cutting fluid is also critical. The chart in Figure 79, page 73,
demonstrates the superiority of tlhe highly chlorinated oil over various other
types.

Grinding

Grinding wheel wear is very rapid in grinding D-31 columbium. However, this
alloy is not prone to developing surface cracks provided moderate grinding
conditions are employed. The grinding wheel becomes loaded very rapidly.
Wheels must be dressed often and flooded liberally with a grinding fluid. Surface
finishes of the order of 10 to 50 inicroinches were obtained in the tests reported.

The har chacts in Figures PO and 81, page 74. indicate that the best wheel of
the group tested was the grade 3ZA46K8VBE for the surface grinding of both the
unalloyed columbium and the D-31 columbium alloy. Various grinding fluids
are also compared in Figure 82, page 75, on both metals. Note that potassium
nitrite (KNOQ) was the best of the group on the D- 31 columbium alloy.

The relationship between wheel speed arzd G ratio is presented in Figure 83,
page 75. Note how rapidly the G ratio decreased on the D-31 colunabium alloy
when the wheel speed was increased beyond 4000 feet!minute.

The effect of table speed on G ratio is -•hown in Figure 84, page 76. for two
types of wheels. As shown in tle chart, a change in table speed over a range
of Z0 to 60 feet/minute did not appreciably affect the grinding ratio. However.
as illustrated in Figures 85 and 86. pages 76 and 77, increasing either or both
the down feed or the cross feed can adversely affect the G ratio.

Three sets of grinding conditions are given in the table of recommended machininj
conditions for D-31 columbium. The first set of conditions -mploy a low wheel
speed and down feed to obtain the highest G ratio possible. 7.5. The second
condition uses a higher wheel speed and down feed with a nitrite grinding fluid..
The grinding ratio obtained is 4. 5 in this case. The usc of potassium nitrite as
a grinding fluid is sometimes considered objectionable because of the difficulty
in keeping the machine clean, and the tendency of the salt deposits to gum up
moving parts. A third -4*i of conditions given recommend a conventional soluble
oil for the grinding fluid. but the grinding ratio is reduced to 3. 5 when this fluid
is used.
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Microstructures of D-10 and D-31 Columbium Alloys

II

*1 (
D-1.0 Unalloyed Columbium

Extruded and Stress Relievee, 112 BHN

Microstructure consists of equiaxed. single phase grains.
Magnification: 500X Etchant: ZO ml. HNO 3

4 ml. HF
40 mi. HZO

:, ,. .

t *

4 5..

D-31 Columbium A1loy
Extruded and Strems Rcleived. 217 D1IN

Microetructure consists of columblum alky matrix plus
bonds of precipitae*..

Magnification: 50OX tchaant: 20 Znl. 11N0 3

4 ml. HF

40 mlt. 1IZO

Figure 59

Seo Text. page 57 - 61 -
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Surface Grinding D-3• Columbium Alloy. Z17 BHN

Effect of Cross Feed

Wheel Grade: See Below

Wheel Speedc 2000 feet/minute
Down Feed: .001 inches/pass

Table Speed: 40 feet/minute

Grinding Fluid: KNOZ. 5¶%. solution

12 _____

10 ____

0 8
(4

32A46K8VBE
6

4

4 ________ _______

I

73ZA46J8VBE

.OZ5 .050 .075 *A100 .1-15

Cross Feed - inches/pass

See text. page60 - 77 - Figure 8S



V. MACIUNING MOLYBDENUM - TZM ALLOY

The refractory metals are becoming increasingly important as structural
materials in high speed aircraft and missiles. Molybdenum alloys in particu-
lar are being used for these applications because of their relativel' high
strength at temperatures in the range of 1800-2500 F. coupled with low cost
in comparison to the other refractory alloys. Missile and rocket parts Such
as nozzles, nozzle inserts, leading edges of control surfaces and heat radiation
shields are typical of current applications for molybdenum.

Two alloys of molybdenum were selected for machining tests in this program;
these were the titanium-zirconium alloy known as TZM and the molýSdenum-

0. 5,'. titanium alloy. Typical microstructures of these alloys are shown in
Figure 87. nage 83. The nominal chemical composition is given in Table 5.

Table 5
Chemical Composition of ol'o n•-p - "-t.,,

Nominal Composition. Percentage .r-'erage Hardness
Material Ti C Zr Mo BHN

TZM 0.50 .015 0.08 Bal Z35
Mo-0.5 i1 0.45 .020 -- Bat ZZO

Recommendations for Machining TZM Molybdenum Alloy

TZM mxolybdenum machines similar to a medium carbon alloy steel in the 30 to
35 Rc hardness range. but tool wear occurs more rapidly. The chips produced
in machining are somewhat like cast iron chips. Molybdenum tends to chip out.
especially in milling operations. Machines should be rigid and free from any
back lash. In turning, high positive rake angles improve cutting efficiency and
increase tool life. The recommendations for machining the TZM molybdenum
alloy are presented in Table 6. pages 84 and 85.

Turning Tests

The relationship between tool life and cutting speed for turning the TZM molyb-
denum alloy is shown in Figure 88. page 86. for two different depths of cut. A-
tool life of Z5 minutes was obtained zt a cuttine speed of 450 feet/minute, a feed
of .009 in. /rev. and a depth of cut of .030". When the depth of cut was doubled
to .060". the tool life decreased to five minutes. Also, when the TZM molyb-
denum alloy was cut dry, the tool life decreased to as much as one-third of the
value obtained with a solub!e oil. The harder grade of carbide K-8 (C-3)
appeared to be no better than the K-6 (C-2) grade; the 44A (C-Z) grade was
somewhat poorer.
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Turning Tests (continued)

As indicated in Figure 89, page 86. longer tool life was obtained with lighter
feeds. At a feed of .005 i-. /rev., the tool life was 41 minutes or 38 cubic
inches, as compared to ten minutes or Z2 cubic inches at a feed of .012 inches
per revolution.

The chart in Figure 90. page 87, shows the superiority of soluble oil (1:20)
over highly chlorinated or sulphurized oils. The improvement in tool life with
a higher side rake angle is presented in Figure 91. page 87, The tool life was
increased almost four times when the rake auagle was increased from 7' to 20'.

Face Milling Tests

Because molybdenum tends to chip out during machining, negative rake angle
cutters sho•!d not be used in milling this alloy. Negative rake cutters also
produce a poorer surface finish. The 0* axial rake and 0* radial rake carbide
cutter used in the tests reported produced surface finish values ranging from
125 to ZOO microinches, while surface finish measurements greater than 350
microinches were observed when using the negative rake cutters.

A comparison of various high speed steel and cast alloy tools is presented in
Figure 9Z, page 88. for face milling the TZM molybdenum alloy. The tool life
with the super high speed steels. "'-lS and Braccut. was about 50% greater than
with the Types T- 1 and M-Z high speed steels. While the cast alloy toals showed
some advantage over the T-1 aaid M-2 tools in one instance, these tools were
poorer than the super high speed steels.

Although the feed is not critical as it affects tool life with high speed steel tools
in face milling, there is some advantage in using a feed of .010 in. ftooth as
shown in Figure 93, page 88. Also note in Figure 94, page 89, that a 25%
decrease in tool life occurred when the depth of cut was increased from .030"
to .060". However, the higher production rate with the .060" depth of cut more
than compensates for the decrease ,n tool life.

From the results shown in Figure 95. page 89, tool geometry with high speed
steel tuols is a very important factor influencing tool life. Negative rIik- angles
should not be used in milling "'ZM molybdenum. High positive radial rake
angles provide maximum tool life.

The tool life curves in Figure 96, page 90, show that a practical cutting speed
for face milling the extruded rzM molybdenum alloy is 300 to 350 feet/minute
with a C-2 grAde carbide tool. With carbide tools, the depth of cut Joes not
influence tool life significantly. Increasing the depth of cut from .030" to .060w
resulted in a reduction in tool life of less than 10%. It should be noted that the
tool life wa3 appreciably poorer on the recrystallized, hot rolled and stress
relieved alloy at the lower cutting speeds.
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Face Milling Tests (continued)

As indicated in Figure 97, page 90, soluble oil (1:20) waI a considerably
betteir cuttitig fluid, compared with highly chlorinated oil. and far superior
to face milling dry with carbide tools.

Negative rake angles should not be used with carbide cutters for face milling
the TZM molybdenum alloy. see Figure 98. page 91. The optimum tool geometry
is 0* axial rake and 0° radial rake. Higher positive rake angles also result in
decreasing tool life. The feed was more critical with carbide tools. Note in
Figure 99, page 91, that tool life decreased about 60% when the feed was
increased from . 005 to . 008 in. /tooth.

End Milling

The TZM molybdenum alloy at 248 BHN was slot milled at relatively high cutting
speeds with high speed steel cutters, as shown by the tool life curves in Figure
100. page 92. A tool life of 70 inches work travel was obtained with an M4-3 HS
cutter at a cutting speed of 160 feet/minute. The cutting speed could be increased
to 190 feet/minute with a T-15 HSS c:I:ter for the same tool life.

As shown in Figure 101. page 9Z. the type of rutting fluid used in end milling
the TZM molybdenum alloy is not critical. The differences in the three fluids
shown are not significant.

Heavier feeds should be employed.in end milling. By increasing the feed from
.002 to .005 in. /tooth, tool life in terms of inches of work travel was doubled.
see Figure 102, page 93.

The depth of cut should not exceed about .250" for a 314" diameter end mill. If
a depth of cut of . 500" is taken, the cutter will break down rapidly and tool life
will be about 50% of that obtained at a depth of .250". see Figure 103. page 93.

The cutting speed for peripheral end milling was about 50% greater than that used
in slot end milling. The tool life curves in Figure 104. page 94. show that for
a tool life of 80 inches- of work travel the cutting speed for the same tool life in
end mill slotting was 150 feet/minute. as compared to 250 feet/minute for
peripheral milling.

Drilling

The tool curve in Figure 105, page.94, shows that when the feed is increased
from .005 to .009 in./rev.. the drill life decreases from 98 to 34 holes. In
drilling TZM molybdenum. the highly chlorinated oil showed a slight advantage
over both the highly sulphurized oil and soluble oil at a drilling speed of UZ5 feet
per minute. see Figure 106, page 95.
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Drilling (continued)

The bar chart in Figure 107. page 95. illustrates the importance of drill

geometry. The split point was the best in most cases and the 135' point angle

was superior to all of the other point angles. Of all of the grades of high speed

stecl drills tested, the premium grades proved the best. as demonstrated in

Figure 108. page 96.

The drill lire.- curves obtained on several TZM molybdenum alloys which were

processed differently are shown in Figure 109. page 96. The drill life on the

extruded and recrystallized (2ZO PUN) alloy was appreciably better than that

obtained on the extruded (Z29 BhN) only. or the extruded, recrystallized, hot

rolled and stress relieved (248 BHN.

Reaming

All of the reamed holes were periodically checked for size during the tests. The

hole size did not change more than .001" before a wearland of .012" was

observed on the reamer. A highly polished surface is not produced in the

reamed holes in this alloy. The hole surface is very similar to the dull matte

finish produced in cast iron.

The tool life curves in Figure 119. page 97. indicate that the optimum feed for

reaming is .015 in. /rev. over a range of cutting speeds. A. lower and higher

feeds, reamer life was poorer. The reaming speed should be 50 to 60 feetlrain.

As shown in Figure 111, page 97. a highly chlorinated oil proved superior to

the other two types of cutting fluids tested.

Tapping

The tapping tests reported herein were discontinued when a Class Z plug gage

would not enter the tapped hole.

The effect of cutting speed and tap style on tapping TZM molybdenum is demon-

strated in Figure 11Z, page 98. From the chart, it appears that the optimum

cutting speed was 70 feet/minut.- Tap life decreased at very low cutting speeds

and also at higher cutting speeds. Four flute plug taps proved effective, although

at the proper cutting speed the 2 flute chip driver plug tap performed almost as

well. Active cutting oils must-be used in order to get a reasonable tap life. A

comparison of active cutting oils with soluble oil is presented in Figure 113.

page 98.

Grinding

Surface cracking does not appea- to be a serious problem when grinding molyb-

denum. However. grinding wheels tend to load very rapidly and require frequent

dressing. A severe chatter condition will occur if a loaded wheel is used. Surface
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Grinding (continued)

finish measurements in the range of 10 to 35 microinches, depending on the
grinding conditions used. were obtained when grinding this alloy.

The relative merits of several grades of grinding wheels for grinding the TZM
molybdenum alloys are shown in Figure 114. page 99. At a wheel speed of
5000 feet/minute and using a soluble oil, the harder grade 32A46NSVBE wheel
productd the highest G ratio. However. chatter occurred with these grinding
conditions.

Further test results on the best three grades are presented in Fig-are 1i5.
page 99. The G ratio was improved considerably by using a 5% solution of
potassium nitrite at a reduced wheel speed. Under the conditiont listed in
Figure 115, page 99. a G ratio of 25 was obtained with the 32A46N5VBE wheel.
The 5% solution of potassium nitrite also proved to be superiox' to active oils
as shown in Figure 116. page 100. The table speed should be in the range of
20 to 50 feet/minute; the G ratio decreased at higher table speeds, see Figure
117. page 100.

As indicated in Figures 118 and 119. page 101, the down feed should not exceed
.002 in. /pass the the cross feed should be in the range of .050 to . 100 in. /pass
to obtain a reasonable grinding ratio.

A nitrite grinding fluid has been selected in the table of recommended grinding
conditions for this alloy. In spite of its tendency to leave salt deposits on the
grinder, it was selected because of the vast improvement in grinding ratio over
soluble oil and straight grinding oil*.
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Microstructures of TZM and Mo-O. 5 Ti Molybdenum Alloys

"ifr

TZMI Molybdesnum Alloy

Extruded, Recrystallized. Hot Rolledan

,Stress R-zlieved, 215 DIIN

M~icrostructure is single phave. Consisting of relatively

.ni'form grains,

magnification: S00X Etchant: Mturikam,'ile

V... .. -I :

IZ

Mo-O.S Ti Molybdenum Alloy

Arc Melted. Extrued, . Recyyll allized. Hot R alld =
Stress Relieved. ZIS 13HN

Microstructure con si ngle phase gratom elhibiltin

orientation due to rotting.
Magnification: SOOX Etchantt: M irikamite

Figure 87

See Text, page 78- 3
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VI. MACHINING MOLYBDENUM . 5% TITANIUM ALLOY

Recommendations for Machining Molybdenum-0. 57 Titanium Alloy

The Mo-0. 5 Ti alloy machines very much the same as the TZM alloy discussed
previously. This alloy also chips out quite eas-ly and care should be taken to
prevent its occurrence. General recommendat-ons for machining the molyb-
denum-0. 5% titanium alloy are given in Table 7. page 107.

Turning

The tool life curves shown in Figure 120, page 108. indicate that side rake is
very important in turning Mo-0. 5% Ti with carbide tools. For a feed of .009
in. /rev. and a depth of cut of .030", a 24 minute tool life was obtained at a
cutting speed of 350 feet/minute using a grade 883 (C-2) carbide tool with a
positive side rake of 20%. Using a positive side rake of 6%, cutting speed had
to be reduced to 175 feet/minute to obtain any appreciable tool life.

Figure 121, page 108, presents tool life curves obtained in carbide turning the
Mo-0. 5% Ti alloy with a soluble oil cutting flaid and also cutting dry. The
curves show that for equivalent tol life cutting speed can be increased by
approximately 10% when turning with a soluble oil, as compared with turning
dry.

The effect of dept]h of cut is shown in Figure IZZ, page 109, when turning Mo-0. 5%0
titanium, using a feed of . 009 in. /rev. The tool life curves show that for anequivalent tool life, cutting speed for a depth of cut of .060" had to be decreased
15%, compared with taking a . 030".deptlh of cut. However, the higher production
rate with the depth of cut of .06Q" more than offsets the 15% decrease in cutting
speed.

Face Milling

Tool life data for face milling with carbide and high speed steel cutters are
shown in Figures 123 through 131, pages 109 through 113.

The effect of cutter geometry on tool life is presented in Figure 123, page 109.
The data shows that maximum tool life was obtained with a cutter ground with
a 0* axial rake and 0* radial rake -. ith a 45* corner angle. This combination
of axial rake, radial rake and corner angle produced a resultant rake angle of
0* and an angle of inclination of 0. Significantly lower values of tool life were
obtained with cutters having various combinations of positive and negative
resultant rakes and angles of inclination.

Figure 124, page 110, shows the effect of feed for both the 0* axial rake, 0*
radial rake cutter and a cutter ground with a 10* axial rake and 20* radial rake.
The data clearly indicates that both tool life and cutting speed can be increased
when using the 0' geometry cutter, as compared to using the other cutter
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Face Milling (continued)

geometry. Figure 124 also shows that when the feed was increased from .005
in. /tooth to .010 in./tooth, the cutting speed had to be reduced about 15116 to
maintain an equivalent tool life.

Figure 125. page 110. shows the effect of feed for depths of cut of .030" and
.060" in face milling. When taking a .030" depth of cut at a cutting speed of
286 feet/minute. tool life decreased from 120 inches work travel per tooth at
a feed of .00Z in. /tooth to 90 inches work travel per tooth at a feed of .010 in.
per tooth. However. for the .060" depth of cut at a lower cutting speed of
"230 feet/minute, tool life decreased very sharply from 140+ inches work travel
per tooth to ten inches per tooth when the feed was increased from . 002 inches
per tooth to .010 in. /tooth. These results indicate that lighter feeds are
required when the depth of cut is increased.

The effect of carbide grade is shown in Figure 126, page Ill. The C-Z grade
883 carbide was far superior to the C-1, G-3 or C-7 grades tested at the same
conditions. Using a feed of .005 in./tooth, a cutting speed of 230 feet/minute
and a .060" depth of cut, the tool life for the grade 883 C-2 carbide was 120
inches work travel per tooth. All other grades failed from localized breakdown
at less than 30 inches per tooth work travel.

Figure 12, page 111, also shows the importance of using a cutting fluid when
face milling the Mlo-0. 5% Ti alloy with carbide cutters. Only ten inches of work
travel per tooth was obtained with the C-Z grade of carbide without the use of a
soluble oil cutting fluid, before severe chipping occurred; while with a flood of

soluble oil albost 60 inchcs of work travel per tooth resulted with no chipping.

The effect of cutting speed for .030" and . 060" depths of cut is shown in Figure
1Z8. page I1Z. Using a feed of .005 in. /tooth, a tool life of 110 inches work
travel was obtained for the .030" depth of cut at a cutting speed of 290 feet/min.
To obtain the same tool life with a .060" depth of cut, the cutting speed had to
be reduced to 230 feet/minute. Tool life decreased more rapidly with increased
cutting speed for the .060" depth of cut than for the . 030" depth of cut.

Figure 129, page 112, shows the effect of tool geometry and cutting fluid in high
speed steel face milling. At a cutting speed of 100 feet/minute, using a'. 010 in.
per tooth feed and a depth of cut of .030", both a soluble oil and a chemical
solution provided equal tool life of 40 inches work travel with'a cutter having
axial and radial rakes of 10*. Using the soluble oil cutting fluid, a tool life of
55 inches work travel was obtained for a cutter with 0* axial and radial rakes.

The effect of feed in face milling with high speed steel cutters is presented in
Figure 130, page 113. Tool life increased as the feed was changed from .005
to .015 in. /tooth. However, at a feed of .015 in./tooth, lotalied breakdown
occurred before a uniform wearlandof .016" could be obtained. For this
reason, feeds greater than .010 in./tooth are not recommended.
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Face Milling (continued)

For a .060" depth of cut, a tool life of 50 to 70 inches work travel was obtained
at cutting speeds between 80 and 100 feet/minute using a .010 in. /tooth feed and
a soluble oil cutting fluid. For a .030" depth of cut, equal tool life was obtaincd
at cutting speeds .10 to 15% higher. No advantage was found for the cobalt type
T-15 tool material over the T-I material. At a cutting speed of 100 feet/minute
and .060" depth of cut, approximately 45 inches work travel was obtained with
both types. See Figure 131, page 113.

Drilling

The initial tests in drilling the Mo-O. 5% Ti alloy were made to determine the
effect of drill material, and the results are presented in Figure 132, page 114.
The tests were conducted at a cutting speed of 120 feet/minute, a feed of .005
in./rev., using a highly chlorinated oil as the cutting fluid, and. 128" (No. 30)
diameter drills made of three different high speed steels. The results showed
that drill life was essentially the same for the M-33, M-7 and M-1 high speed
steel drills tested.

Figure 133, page 114, shows the effect of drill geometry in drilling this alloy
using M-1 high speed steel drills at a cutting speed of 150 feet/minute, a feed
of .005 in. /rev. and a highly chlorinated oil as the cutting fluid. Best drill life
results were obtained using[, a drill with a double point angle of 118* at the point
and a 90* angle on the corner. The tests also showed that drill life for a drill
with a. 118* point angle and a 7° clearance was appreciably better than a drill
with a 12' clearance and the same point angle.

Figure 134, page 115, shows the effect of cutting fluid in drilling Mo-0.5%Ti
using M-1 high speed steel drills at a cutting speed of 150 feet/minute and a
feed of .005 in./rev. Best drill life of 35 holes was obtained using a highly
chlorinated oil. Twenty-two holes were obtained using a soluble oil diluted 20
to 1; 19 holes with a chemical solution diluted Z0 to 1; and only six holes with a
highly sulphurized oil diluted I to I with light machine oil.

Figure 135, page 115, shows the effect of cutting specd and feed in drilling with
Type M-I high speed steel drills. The tool life curves Indicate that drill life
de~reases rapidly with increasing cutting speeds for both feeds of .005 in. /rev.
ianti .009 in./rev. Good drill life wan obtained at a cutting speed of 100 feet
per minute for both feeds used in the teats.

The tool life end point used in the reaming tests reported was .010" wearland
on the chamfer of the reamer. The hole size was checked at frequent intervals
and at no time during the tests did the size of the hole exceed .001" under the
nominal size.
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Reanin' (continued)

Tool life data for righ" hand helix, left hand helix, and ýtraight fluted reamers
is shown in. Figure 136, page 116. No appreciable difference in tool life was
found for these three reamer styles. For a .010" depth of cut, using a cutting
speed of 64 feet/minute, a feýed of . 009 in. /rev. and a highly chlorinated oil
cutting fluid. rarner life varied between Z3 and 30 holes for the three reamer

styles. The right hand spiral reamer style was used for all subsequent tests.

The effect of feed in reaming is shown in Figure 137, page 116. At a cutting
speed of 84 feet/minute. reamer life increased with increasing feed from 25
holes for a .007 in. /rev. feed to 60 holes for a .OZO in./rev, feed. While
maximum tool life was obtained using the high feed, better hole surface finish
was obtained at lower feeds.

The effect of cutting fluid is shown in Figure 138, page 117. when reaming
Mo-0. 5% Ti with high speed steel reamers. Both a highly chlorinated oil and
a highly sulphurized oil diluted I to I with light machine oil produced equally
good results. however, only Z5 holes could be reamed using a soluble oil
(20:1). as compared to approximately 60 holes for the other two cutting fluids.

Figure 139. page 117. shows the effect of cutting fluid and tap design in tapping
Mo-0. 5% Ti alloy using 1/4-28 NF taps made of M-10 high speed steel at a
cutting speed of 56 feet/minute. A tap life of over 100 holes can be obtained
with 4 flute plug taps or 2 flute chip driver taps. providing a highly chlorinated
oil is used. When %ising a highly sulphurized oil, only a surface treated Z flute
chip driver tap could be used to obtain a tap life of over 100 holes. It is signifi-

cant to note that with a 4 flute plug tap ,io holes could be tapped using a highly
sulphurized oil. while tap ife for the same tap design was over 100 holes when*
a highly chlorinated oil was used as the cutting fluid. Poor tap life was also
obtained when using joluble oil for the two tap designs tested.

The effect of cutting speed in tapping Mo-0.5% Ti tksing l14-ZO NF Z flute chip
driver taps is shown in Figure 140. page 118. Tap life was 70 holes using a
cutting speed of 31 feet/mninutc, while over 100 holes were tapped at 56 feet per
minute with the tap still cutting when the test was discontinued.

The data in Figure 141. page 118. compares results in tapping coarse and ftre
threads of two designs: 2 flute chip driver types, anid 4 flute plug types. The
ruttinig mpeed used was 56 fect/mtintit for all tests, and all taps were made of
M- 10 high speed steel. The taplpd holes for the !14-Z8 NF taps (fine thread)
were 80% thread, while the tapped hloes (or the 1/4-20 NC (Coarse thread) were
75% thread. Over 100 holes wer, obtained with both the 1/4-Z8 NF 2 flute chip
driver tap and the 1/4-28 NF 4 flute plug tap when the tests were discontinued,
Likewise. over 100 boles wore obtained with the 114-20 NC 2 flute chip driver

tap when the test was discontinued. llowever, it was not possible to tap a single
hole with the 1/4-Z0 NC 4 flute plug tap.
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Surface Grinding

In grinding the Mo-O. 5 Ti alloy, surface finish measurements ranged from 10
to 40 microinches. depending upon the grinding condition uses. This alloy
loads the wheel up very rapidly and frequent wheel dressing is necessary. A
chatter condition will occur if a loaded wheel is used, and the possibility of
developing suriace cracks is increased. Results of the grinding studies for
niolybdenum-0. 5% titanium alloy are shown in Figures 14Z through 147. pages
119 through IZ.

Figure 142, page 119, shows the effect of wheel speed on the grinding ratio.
A maximum G ratio of 3. 2 was obtained for a wheel speed of 4000 feet/minute.
G ratio decreased for both higher and lower speeds. A wheel speed of 4000

feet/minute was used for all subsequent tests,

rThe effect of table speed is shown in Figure 143. page 119. G ratio increased
with decreasing table speeds between 60 and Z0 feet/minute. The maximum G
ratio of 5.0 was obtained at 20 feet/minute table speed. However. the increase
in G ratio at 20 feet/minute table speed was not significant enough to justify
the low table speed. A table speed of 40 fcct/minute was used for all subsequent
tests.

Down feeds were evaluated next. The effect of down feed on G ratio is shown in

Figure 144. page 1Z0. The maximum G ratio of 5.2 was obtained for a down
feed of .0005 in. /pass. G ratio decreased with increasing down feed to a value
of 1. 6 for a . 002 in. /pass down teed. A down feed of . 001 in. /pass was used
for succeoding tests.

Figure 145. page IZ0. shows the effect of cross feed on G ratio. The maximumE ratio of 4.7 was obtained at the low cross feed of .0Z5 in. /pasa. G ratio

decreased with incr~asing cross feed. The decrease was not significant enough
t-) warrant the use of the .025 in. /pass cross feod; therefore, a .050 in./pass
cross foed was used for succeeding tests.

The effect of wheel grade is shown in Pigure 146. page 121. A G ratio of about

3.Z was obtained for both the 3ZA46118VBE and 3ZA4638VBE wheels. G ratio
increased to 4. 4 when using a 3ZA46LUVBE wheel grade. Hovwever. this wheel
had a tendency to load and produce chatter marks ou the workpiece.

Figure 147, page M21. ahowa the effect of grinding fluids- A soluble oil diluted
40 to I wau slightly better than the chemical solution dilhted 40 to I or the
highly chlorinated and highly .ulphurized oils used.
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VII. MACHINING 00 TANTALUM - 10 TUNGSTEN ALLOY

Tantalum has been of potential interest to the Aerospace Industry for many

years. This interest has been based primarily on its high melting point, a

characteristic which it shares with the other refractory metals. Actual use
of tantalum for aerospace hardware has been limited, however, since its strength

to weight ratio has not been advartageous in comparison to the other refractories.

Recent pr.,gress in alloying tantalum with tungsten has prnven relatively

successful, and it is in this role that tantalum appears best suited. Re-entry
glide vehicles are currently being designed to operate under conditions for which
this alloy is required. Rocket nozzles are presently being fabricated from this

alloy. Rant-jet motors for operation above Mach 3 and some sections of turbojet
engines operating above Mach 3 wilk also utilize the 9OTa-10W alloy.

The microstructure of 90Ta-10W is shown in Figure 148. page 126. The massive

grains shown are typical of the solid solution formed by tthis alloy. The chemical

composition is given in Table 8.

Table 8
Chemical Composition of Tantalum Alloy

Nominal Composition, P,-rcent Average Hardness
Ta W. BHN

Tantalum alloy 89 10 241

Recommendat ions for Machin-ing 90Ta - lOW Alloy

The 90 tantalum - 10 tungsten alloy can be machined with high speed steel tools
in the 50 to 75 feet/minute cutting speed range. With carbide tools, these
speeds can be doubled. For turning and milling, tools should have plenty of

rake and generous clearance angles. In drilling and tapping. copious amounts of
an active cutting oil should be used.

The machining data -for 90Ta-10W alloy hab been reviewed, and general
recommendations for machining are given in Table 9. pages 1V7 and IZ8.

Turning Tests

The curves shown in Figure 149, page 129, present the relative merits of a wide
variety of tool materials in turning the 9OTa -10W alloy. Note that the cutting

speeds with the carbide tool C-Z grade K-6 are 60% to 80% higher than those

permitted with eith,,-r the M-Z or T-"15 high speed steel tools and Z5% higher than
with the cast alloy tools. Of the three grades of carbide tools tested, C-Z. C-3
and C-b. the tool lite with the C-Z grade was over 100% longer than with the C,-6

and 30% longer than with the C-3 grade. see Figure 150. page 129.
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Turning Tests (continued)

Comparative turning tests with three types of cutting fluids - soluble oil (1-Z0).
highly chlorinated and highly sulphurized oils - as shown in Figure 151, page
130, indicated that soluble oil was considerably better than either of the
straight oils.

The effect of feed is shown in Figure 15Z. page 130. The results show that the
optimum feed is in the range of .006 to .010 in.!rev. Tool life decreased

rapidly at feeds greater than .010 in./rev. With light feeds, under .006 inches
per revolution, not only was the tool life in terms of cubic inches of metal
removed low. but the production rate was also low.

Face Milling Tests

Various tool materials were used in fac- milling the 9OTa-1OW alloy. High
speed steel appeared to be more practical for milling this alloy than carbide.
see Figures 153 and 154, page 131. Tool life was very short with the carbide
tools because of the rapid nose breakdown at the cutting speeds used. A tool life
of 40 inches of work travel was obtained with a single tooth Braecut high speed
steel cutter at a feed of .006 in. /toooth and a cutting speed of 80 feet/minute. By
increasing the feed to .010 in, /tooth. the cutting speed could be increased to 100
feet/minute and still obtain the same tool life. see Figure 154. page 131. Neither
the T-1 HSS nor the Stellite 98 14-Z cast alloy tool performed satisfactorily as a
cutter in face milling the 9OTa-IOW alloy.

The feed is critical in face milling this tantalum alloy. see Figure 155. page 13Z.
Maximum tool life was obtained at a feed of .010 in. /tooth using a Braecut HSS
cutter. Cuttr life is reduced almost 50% if the feed is increased to .014 inches
per tooth ?r decreased to . 006 in. /tooth.

Also. unless the proper tool geometry is used, tool life is very short. see
Figure 156, page 132. For example. a milling cutter with a radial rake angle
of either 10" negative or 0' provided a tool life of leas than five inches of work
travel per tooth, while under the same milline, conditinns a cutter with a radial
rake of Z0" provided a tool life of 56 inches of work travel per tooth. The cutter
life was very ohort over 7 wide range of tool geometries with carbide cutters.

Figure 157. page 133. shctw that in face milling the 90Ta-1OW alloy with Braecut
HSS cutters the use of a soluble oil (1:20) cutting fluid revulted in a 35% improve-
iment in tool life. over either the highly chlorinated or sulphirized oils.

End Mill Slotting Tests

As shown in Figure 153, page 133. end m.11 slotting'can be performed at Z5% -

higher cutting speeds with T1-]5 JtSS cutters than with M-3 USS cutters. The feed

is very critical in this operation. see Figure 159. page 134, Doubling the feed

from .00Z to .004 in. /tooth resulted in decreasing the tool life from 48 to 28
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End Mill Slotting Tests (continued)

inches of work travel. Another important factor i, end milling the 90Ta-IOW
alloy is the cutting fluid, as shown in Figure 160, p'ge 134. Cuttr life was
twice as great with a 1:20 soluble oil as it was with either a highly sulphurized
or chlorinated oil.

Drilling Tests

Data for drilling 1/ 16" diameter holes in tantalum alloy sheet is shown in
Figure 161, page 135. Note that fur the 1/16" thick sheet, a feed of .00Z inchlis
per revolution was used, while in the thicker 1/8" sheet the feed must be reduced
to .001 in. /rev. It should also be pointed out that when using a feed of .002
in. /rev., the cutting speed used is critical; a 10% increase in spced will result
in a 50% reduction in drill. life.

Both the cutting speed and feed rate are also critical with larger diameter (. 193")
drills. The drill life curves shown in Figure 16Z, page 135. show that a 25%
increase in cutting speed (50 to 60 feet/minute) will result in decreasing drill
life from 44 holes to seven holes when a feed of .002 in./rev. is used. Also,
the production rate, as shown in Figure 16Z. remained unchanged even when the
feed was increased to .005 in. Irev, since the cutting speed had to be decreased
a proportional amount.

Reaming Test.

Figure 163, pagc 136. shiow4 the relationship between cutting speed and reamer
life. The effect of feed is a|lo shown in this chart. Note how rapidly rcamer
life decreased when the cutting speed was increased beyond the optimum speed
of 85 feet/minute. A 15% increase in cutting speed resulted in a 75% decrease
in reamer life. At a feed of .009 in./rev. amd a cutting speed of 75 feet/minute,
reamer life was 64 holes. At this same cutting speed. the reamer life dropped
more than 50%. to 30 holes with a feed of .00S in. /rev- and to only five holes
with a feed of .015 in./rev. Also. ao shown in Figure 164. page 136, unless a
highly chlorinated oil is used. the reamer lik is apt to be very short. Less
than ten holers could be reamed at the optimum speed and teed when either a
soluble or a highly sulphurired oil was used.

TappinR Tests ihihbtdtidrehn r eurdfrgo

The effect of cutting speed and c'utting fluid is shown in Figure 165. page 137, for
tapping the 9OTa-10W alloy. Low cutting speeda. 5 feet/mInute. and a highly
chlorinated oil maixed 2 to I with inhibited trichloroethane are reqoired for good
tap life The use of either a highly oulphurized oil or a soluble oil resulte~d in

very poor tap life.

As showii in Figu~re 166. page 137. a Z flute chip driver tap shouald te used when
tapping this alloy. This tap $totle will provide about 40 holes. while not even

one hol2 could be tapped with a 4 flute plug t-p under the save conditions.

i - l12 -
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G rindir .g Te st___s

Grinding this tantalum alley is a very difficult operation. The grinding ratios

obtained ranged from less than one to five. The grinding wheel bzcomes loaded
very rapidly whi-h leads to a severe chatter condition. Wheels must be
dressed often and flooded with the grinding fluid.

The effect of wheel speed on G ratio in grinding is presented in Figure 167,

page 138. for two different grinding fluids. Note the improvement in G ratio
when a wheel speed of 20ftO feet/minute is used with the 5% KNO 2 solution over

the higher grinding speed or with a highly chlorinated oil.

Figure 168, page 138, shows that a further improvement in G ratio was obtained
when a harder wheel was used; however. chatter occurred.

As shown in Figure 169. page 139, light down feeds pioduced the best G ratios
at a wheel speed of 2000 feet/minute using a 5% solution of KNO 2 . 16w table
speeds of the order of 20 feet/minute and a cross feed of .025 in. /pass should
be used in grinding this alloy. The G ratio was about 50116 higher with a 5%
solution of KNO? that, with either a soluble oil or a highly chlorinated, and 25%
better than a highly sulphurized oil.

The first grinding recomniendaM ion presented in the table of recommended
machining and grinding conditions was selected to obtain the highest G ratio
possible for form grinding operations and to obtain maximuim accuracy. The
i-cond reconimendalion is given, even though the grinding ratio is low. for those

who cannot obtain a 2000 fet/hrinute wheel speed or do not wish to use a

nitritle grindting fluid.
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Microstructure of 90 Tantalum - 10 Tungsten Alloy

/
/

90Ta-IOW Alloy, Electron Bleat
Melted and ForZaed, 241 BHN

Microstructure is single phase cosisting of large. equiaxed grains.

Maguificatio&. 10OX Etchant: 250 HNO

'15%I 3P

1Figure M48

See Text. page 122 - 126-
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Grinc•li'n9oTh- OW All,,y. Z41 BtYN
"E'ffect of Down Feed

Wheel Grade: 3,A46J8VBE
Wheel Speed. See below
Cross Feed: .050 in. /paag
Tabl, Speed: 40 fectImiiute
Grinding Fluid: See below

C: Chatter

i4

W Wheel Speed: Z000 feet minute

Grinding Fltud: KNOZ (5%l

S~~ 3 ---- O ...

00

J-Wheel Speed- 4100 feet/minute

LGrindinx Fluid: Higl|y Chlorinated Oil

N•. ,min[m.I u ....l
.00S .001 .00S .00a

D)ow'n Feed - inchesIpase

See Text., page .S -19 Figure 169
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VIII. MACIIINING B-lZOVCA TITANIUM

B-IZOVCA titanium is a metastable beta titanium alloy, produced initially
for missile applications where high strengths are required for short periods
of time. It has been specified under a variety of designations. including
VGA-beta, Ti-BV-IlCr-3AI and all-beta.

Data have confirmed that the alloy possesses uxcellent long-time stability at
temperatures up to 600*F and can be used for short periods at temperatures
above 1000*F. Coumbining the stc-ength, weight and corrosion resistance
advantages of titanium, these properties make the B-IZOVCA alloy particularly
attractive for structural application i . advanced aerospace weapons systems.

Heat treatment procedures for B-IZOVCA titanium are designed to provide
a material in a highly formable condition which car. be subsequently aged to
provide a combination of high strength and good ductility. The solution treated
material described in this report had received the following heat treatment:
1425tZ5*F for 30 minutes, cooled in air. The aged material was given the
following additional treatnent: 90g, ±Z5*F for 60 hours, cooled in air. Micro-
structures illustrating both of these conditions are shown in Figure 170.
page 147. The chemical composition is given in Table 10.

Table 10

Chemical Composition of B-l2OVCA Titanium

Nominal Composition, Percent Avg. Hardness

V Cr A! C Fe N Ti BHN

B. IZOVCA titanium 13.5 11.0 3.5 .035 .2Z .02 Bal 285 (Solution
Treated)

400 (Aged)

Recommendations for Machining B-,2OVCA Titanium

la turning, B-IZOVCA titaninm cuts easily (low forces and good finish) provided
Lhe tools are kept sharp. Ihn milling with carbide, prevention of cutter chipping
is the chief problem. The chips remain welded on the cutting edge as each
tooth emerges from the cut. Chip clogging and point smearing are the major
problems encountered in drilling and tapping. A chemically activc cutting fluid
is required for these operations.

The data for machining B-IZOVCA titanium in the solution treated and in the
solution treated and aged conditions has been reviewed and the general recom-
mendations are given in Tables 11 and 12, pages 148 through 151.
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Turning Tests

Tool life curves with several different high hardness high speed tools are
presented in Figure 171, page 15Z, for turning 13-IZOVCA titanium in the
solution treated and aged condition (400 BHN). There was no appreciable
difference in tool life in the four grades used .

The effect of tool geometry using carbide tools in turning B-IZOVCA titanium

solution treated to 285 BHN is shown in Figure 172, page 152. Negative side
rake and back rake angles provided the best tool life. Thus, conventional

throwaway type zools have the best tool geometry fur turning this material. It
is also apparent from Figure 172 that a side cutting edge angle of 45' is
appreciably better than a 15' lead angle.

A comparison of the tool life curves in turning 13- IZOVCA titanium in two heat
treated conditions over a range of cutting speeds is presented in Figure 173,

page 153. Note that the B-IZOVCA titanium solution treated and aged to 400
BHN machined at speeds 3074 lower than the solution treated condition at

285 BHN. The recommended cutting speed for the solution treated and aged
condition is 80 feet/minute, while it is IZ5 feet/minute for the solution treated

condition.

The use of a highly chlorinated oil permits a 10 to 15% increase in cutting speed
over the soluble oil on both heat treated conditions of B-120VCA titanium.

The effect of feed on tool life in turning is shown in Figures 174 and 175, pages
153 and 154. It should be note- in comparing the two sets of tool life curves
that the cutting speed for the solution treated and aged material (400 BHN) was
100 feet/minute. and 150 feet/minute for the alloy which was only solution
treated (285 BUN). The tool l:+, curves showing cubic inches of metal removed
versus feed. (Fie-tre 175). indicate that the economic feeds to use should be

.009 in. /rev, for the solution treated alloy (Z85 WIN) and .005 in.Irev. for
the solution treated and aged alloy (400 BHN).

Face Milling Tests

Climb cutting was employed in all of the iace milling tests on the B-lZ0VCA
titanium alloy. A comparison of the super high speed steels, cast alloy and
high speed steel tools is presented in Fkgure 176. page 154. Both the Braecut

and Hypercut tools were. superior to the others. The Types M-2 and T-A high

speed steels provided very short tool life. A similar comparison of the various
grades of tool. in face milling the same alloy In the solution treated and aged
to 400 BHN is shown in Figure 177. page 155.

The effects of feed and cutting speed on tool life in face millling the B-IZ0VCA
alloy solution treated and aged to 400 3HN are shown in Figure 178, page 155.
Type T"- 15 high speed steel tools werre used in these tests. A very Aaw cutting
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Face Milling Tests (continued)

speed, 25 (ecet/minute, is required in face milling B-lZOVCA titanium at 400
BHN in order to get a reasonable tool life. A feed of about .007 in. /tooth
appears to be the optimum feed.

The relationships of cutting speed and tool life using Braecut and Hypercut
HSS tools in face milling this alloy at the two hardness levels are shown in
Figures 179 and 180, page 156. A reasonable cutting speed for the solution
treated condition was found to be 30 to 40 feet/minute and 25 feet/minute for
the solution treated and aged condition. The tool life, per tooth, was very
nearly the same for the single tooth cutter and the four tooth cutter.

The carbide grade 883 (C-2) was far superior to the C-1. C-6 and C-7 grades
"in face milling the solution treated B-IZOVCA titanium alloy at 285 BHN. as
illustrated in Figure 181, page 157.

A tool life curve is shown in Figure 182, page 157. for the solution treated
condition with carbide tools. It is interesting to note that the cutting speed is
over 300% faster with carbide than with the super high speed steel tools for a
given tool life.

As shown in Figure 183, page 158. the feed was critical. Increasing the feed
from .005 to . 008 in. /toothresulted in decreasing the tool life from 125 to
45 inches of work travel per tooth.

The selection of grade of carbide is very critical for face milling B-lZOVCA
alloy solution treated and aged to 365 BHN. as shown in Figure 184. page 158.
A tool life of 40 inches work travel was obtained with the best carbide used
(C-2 grade), as compared to 11 inches for the next best grade.,

Positive rake angle cutters perform best when face milling this alloy. Of the
various tool geometries tested, (see Figure 185, page 159), a tool geometry of
10" axial rake and 0* radial rake with a 7o inclination angle provided the
longest cutter life. The tool life was 40 inches of work travel per tooth, com-
pared with less than ten inches work travel per tooth for cutters with negative
rake angles..

Light feeds mr'tst also be used together with a climb cutting sa.tup in face milling
the B-IZ0VCA titanium alloy. Figure 186, page 159, shows how much longer
the tool life was when a feed of .003 in. /tooth was used, as compared with a
feed of .005 in. /tooth. Cutter life was over three times longer with the lower
feed. The main problem encountered in face milling titanium alloys with carbide
tool0 is in preventing tool chipping. Usually the chip remains welded to the
cutting edge and smnall nicks in the cutting edge are produced when the chip is
knocked off as the tooth re-enters the workpiece. The welded area between the
chip and tool is minimized by using a light feed and a climb cutting setup.
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Face Milling Tetts (continued)

The effect of cutting speed on tool life is also presented in Figure 186 for
this alloy at 365 BHN. A cutting speed of 100 feet/minute is recommended
with a feed of . 002 in. /tooth or a cutting speed of 65 feet/minute with a feed
of .005 in. /tooth.

A feed and cutting speed versus tool life chart is also shown in Figure 187,
page 160. The B-120VCA titanium alloy used in obtaining these tool life
results was solution treated and aged to 400 BUN. The lighter feeds are also
advantageous on this alloy at the higher hardness level of 400 BIN. However.
the recotimnended cutting speed to be used with the feed of .003 in. /tooth is
70 to 80 feet/minute with highly chlorinated oil. This conclusion is further
substantiated by the tool life curve shown in Figure 188. page 160.

End Milling Tests

The effect of cutting speed o un tool life in end mill slotting B-IZOVCA titanium
in two different heat treated conditions is presented in Figure 189. page 161.
The cutting speed for a given tool life on the solution treated alloy (285 BHN)
was about 10% L.ig-1er than with the aged alloy (400 BHN).

As shown in Figure 190, page 161, the feed was very critical in both heat
treated conditions. Doubling the feed from .002 to .004 in. /tooth resulted in
decreasing the tool life from a reasonable value to a very short tool life. The
type of cutting fluid selected did not affect tool life to any great extent, see
Figure 191, page 162; however, heavy duty soluble oil at 1:20 dilution was
slightly better than the other fluids tested.

The effect of feed on cutter life in peripheral end milling the B-IZOVGA titanium
alloy at 400 BHN is shown in Figure 192, page 16Z. Type M-2 high speed steel
end mills were used in these tests. Feeds in the range of. 001 to .002 in. /tooth
appear to be required in order to obtain a reasonable tool life at a cutting speed
of 51 feet/minute, which was used in this series of tests.

A comparison of cutter life at two different feeds is shown in Figure 193, page
163, when peripheral end milling the B-1ZOVCA titanium alloy solution treated
to 285 BHN. While the cutter life was longer with the lower feed of. 002 inches
per tooth, a feed of .004 in. /tooth will provide the same cutter life if the cutting
speed is reduced about 15%. The production rate is 70% higher when using a
feed of . 004 in. /tooth for equivalent tool life.

Figure 194, page 163, shows that a feed of .002 in. /tooth is preferable to a
feed of .001 in. /tooth over a range of cutting speeds. Not only is cutter life
longer with the feed of. OOZ in./tooth, but the production rate is doubled.

In end milling deep pockets using the periphery of the end mill, a certain amount
of cutter deflection takes place which results in a 4apered surface along the axial
length of the cut. This condition is illustrated by Figure 195, page 164.
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End Milling Tests (continued)

The effects of end mill flute length. axial length of c'tt and depth of cut on
cutter deflection are shown in Figure 196. page 164, when peripheral end
milling B-IZOVCA titanium aged to 400 BMN. This chart shows that maxi-
mum cutter deflection occurred when relatively long end mills were used to
take heavy depths of cut. if a long end mill must be used, the only way to
minimize deflection is to reduce tlhe depth of cut. When using a 4" flute length
314" diameter end mill taking a 4" axial length of cut, a deflection of . 0Z4"
was observed for a .050" depth of cut. When the depth of cut was reduced to
.010"., cutter deflection was reduced to about .007". As one might expect
reducing the flute length of the cutter will permit greater depths of cut to be
taken for a given cutter deflection. Figures 197 and 198, page 165, show the
cutter deflection when end milling with various lengths of cutters and with
several different lengths of cut.

Drilling Tests

Light feeds must be used in drilling the B-120VCA titanium alloy aged to 400
BHN0 see Figure 199, page 166. Unless a feed of .0005 to .002 in./rev. is
used, drill life is very low even at very low cutting speeds of 20 feet/minute.
These results were obtained with Type T-15 high speed steel drills. A com-
parison of the results obtained with M-1. M-3 and T-15 high speed steel drills
is presented in Figure 200. page 166.

Reaming Tests
In reaming the 400 .RHN B-IZOVCA titanium alloy, heavier feeds than are used

in drilling should be used. Figure 201, page 167, shows the advantage of a
feed of .005 in. /rev. over a wide range of reaming speeds. At a reaming speed
of 30 feet/minute, the reamer life with a feed of .005 in. /rev, was 80% greater
than at a feed of .00Z in./rev. and 130% greater than at a feed of .001 inches
per revolution.

Tapping Tests

In tapping the B-IZOVCA titanium alloy aged to 400 BHN, the design of the tap
is very critical. Note in Figure ZOZ. page 167. that the tap life was negligible
for both the 3 and 4 flute plug taps; however, more than 100 holes were tapped
with a 2 flute chip driver tap.

When using the proper tap at a cutting speed of 9 feet/minute, a reasonable
number of holes can be tapped even, with a 75% thread. If the speed is increased
to 13 feet/minute, as shown in Figure 203, page 168, tap life will decrease to
50 holes. A highly chlorinated cutting oil must be used in tapping this alloy.
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Grinding Tests

B-lZOVCA titanium can be ground effectively with silicon carbide wheels by

decreasing the wheel speed to 4000 feet/minute. The surface finish produced

ranged from 15 to 40 microinches. depending upon the grinding conditions.

The better surface finish was obtained under the grinding condiltions which
provided a relatively high G ratio.

Surface damage produced by grinding does not appear to be an important

problem in grinding B-IZOVCA titanium. No evidence of surface damage was

observed for a variety of grinding conditions, nor was there any evidence of

a phase transformation at the surface of the severely ground specimens.

Figures 204 through 209, pages 168 through 171. show the results obtained
when surface grinding the B-12OVCA titanium alloy solution treated and aged

to 400 BHN. The effect of wheel grade is shown in Figure Z04. page 168, when
using silicon carbide and aluminum oxide grinding wheels. The best G ratio
(9. 5) was obtained using a 39C60K8VK wheel. Softer or harder silicon carbide

wheel grades did not increase the grinding ratio. Grinding ratios of less than

two were obtained when aluminum oxide grinding wheels were used on this

alloy.

The effect of wheel speed when using several silicon carbide wheel grades is
shown in Figure 205. page 169. The best G ratio (IZ.5) was obtained with a
K grade wheel operating at 3000 feet/minute, The G ratio was lower for wheel
speeds above and below 3000 feet/minute. The other wheel grades tested.
H. I ard J. provided a maximum G ratio of ten at a wheel speed of
4000 feet/min.

Figure 206, page 169. shows the effect of down feed when surface grinding
the fl-IZOVCA alloy .aged at 400 BHN. These tests were run using a 39C6OK.8VK
wheel operating at 3000 feet/minute. The G ratio decreased from 16 to 7
when the down feed was increased from .0005 in. /pas to .002 in. /pass.

As the table speed was increased from 20 feet/minute to 40 feet/minute, th*
G ratio remained constant at 1Z. 5 when grinding this alloy with a K grade

SIsilicon carbide wheel at 3000 feet/minute. See Figure Z07, page 170.
However, when the table speed was increased to 60 feet/minute. the G ratio

was reduced to about nine.

Figure 208, page 170, shows the effect of cross feed on G ratio. The best

G ratio, 12. 5, was obtained when a cross feed of .050 in. /pass was used.
The G ratio decreased slightly when higher or lower cross feeds were used.

A high:y chlorinated oil provides the best grinding ratio when grinding this
alloy over a range of wheel speeds from Z000 to 6000 fee/minute. This can

be seen in Figure Z09. page 171. A 5% solution of potassium nitrite was
next best, and the poorest grinding fluid tested was a highly sulphuri•ed oil.
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Grinding Tests (continued)

Grinding ratio of about ten cart be obtained by following the recommendationa
given in Table 12, pages 150 and 151. This recommendation is not intended
to solve specific problems, but rather to provide a starting point for a high
G ratio. The relative importance of finish accuracy, rate of production,
costs, equipment. etc.. will govern the setup details in its final analysis.
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Mfic rostructu res of B- 120OVCA Titaniumi

Solution Treated Condition, 285 BHN
Nficrostructure consists essentially cot single phase matrix.

Magniification: 10OX Etchant: I part HFP
i part HN0 3
2 parts Glycerol

Souto Trae an gd-0 H

Micrstrctur shws xteniveformtio ofprecpittes

Maniictoe 1O Echnt prtH

1 atH0

~ EtcaiintFigure 170
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GRINIMNG -20VýCA Ill ANIUM

SOuTION rREFAT ED AND AGED 400 BWIN

EFFECT OF WII:E. SPEED )AND GRINDING FLUID

_ _ _ _Wheel Grade: 39C60J8VK
Down Feed: .001 i-rhes/pass
Cross Feed: .050 inches/pass
Table Speed: 40 feet/minute
Grinding Fluid: See Below

20 _____

0 15 1

o Highly Chlorinated Oil

10 -

.4-O I
(5% Solution) 1

Highl y Sulphurized Oil

Z000 3000 4000 5000 6000

Wheel Spf" - feetlrinute

See Text page 146 - 171 - Figure 209



IX. MACHIINING RENE 41 tIUGH TEMPERATURE ALLOY

Rene 41 is a precipitation hardening nickel base alloy possessing outstanding

strength in the IZ00 to 1800' F temperature range. It was designed as a

forging alloy and is also being used in increasing quantities in sheet form.

The high temperature strength of Rene 41 makes it useful for jet engine and

high speed airframe components such as aftec burner parts, turbine castings

and buckets, and high temperature panels, vanes, bolts and fasteners.

Rene 41 is normally fabricated in the annealed or solution treated condition

which is its most ductile state. It can be subsequently aged to produce a

marke-i increase in Atrength and stability, especially at elevated temperatures.

Because of frequent need to perform some machining operations on fully heat

treated components. both conditions have been studied in th:s program. The

solution heat treatment used was as follows: 1975+1 25°F for one hour, water

quench. The aged Rene 41 covered by this report was also given the following

aging cycle: 1400 t-Z5F for 16 hours. air cool

Microstructures illustrating both conditions are shown in Figure 210. page 180.

The analysis of the heat of Rene 41 studied is presented in Table 13. below:

Table 13
Chemical Compost ion ,f Rene 41, Percent

Average Hardness

Cr Co Mo Fe Ti C At Ni BHN

Rene 41 19.0 11.0 10.0 5.0 3.0 .10 1.5 Bal Annealed: 3.11
Aged: 365

Recommendations for Machining Rene 41

Rene 41 has a marked tendency to work harden. Carbide tooling is generally
preferred for turning; high speed steel is sometimes necessary for milling to
avoid tooth chipping. In machining this alloy, rigidity of the machining setup
is very important. In face milling, a climb cutting condition is praferred, while
in drilling power feeds are necessary to obtain reasonable drill life.

The machining data for solution treated Rene 41 and solution treatedt and aged
Rcne 41"has been reviewed, and the general recommendations for machining are
given in Tables 14 and 15, pages 181 through 184. Table 14 contains the
recommendations for machining Rene 41 in the solution treated condition, while
Table 15 presents the recommendations for machining Rene 41 in the solution
treated and aged condition.
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Turning Tests

A comparison is shown in Figure 211. page 189, of positive and negative rake

angles in turning solution treated and solution treated and aged Rene 41. For

equivalent tool life, the cutting speeds with the positive rake angle were 30%

higher than with the negative rake angle. The effect of feed is presented in
Figure 212, page 185, in turning the solution treated and aged alloy. It is
apptrent that the feed should be in the range of . 007 to . 011 in. lrev.

The tool life curves shown in Figure 213, page 186, give a comparison of the

tool life data obtained in turning Rene 41 with high speed steel and carbide tools
for both the solution treated and the solution treated and aged conditions. The

machining conditions represent the best conditions obtained with respect to
tool material, tool geometry and cutting fluid. Better tool life was obtained
with both T-15 high speed steel and K-6 (C-2) carbide tools for Rene 41 in
the solution treated condition, 321 B'IN, than in the solution treated and aged

condition. 365 BHN.

At a cutting speed of 70 feet/minute. a feed of . 009 in. /rev. and using a

soluble oil cutting fluid, a tool life oi approximately 40 minutes was obtained
with K-6 carbide in turning solution treated Rene 41. The tool life. on the
aged Rene 41 for the same cutting conditions was about 25 minutes.

In turning with T-15 high speed steel tools at a cutting speed of 12 feet/minute
and a feed of .009 in. /rev., tool life was 75 minutes for a wearland of .010"

for Rene 41 in the solution treated condition. Figure Z 13. At the same cutting
speed and feed, tool life was 81 minutes for a wearland of .030" for Rene 41

in the solution treated and aged condition. It was necessary to use a highly
chlorinated oil as the cutting fluid to obtain the 81 minutes tool life for Rene 41
in the solution treated and aged condition.

Face Milling Tests

The machining data obtained in the face milling tests on Rene 41 solution treated,
3Z1 BHN. and solution treated and aged. 365 B-HN, is presented in Figures 214
through Z3. pages 186 through 191.

The type T-15 high speed steel tool gave the best tool life, Figure 214. page 186,
of ail the high speed steel and cast alloy tools tested in face milling aged Rene 41.
"TIol life was 88 inches of work travel per tooth at id feet/minute and at a food
of .011 in./tooth. With a type T-1 high speed steel tool, the tool life was only

41 inches for the same cutting conditions, and only five inches for the cast alloy
Stellite 98 M-Z tool.

The effect of feed in face milling with high speed steel tools is shown in

Fig'ire Z15. page 187. At a cutling speed of 27 feet/minute. tool life in face
milling with high speed steel tools is about the same fur leeds from .005 to

about .011 in. /tooth, after which it drops off rapidly.
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Face Milling Tests (continued)

Figure 216, page 187. shows the tool geometry evaluation for high speed steel

cutters in face milling aged Rene 41. The best geometry was an axial rake

of 0* and a radial rake of 30% with at 45' corner angle. This tool geometry
provided a ton) life of 75 inches work travel per tooth at a cutting speed of

Z2 feet/minute and a feed of . 010 in. Itooth using a highly chlorinated oil cutting

fluid.

A comparison of the tool lEfe obtained in face milling solution treated Rene 41
at 321 BHN and solution treated and aged Rene 41 at 365 BHN with high speed

steel tools is shown in Figure 217. page !88. The solution treated Rene 41
shows better face milling characteristics than the aged Rene 41 when milling with
the high speed steel cutters. The tool life for the solution treated Rene 41 was

80 inches of work tiavel per tooth. In this case, the test was stopped after
.01Z" wear had developed on the tool. With the aged Rene 41 under the same
cutting conditions and a wearland on the tool of .016". the tool life was 75 inches
of work travel per tooth.

The face milling tests indicated that the nun-ferrous grades of carbide, K-8
(C-3), 44A (C-I), and 883 (C-Z). gave the best tool lite, Figure 218, page 188.
Tool life for these grades of carbide was 25 to 30 inches of work travel per

tooth using a cutting speed of 63 feet/minute. a feed of . 0065 in. /tooth and a
chlorinated oil cutting fluid. Tool life for the 370 (C-6) steel cutting grade of

carbide was about ten inche3 of work travel per tooth under the same macining

conditions.

A tool geometry evaluation in face milling the aged Rene 41 with K-8 (C-3)

grade of carbide indicated that a cutter with an axial rake of 0*, a radial rake

of 7* and a 45° corner angle gave the beat tool life. Figurv 219. page 189.

Tool life with this geometry on the cutter was 30 itnches of work travel per tooth.

The effect of cutting speed and cutting fluid in face milling aged Rene 41 with

carbide tools is shown in Figure ZZ0. page 189. Beet tool life. 30 inches work
travel per tooth, was obtained with a highly chlorinated oil cutting fluid at a

cutting speed of 63 feet/minute and a feed of .0065 in. /tooth. It was noted that

chip welding was minimized by use of a highly chlorinated oil.,as compared to

cutting dry or using a soluble oil.

Figure 221. page 190, shows the effect of feed on tool life in face milling Rene
41 aged to 365 B11N. Maximum tool life was obtained at a feed of .007 in. /tooth
with a cutt'ng speed of 63 fcet/minute.

Climb milling provides the beat tool life in face milling Rene 41 aged to 365 BHN.
Figure ZZZ. page 190. Tha•l life obtained in down milling was 30 inches work

travel per tooth, compared to 1Z inches for the workpiece and cutter centered.

and about five inches for up or Luav6entioiWal milling.
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Face Killing Tests (continued)

Figure 223. page 191. presents tool life curves for face milling Rene 41 in

both the solution treated and the solution treated and aged conditions. A
comparison of the tool life curves indicates that there was no appreciable
difference in the face milling characteristics of these two heat treated condi-
tions of Rene 41 with the carbide cutter.

Slotting Tests

The results of the slotting tests on Rene 41 solution treated to 321 BHN and
Rene 41 solution treated ind aged to 365 BHN are given in Figures Z24 through

227. pages 191 through 193.

The effect of speed in slotting solution treated Rene 41 with K-6 (C-2) carbide
tools is shown in Figure 224. page 191. The best tool life. 48 inches of work
travel per tooth, was obtained at a cutting speed of 25 feet/minute. a feed of
.003 in. /tooth, with a highly chlorinated oil cutting fluid, and using a 0' radial

rake. However. a 50% increase in cutting speed was obtained for the same
tool life by using a radial rake of 5*.

The effect of feed in slotting solution treated Rene 41 with carbide cutters is
shown in Figure ZZ5, page 19Z. At a cutting speed of 94 feet/minute, best tool
life was obtained using a feed of . 003 in. /tooth. Tool life decreased with

-1 increasing feeds between .003 and . 007 in. /tooth.

The effect of oeod in slot milling aged Rene 41 with K-6 (C-Z) grade carbide is
shown in Figure 226. page 19Z. The best tool life. 33 inches of work travel per
tooth, was obtained at a feed of .003 in../tooth. As the feed per tooth was

increased, tool life decreased.

In slot milling aged Rene 41 with K-6 (C-2) carbide tools,. Figure ZZ7. page 193.
the beat tool life. 80 inches of work travel per tooth, was obtained at a cutting

speed of 65 feet/minute, a feed of .003 in. /tooth, with a highly'chlorinated oil
as a cutting-fluid. Au cutting "aeed was increased, the tool life decreased
rapidly.

End Milling Tests

The resultr of the end milling teats made on Rene 41 aged to 365 BHN are
shown in Figures Z28 through 231. pages 193 through 195. End milling tests
were made using thed end mill as a slotting cutter, in which tnieý cutting was done
with the end of the tool. Also, end nmilling teats were performed using the side
or periphery of thw end mill.

Tool life curves obtained in end mill slotting aged Rene 41 a' 365 BHN with
different grades of high speed steel end mills are shown in Figure ZZŽ, page 193.
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End Milling Tests (continued)

Type T-15 high speed steel provided much better tool life than the type M-2
high speed steel. The aged Rene 41 show a high sensitivity to cutting speed

Sin end mill slotting. With a type T-15 high spee'i steel end mill, a sharp peak
was noted in the tool life curve. Tool life decreased at cutting speeds higher
and lower than 18 feet/minute. The sensitivity to change in cutting speed was
not as great with the M-2 high speed steel ctitter. However, it should be pointed
out that the T-15 end mill showed chipping of the cutting edges during the testing.
Normal wear was noted on the cutting edges of the M-Z high speed steel end mill.

Of the various cutting fluids tested in end mill slotting of aged Rene 41, soluble
oil (1:20) gave the best tool life. Figure 229. page 194. Tool life was 13 inches
of work travel with the soluble oil, compared to five inches for highly sulphurized
oil and three inches with a highly chlorinated oil. at a cutting speed of 22 feet
per minute.

Figure 230. page 194. -4hows the effect of feed for the T-15 and M-2 high speed
steel end mills in end mill slotting of aged Rene 41. Best tool life was obtained
at a feed of .002 in. /tooth for the type T-15 high speed steel end mill, and at
a feed of . 003 in. /tooth for the M-2 high speed steel ead mill. Note that
chipping occurred on the T-15 cutter even at the light feed of . 00Z in. /tooth.

The end milling tests on aged Renie 41 in which the cut was made with the
periphery of the cutter. Figure Z31, page 195. show that the flute length affects
tool life appreciably in end milling. With a 3/4" diameter cutter having a
standard flute length of 2", cutter breakage occurred and no appreciable tool
life could be ol~ainvd. By reducing the flute length of overhang of the end mill
to 0", a tool life of about 50 inches of work travel was obtained at a cutling
speed of 18 teet/minute and a feed of . 002 in- Itooth.

Drilling Testi

Heavy web and stasndard twis* drills with split and notched points were used in
drilling the Rene 41 alloy. see Figure 232. page 196ý As shown in Figure 233,
page 197. the drill life on the Rene 41 solution treated and aged was considerably
higher for thc heavy web drills. Note how rapidly drill life dropped as the drill
speed was eithe - increased or decreased from the optimum speed at 17 feet per
minute. With the heavy web drill and the regular helix, 70 holes were drilled
at 17 feet/minuie awd only nine holes at Z5 fectljitanute. At 13 feetlminate. the
drill life was 10 hole*.

Further tests with various culting fluids indic:ated that active cutting oils should
be used. see Figure Z34. page 197. The highly chlorinated oil was the best.
The feed is very critical. For exaample, in Figure 235. page 198. at a drill
speed of 17 fectlminute the drill life was 70 holes at a feed of . 002 in. /rev.;
26 holes at a feed of .001 in./rev.; and only 18 holes at a feed of .005 in. /rev.
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Drilling Tests (continued)

The feed must also be selected carefully in drilling Rene 41 in the solution
treated condition. As shown in Figure 236. page 198. drill life was appreciably
greater at a feed of .002 in./rev. than at .001 in./rcv.

The point angle is another important factor in the drilling of the Rene 41 alloy.
Note in Figure 237. page 199. that the drill life increased from 60 holes to

90 holes when the drill point was changed from 135 to the double point angle
of 118° and 90'. The improvement in drill life with the double point angles also

resulted with the solution treated and aged heat treatments. see Figure 238.
page 191Y. With the aged condition, the drill life was increased from 70 holes
(see Figure 235, page 198) to 90 holes by changing the point angle to the 118*
and 90* point angles.

Reaming Tests

In reaming Rene 41 solution treated, the feed should not exceed .005 in. /rev,
For as shown in Figure 239, page 200. the reamer life will drop more than
50% if the feed is increased from .005 to .009 in./rev. Also the cutting speed
should be held very clos•e to the optimum speed of 25 feet/minute. Changing
the cutting speed to 20 feet/minute results in a 25% decrease in reamer life and

increasing the speed to 30 feet/minutv results in a 75% decrease in reamer life.

see Figure 240. page 200.

The maximum feed to be used In reaming Runte 41 in the solution treated and aged

condition is also .005 in. /rev. as shown inFigure 241. page 201. The ohape of
the tool life curve in reaming in Figure 24Z. page .01, indicates that the critical
reaming apced for the solution treated and aged Rone 41 is 20 feet/minute.

The proper s©lection of the type of tap must be made in order to tap a reasonable
number of holes in solution treated Rene 41. For as shown in Figure Z43. page 20

99 holes were tapped with a Z flute spiral point tap. while less thau 20 holes were

tapped with a 3 or 4 flute tap.

Large differences in tap life were also found with the various types of cutting
fluid. see Figure 244. page 203. As the cutting fluid was changed from a soluble
oil to a highly sulphurized oil to a highly chloriited oil. the a life doubled each
time.•

While the tap life with a 2 flute spiral point tap is reasonably good, the cutting
speed must be kept low,. Note in Figure 245. page 203. that at 13 fe.t/mintute
99 holes were tapped and at 16 feetisuinute. the tap life was only SO holes.
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Tappiniz Tests (continued)

The conditions for tapping Rene 41 in the solution treated and aged cordition
are even more critical than those for the solution treated condition. see Figure
246. 247 and 248, pages 204 And 205. The best tap life with the 2 flhte spiral.
point tap was seven times that obtained with the se-ond best 3 flute tap. The
highly chIcrinated oil was four times better than the highly sulphurized o-t, and
increasing the cutting speed from 5 feet/minute to 7 feet/minute res,-'Ked "in a
60% decrease in tap life.

Surface Grinding Tests

The results of the surface grinding tests on solution treated and aged Rene 41
at 365 BHN are given in Fig ýres 249 through 255. pages 205 through Z08.

Figure 249, page 205, shows the grinding ratio obtained with three different
grades of wheels. Although the 32A46L5VBEI wheel gave the best G ratio,
severe chatter marks were noted on the surface of the test specimen. Both
the 32A46H8VBE and 3ZA46JBVBE wheels produced good surface finishes of
about 15 to 20 microinches.

The effect of grinding wheel speed when grinding aged Rene 41 using a
3ZA46J8VBfE wheal is shown in Figure Z50. page Z06. The beat grinding ratio
was obtained at a wheel speed of 6000 feet/minute. As wheel speed was reduced.
the grinding ratio was reduced.

G ratio increased with decreasing down food wh-en surface grinding aged Rene 41.
Figuro 251. page 106. With the 3ZA4tHJVBE wheel, the grinding ratio increaled
as the down feed was reduced for both the 6000 (eethylinute wheeal spetCL and the
4000 feet/minute wheel speed.

The effect of crost feed iii surface grinding aged Rene 41 is given in Figure Z5Z.
page 207, At the 4000 feeL/ninute wheel speed. the grinding ratio incriased as
ffic crosa feed was decreased. At the 4000 feet/minute wheal speed, a change in
croas feed did not appreciably affect the grinding ratio.

The effect oi table speed on the grinding ratio ohtained in grinding Rene 41 aged
1,) 365 BIIN it more noticeable at the 6000 fe-et/minute wheel 1.peed than at 400Q
feelminute. Figure ZS5. pagu Z07. A very distinct increave in G ratio was noted
at the o6000 feet/minute whe|el peed when the tabhu speed was decreased from
40 feet/minute to 20 feet/mittute.

Figure Z54. page 208, stho-w the effect of grinding Mluid in surface grinding of
aged Rene 41. G ratios increased with increased wheel speed ib3r both the
highly sulphurized and the highly chlorinated oils. With the soluble oil
grinding fluid, the grinding ratio remained about the same for all wheel speeds.
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Surface Grinding Tests (continued)

The effect of wheel, grade, structure and grain size is shown in Figure Z55,
page Z'08. A much better G ratio was obtained with the finer grit wheel,
32A80JVBE. than with any of the 46 grit wheels tested. Using a grinding
wheel with a more upen structure, such as 12 as compared to 8. apj-ars to
improvu tht; grinding ratio slightly when using 46 grit wheela.

1
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Mir'rostrtst'ures of Rene 41

Solution Treated Condition. 321 BHN
Microstructure shows equiaxed grains plus free and
grain-boundary carbides.

Magnification: IOOOX Etchant: Kalling's

Solution Treated and Aged. 365 B3N1
Microstructure shows coalescence of grain-boundary

carbides plus precipitation.

Magnification: 1000X Etchant: KalUng'e

'Seere T1S 1

See Text. page 172 - 180 -
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Peripheral End Milling Rene 41 Solution Treated and Aged to 365 BHN
Effect of Cutter Length

Cutter: 3/4" Dia. 4 Tooth HSS
End Mill

Tool Material: T-15 HSS
Helix Angle: 30°

•.•.1RR: 10° CA: 45°x .060"

id Peripheral Clearance: 0

3 Depth of Cut: .Z50"
4 Width of Cut: .750"

Cutting Fluid: Soluble Oil (1:20)
Tool Life End Point: .012" Unifbn•

.020" Local-
ized

Food B: Cutter Broke

C: Cutting Edges Chip Out
Depth

50 C _,

•..i,,Flute LengthS40

0 o
* LLength

0

Di"

aa

14 16 16 ZO ZZ

Cutting Speed ieelmlnute

See Text. page 176 - 195- Figure 231



The three drill points shown above illustrate the difference in
drill construction. The drill on the left is a heavy web drill
with a split point. The drill in the center is a standard twist
drill with a split point. Note the difference in web thickness
between these two drills. The drill on the right shows a short
flute heavy web drill with a notched point.

Figure ZU

See Text, page 176 - 196 -
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Tapping Rene 41 Solution Treated to 321 BHN
Effect of Tap Design

Tap Material: Type M-10 HSS
Tap Size: 5/16-Z4 NF
Tap Design: See Below
Cutting Speed: 13 ft. rain.
Percent Thread: 75%
Depth of Hole: .500" through
Cutting Fluid: Highly Chlorinated Oil

1 • FEnd Point: Tap Breakage

0O

%4 1 00

60

40

Z.

Z= flute plug 3 flute plug 4 flute plug 3 flute plug
spirai point intermediate thread

nit rided surface

Tap Design

see Text. page 17720 Figure Z-41•
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X. MACHINING D6AC STEEL QUENCHED AND TEMPERED 54 TO 58 RQ

Since the advent of the missile industry, alloy steels have been used for the

produc:ion of propellant chambers ant other missile components. Advances
in de-ign. processing and metallurgy have made feasible the use of steels
having minimum tensile strengths of ZZO, 000 to 300.000 psi in these applica-
tions. Research and development efforts are now aimed at extending this
capability to the 400. 000 psi strength level.

D6AC is considered representative of this group of ultra-strength steels. When
heat treated to attain the strength levels for which they were designed. these
alloys consist primarily of tempered martensite, plus generally small spherical
carbides. Microstructures of D6AC steel are shown in Figure Z56. page Z16.
The analysis of the heat studied in this program is prestnted in Table 16, below:

Table 16

Chemical Composition of D6AC Steel, Percent

C Mn Si Cr V Ni Mo Fe

D6AC .- r .80 .Z5 1.15 .05 .55 1.0 Bal

Recommendations for Machining D6AC Steel Quenched and Tempered 54-58 R

DMAC quenched ard tempered to 56-58 Rc cannot be machined with any type high
speed steel tool in any machining operation satisfactorily. Very short tool life
can be obtained on D6AC at a hardness of 56 Rc with a super fiigh speed steel
tool at a very low cutting speed. Carbide tocls must be used for a reasonable
tool life. Nitrided high speed steel taps can be used to tap D6AC at hardness

levels up to 54 Rc.

Thi machining data for D6AC steel quenched ard tempered 54-58 R€ has been
reviewed, arid general recommendations for macnining this alloy at these hard-
ness levels are given in Table 17. pages Z17 and 218.

Turning Tests

The results of turning tests on D6AC steel quenched and tempered to 56 Rc using

high speed steel, cast alloy, carbide and oxide tools are shown in Figures Z57
through 260. pages 219 and Z20.

Results of an evaluation of high speed steel and cast alloy tool materials is
sihown in Figure 257. page Z19. Tool life at a cutting speed of 15 feetiminute
was kess than one minute for T-15 high speed steel and the three grade, of
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Turning Tests (continued)

cast alloy tool materials. The 12% cobalt Braccut high speed steel, however,
produced a sevcn minute tool life at 15 feet/minute. Tool life for this tool
increased to 12 minutes at a cutting speed of Z5 feetlminute and then decreased
to eight minutes at 40 feet/minute.

The effect of feed on tool life in turning the D6AC steel with carbide is presented

in Figure 258. page 219. Note that with the C-4 grade of carbide, tool life in
terms of minutes decreased as the feed was increased; however, in terms of
cubic inches of metal removed tool life was maximum at a feed of . 009 inches
per revolution. Nevertheless, lighter feeds are usually used since there is
less danger of chipping the carbide at these feeds.

The proper selection of grade of carbide is very important in turning the high

strength steels. In Figure 259, page ZZ0. the cutting speeds for equivalent tool
life are over twice as great with the C-8 gade as with the C-6 grade. The
tool life with the C-8 grade was over 49 minutes at a cutting speed of 95 feet
per minute and only 44 minutes at 45 feet/minute with the C-6 grade.

In Figure 260, page 220, a comparison is made between an oxide tool and the
best of the various carbide grades tested. The cutting speeds with the oxide
tool were 75% greater than those with the carbide tool.

Face Milling Tests

Results of the face milling tests on D6AC steel quenched and tempered to 56 to
58 Rc are shown in Figures 261 through 163, pages 221 and 222.

The position of the cutter relative to tht workpiece was found to be an extremely
important variable in the face milling of 56 Rc D6AC. Figure Z61. page 221.
shows a plot of tool life versus cutter-workpiece position for two different cutter
geometries. The data indicates that tool life was increased as much as ten

times by positioning the workpiece sothat the center of 'he cutter was 1!2"
above the centcr of the work. For a cutter of 0* AR and -15' RR. tool life was
increased from five inches work travel per tooth with the cutter centered on

the work, to 55 inches with the cutter positioned 11Z'" aiave the center of the
work. For the opposite condition, where the cutter was positioned below the

center of the work, tool life was only about one inch work travel per tooth, due
to immediate chipping of the carbide tool material. The same effect as described
above was produced by a cutter having ;& 0* AR and 0° RR. except that the effect
waas not as pronounced. Maximum tool life for this geometry was 43 inches
work travel per tooth. compared to 55 inches for the 0* AR. -15' RR geometry.

In view of the results described above, all subsequent face milling tests on
D6AC eteel were performed using a down milling stup, with the center of the
cutter positioned 1I/2 above the center of the workpiece.
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"Face Milling Tests (continued)

Note in Figure 216Z. page 221, that maximum cutter life was obtained at a feed
of .008 in./tooth. When the feed was increased to .010 in. /tooth or decreased
to . 006 in. /tooth, cutter life decreased 20 and 40%. respectively.

Tool life curves for both 56 Rc and 58 Rc hardness levels are shown in
Figure 263. page ZZ2. Maximum tool life obtained on 56 Rc material was
55 inches work travel per t,,oth at a cutting speed of 97 feet/minute, using a
feed of .008 in. /tooth. Maximum tool life for D6AC steel at the 58 Rc hardness

level using the same cutter was 25 inches work travel per tooth at a cutting
speed of 65 feet/minute. Using the same cutting speed and feed, but changing
the cutter geometry to -15° AR and 7' RR, increased tool life to 34 inches work
travel per tooth.

Slot Milling Tests

Test results for slot milling D6AC steel quenched and tempered to 56 and 58 Rc
are shown in Figures 264 through 268. pages Z22 through 224.

The effect of carbide grade on tool life for slot milling 56 Rc D6AC steel is
shown in Figure 264, page ZZZ. At a cutting speed of Z28 feet/minute and a
feed of . 003 in. /tooth, three different manufacturers' non-ferrous C-2 grade
X carbides all produced a tool life of 36-40 inches work travel per tooth. The
C-6 (370) steel cutting grade produced only 18 inches length of cut.

Figure Z65, page 223. shows the effect of tool geometry on tool life. Best
results were obtained with a cutter ground with a 5' bi-negative axial rake and
a 0* radial rake. Tool life decreased when either the axial rake or radial
rake was made more negative.

The effect of cutting fluid is showvi in Figure 266. page Z23. At a cutting apeed
of 228 feet/minute and a feed of .003 in. /tooth, tool life was 40 inches work
travel when cutting dry and only Z5 inches when either a highly chlorinated oil

or a soluble oil'were used.

Figure 267, page 224. shows the &ffects of cutting speed and feed for both 56
and 58 Rc hardneas levels. A 6" diameter, P" wide, inserted tooth carbide
slotting cutter was used for these tests. The tool material was C-Z (HA) grade

carbide, and the single tooth was ground witll a 5" bi-negative axial rake and
0" radial rake. Depth of cut was . 125" and cutting was performed dry. For the
56 Rc material, the maximum tool life of 40 inches work travel per tooth was
obtained at a cutting speed of Z30 feet/minute and a feed of . 003 in. /tooth. Tool
life decreased for both higher and lower cutting speeds and higher and lower feeds.
When the workpiece hardness was increased to 58 Rc, it was necessary to reduce

the speed to IZ5 feet/minute and the feed to . 002 in. Itooth to obtain a tool life of
48 inches work travel per tooth.
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Slot Milling Tests (continued)

Figure 268. page 2Z4, shows the effect of dept. of cut and type of ietup in
slot milling 56 Rc D6AC steel. Using a down milling setup, tool hlfe was 54
inches work travel per tooth for a depth of cut c.f . 062" and decreased to 36
inches for a depth of cut of . 125", and only nine inches for a .Z50" depth of cut.
When an up milling setup was used, tool life was o'ily one inch work travel.
compared to the 36 inches obtained with a down milling setup and detth of cut
of . 1R5".

End Mill Slottin

The results of end mill slotting tests on D6AC steel quenched and tempered
to 56 Rc are shown in Figures 269 through 271, pages ZZ5 and ZZ6. These
tests were performed using 1-1/4" diameter heavy duty carbide tipped end
mills having a shank diameter of 1-1/4" and a flute length of 1".

Figure .269, page Z25, shows the effect of cutting fluid and method of application
on tool life. Soluble oil applied as a mist through the center of the rotating
cutter provided the- host tool life. With highly chlorinated oil, the floud
application of the cutting fluid gave better results than mist application.

Figure 270, page Z25. shows an evaluation of various grades of carbide. Beat
results were obtained with a C-3 (K-8) carbide. A conventional C-2 grade (883)
carbide, however, provided only slightly less tool life than did the C-3. The
softer C-i (44A) carbide wore more rapidly than the C-2 or C-3 grades. The
harder C-4 (K- 1I) and C-6 (370) grades both failed quickly from severe
chipping. and provided relatively poor tool life.

Figure 271, page IZ6, shows the effect of cutting speed and feed for slot
milling D6AG steel at a hardness of 56 Rc. A grade C-Z (883) carbide was
used for those tests, and the cutters were ground with a 0" AR and 0* RR. Depth
of cut was . 125". The maximum tool life of 54 inches work travel was obtained
at a cutting speed of 37 fcot/minute when using a feed of . 003 in. /tooth. For a
feed of .002 in. tooth, a tool life of 45 inches was obtained at a cutting speed of
37 feet/minute. Tool life decreased for cutting speeds higher and lower than
37 feet/minute. For a feed of .001 in. /tooth, tool life was 36 inches work travel
at a cutting speed of 7Z feet/minute and decreased ,t both higher and lower spceds
These tests indicate the best results will be obtained for end milling this material
by using a low speed of about 37 feet/minute and a feed of about .003 in. /tooth.

D r ilIn

Tool life curves for drilling D6AC steel at 56 Rc and 58 Rc are shown in Figure
Z72, page ZZ6. Those toots were performed using .Z72" diamneter straight (lute,
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Drilling (continued)

carbide tipped die drills and a highly chlorinated cutting oil. The data shows
that best results for both hardness levels were obtained when using a feed of
.001 in. /rev. and z, cutting speed of 117 feet/minute. Drill life for the D6AC

steel at these conditions was 7Z holes for the 56 Rc hardness and 40 holes at
58 Rc. Drill life decreased as cutting zpued was decreased when using a feed of
.001 in. /rev. When using a feed of .002 in./rev., drill life increased with
decreasing cutting speeds. However, even at a cutting speed of 65 feet/minute
when a reasonable drill life was obtained excessive heat and chip clogging were
produced and results were generally unsatisfactory.

Rea ming

The results of reaming tests on D6AC steel quenched and tempered to 56 Rc are
shown in Figures 273 thru 275, pages Z27 and 228. Straight shank, 4 flute, .Z72"
diameter reamers tipped with C-Z (883) carbide were used for these, tests. Holes
were . 500" deep through holes and stock removal was . 020" from the hole diameter.

Figure 273, page ZZ7, shows a comparison of tool life using two different cutting
fluids. At a cutting speed of 6; feet/minute and a feed of , 0f02 in. /rev., 60
holes were obtained with a highly chlorinated oil cutting fluid and only 30 holes
with a soluble oil diluted with water at a ratio of L-20.

Figure 274, page 227, indicates the effect of reamer grind on tool life. At a
cutting speed of 65 feet/minuLe and a feed of . 002 in. /rev., a standard carbide
tipped reamer without a negative land chipped severely on the tooth corners after
only five holes. This chipping was eliminated and reamer life was increased to
60 holes by honing the corners to produce a land approximately . O0O" wide having
a -5' axial and radial rake.

Figure Z75, page 228, shows the effect of cutting speed anld feed on reamer life.
Using a feed of . 001 in. /rev., the maximum reamer life for i. .01Z" wearland
was only 25 holes at a cutting speed of 60 feet/minute. A significant increase in
reamer life was obtained by increasing the feed to. 00Z in. /rev. The maximum
Life of 60 holes was obtained at a cunting speed of 65 feet/minute. All other
t:utting conditions being held constant, reamer life decreased at higher and lower
cutting speeds. In order to obtain this high realnier life at . 002 in. /rev. feed,
however, it was necessary to hone a small negative rake land at the corner of each
of the reamer teeth in order to prevent chipping of the teeth at this point.

Tapping

High speed steel taps cannot be used to tap D6AC at hardness levels above 54 Rc.
At a hardness level of 52 to 54 Rc, the high speed steel tap must be nitrided.
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Tapping (continued)

Figure 276. page 2Z8, shows the effect of cutting fluid in tapping this alloy at
54 Rc. The most effective cutting fluid was a highly chlorinated oil mixed with
inhibited trichloroethane (2:1). A tap life of 16 holes was obtained at a cutting
speed of 5 feet/minute with this fluid. Tap life decreased to 1Z holes when a
highly chlorinated or highly sulphurized oil was used.

The effect of workpiece hardness in tapping D6AG steel at 52 Rc and 54 Rc is
shown in Figure Z77, page 229. A tap life of 60 holes was obtained in the
52 Rc material, while only 16 holes could be tapped in the 54 Rc hardness
material. These tests were performed with a 5/16-24 NF, 4 flute nitrided plug
tap operating at 5 feet/minute. The cutting fluid used was a highly chlorinated
oil mixed with inhibited trichloroethane (Z:1).

In tapping D6AC steel quenched and tempered to 54 Re. it is possible to increase
tap life significantly by decreasing the percent of thread, see Figure 278,
page 229. When tapping a 65% thread at 5 feet/minute, Z4 holes were obtained.
At the same cutting speed. 16 holes were tapped with a 75% thread. When the
cutting speed was increased to 9 feet/minute and a 65% thread was used. tap
life decreased to 15 holes; and at a tapping speed of 1Z feet/minute, only five
holes could be tapped.

"Surface Grinding Tests

Surface grinding data on D6AC steel quenched and tempered to 56 Rc are
presented in Figures 279 through Z85. pages 230 through Z33.

The effect of wheel grade and wheel speed on grinding ratio is shown in
Figure Z79. page 230. A down feed of .001 in. /pasas and a soluble oil grinding
fluid were used for these tests. All grinding wheels used for these tests were
manufactured from grade 32 aluminum oxide, 46 grit size, vitrified bond.
Five wheels were tested with hardness and structure ranging from G8 to N5.
Each wheel was tested at Z000, 4000 and 6000 surface feet/minute. The data
indicaten that for the G8. 18 and J8 wheel grades the G ratio increased aa
wheel speed was increased from 2000 to 6000 feet/minute. G ratio at 6000
feet/minute was Z0 for the G8 wheel and 60 for both the 18 and J8 wheels. An
extremely low G ratio of two was obtained with the G8 wheel at 2000 feqt/minute
wheel speed. The maximum G ratio obtained in these tests was 95 when using
a 3ZA46NSVBE wheel at 2000 feet/minute. The G ratio decreased to 40, however.
when this wheel was run at 4000 and 6000 feet/minute. Severe chatter and
surface cracking were produced by this wheel at 6000 feet/minute. When the
H8 whtel was used, G ratio increased from 40 at 2000 feet/minute to 64 at
4000 feet/minute. then decreased again to 48 as the wheel speed was increased
to 6000 feet/minute.
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Sufce Grinding ests (continued)

Figure 280, page 230. shows G ratio curves for three wheel grades when
using a . 002 in. /pass down feed. At a wheel speed of 6000 feet/minute, G
ratio was 20 for an H8 wheel and 52 for an J8 wheel. Chatter and surface
cracking were produced by the N5 wheel at 6000 feet/minute and G ratio
was 43.

Figure 281, page 231, shows a plot of G ratio versus wheel hardness for
.001 and .002 in./pass down feeds. Using .001 in. /pass, the G ratio
increased from 28 for a "G"* hardness wheel to 72 as hardness was increased
to an "I" hardness wheel, then decreased to 40 as hardness of the grinding
wheel was further increased to "N". The same type of data was produced for
the heavier down feed of. 002 in. /pass.

The effect of down feed on G ratio when using a 3ZA46J8VBE wheel and soluble
oil grinding fluid is shown in Figure 282, page 231. Down feeds of .001. .002
and .003 in. /pass were used. For all three feeds. G ratio increased fairly
uniformly as wheel speed was incr.aased from 2000 up to 6000 feet/minute. At
the 6000 feet/minute wheel speed, G ratio was 68 for .001 in. ipas,. d6cdn ieed.
52 for . 002 in. /pass and 32 for .003 in. /pass.

Figure 283. page 232, shows the effect of table speed on G ratio. When using
a J8 grade wheel, G ratio increased from 33 at 20 feet/minute table speed to
59 at 40 feet/minute. then decreased to 32 when the table speed was increased
to 60 fect/minute.

The effect of cross feed is shown in Figure 284, page 232. G rati:ý increased
with increased cross feed from 4Z at . 025 in. /pass to 100 at . 100 in. /pass
cross feed. However, chatter and severe surface cracking were produced at
the . 100 in. /pass cross feed.

The effect of grinding fluid is shown in Figure 285, page 233. A 32A46J8VBE
wheel at 6000 feet/minute and a down feed of . 002 in. /pass were used for
these tests. Maximum G ratio of 90 was obtained when a highly sulphurized
oil was used as a grinding fluid. A highly chlorinated oil produced a G ratio
of 58. while with a soluble oil mixed 1:20 with water. the G ratio was 5Z.
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Mlicrost ructures of D6AG Steel

- t ',.-7

Optical Photomicrograph
Quenched and Tempered, 56 Rc

Mic rost ructure is fully martensitic.
Magnification: 1000X Etchant: Nital

r %.
vY

Elect ront Photomic rograph
Quenched and Tempered. 56 Rc

Microstructure showa start of formatioti of treti carbides.
&Ugnification; 6000X FtchantM Nitai

V Figure Z56

See Text. page 209 z 16 -
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Crinduig T)6AC Sterl Cjut-m her, and Temrpe red to 56 Rc
P:mect of G;rindinfg F'uid

Wheel Crade: 32 A46.:B81 BE

Wheel Speed. 6000 feet/minute
Croqis Fr-ed .050 inches/pass
Dokwn Feed: .002 inches/pass
Table Speed: 40 feet/miinute

100

so

4

Siulphuritaed Oil Clilorinated Oil I ZO))

C~rinding Fluidi

See Text. poaje Zt IS Figure 24S
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Xl. Dl;'IORTION AND RESIDUAL STRESS STUDIES IN
SURFACE GRINDING AND MILLING

Surface grinding and milling tests were made on selected alloys to study the

effect of grinding and milling variables on distortion. Test specimens from

the distortion studies were used for the residual stress analyses. The stress

analyses were made tU define the types and magnitude of residual stresses

induced by the grinding and milling operations.

Distortion Stadies Procedure

The distortion studies were made using test specime;.s manufactured under

carefully controlled conditions. The test specimens were rough machined, then

heat treated if necessary. Finish grinding to size was done using a lov stress

grinding technique. The specimens were 3/4" wide by 4-1/4" long. see Figure

286, page 242. Thickness of the specimens was . 070" for grinding and . 100"

for the milling tests. The sample thickness after test machining was .060" for

each specimen.

The test specimens were held in a special fixture. Figure 287. page 243. for

the grinding and milling tests.. The tapered clamp along the length of the

sample provided positive clamping, which permitted uniform stock removal.

The curvature of each specimen was carefully meusured before and after test

machining. Through this procedure the change in curvature, or workpiece

distortion, resulting from the machining process waw established for a variety

of grinding and mnujng conditions. Figure 288, page 243. shows the fixture

used in measurir-, curvature, and Figure 289. page Z44. shows how the deflection

measurements were obtained on this fixture.

Residual Stress Analysis Procidure

Residual stress aualyser were made on selected test specimens from the

distortion studies to determine the typos and magnitude of the stresses induced

by grinding or nalling.

The procedure used in the stress anaiysiei v-as one of progressively eLcihing oii

the test surf..ce in uniform small increments and noting the change in d4.flection

ef the specimen. The de'flection measurements were made uising the same fixture

used in tht distortion studies, Figure 288. page 243. The depth of stock removed

versus chatige in deflection data was th-en used to calculate the residual stress at

any depth below the surface of the specimen. The calculations were made using

an equation developed by Messrs. Thomsen and Frisch* to determnine the uniaxial

stress in the longitudinal direction of the test spccimen.

* Residual Grinding Stresses in Mild Stec! - J. Frisch and E. G. Thomsen,
ASME Paper No. 50-F-10. 1950.
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Distortion in Surface Grinding Tests on Pressed and Sintered Tungsten

Figure 290, page 245. show.'s the effect of wheel speed and grinding fluid in
distortion in grinding pressed and sintered tungsten. 95% density, 34 Re.
With a soluble oil grinding fluid, the distortion increased from less than .001"
at wheel speeds of 2000 and 3000 feet/minute to almost . U07" when the wheel
speed was increased to 4000 feet/minute. With a nitrite solution, however.
the distortion decreased from .004" at a wheel speed of 2000 feet/minute to
.002" when the wheel speed was increased to 4000 feet/minute. These tests
were performed with a 3ZA46NSVBE wheel, a table speed of 40 feet/minute.
a down feed of .001 in. /pass and a cross feed of .050 in. /pass.

The effect of wheel grade is shown in Figure Z91, page 245. This chart shows
that the difference did not change appreciably when the wheel hardness was
increased from a "J" grade to an "N" grade.

Figure 292, page Z46. shows that down feed also has little effect on distortion
in grinding pressed and sintered tungsten. 95% density. 34 Rc. With a
3ZA46NSVBE wheel, operating at 2000 feet/minute using a nitrite grinding
fluid, the distortion remained z.lmost constant at .004" over a down feed range
of. 0005 in. /pass to . 002 in. /pass.

Residual Stress Analysis Tests on Pressed and Sintered Tungsten

Stress analyses were performed on selected specimens from the distortion
studies to evaluate the magnitude and type of residual stresses produced by
surface grinding pressed and sintered tungsten. Tie calculated stresas at any
depth iW plotted to show the distribution of the residuz.l stress below the
ground surface. The area wider the stress distribution curve is a measure
of the total induced stress. The greater the area under the curve, the greater
the total stress in the surface and. hence, the greater the distortion that is
produced.

The results of the stress analysis on the surface ground spec.menn are given
in Figures Z93 through Z97. pages Z46 through Z48. The effect of wheel grade
is shown in Figure Z93. page Z46. The stress distribution curves show that
a relatively aoft "3"! grade wheel produced a greater stress than the harder I'L"

and "N" grade grinding wheels. A maximun' stress of 70. 000 to 90. 000 psi was
produced in the test specimens .0005"' below the surface. This stress was
compressive in nature. At depths beyond .002" below the surface., little or
no stress wa.s produced in test apecens.

Figure Z94. page Z47, ahows the , 'feet of wheel speed when surface grinding
with a 3ZA46N5V13E wheel using a nitrite grinding fluid. With a wheel speed
of Z00O feet/minute, a maxiimum compressive stress of 90.,000 psi was
produced at a depth of about .0004" below the surface. When the wlbol speed
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Residual Stress Analysis Test_. on Pre'zqed and Sintered Tungsten (continued)

was increased to 4000 feet/minute, the maximum compressive stress produced
was about 70. 000 psi at slightly more than . 0005" below the surface. The
residual stress distribution seen in this chart checks favorably with the distor-
tion observed in the test specimens discussed previously.

The effect of wheel speed in surface grinding with a 3ZA46N5VBE wheel using
a soluble oil grinding fluid is shown in Figure Z95, page 247. The maximum
stress was produced when a wheel speed of 4000 feet/minute was used. When
the wheel speed was reduced to 2000 feet/minute, the residual stress was
also reduced. It is interesting to note that the stress was tensile in nature
when a soluble oil grinding fluid was used and compressive when a nitrite
grinding fluid was used.

Figure 296, page 248. indicates that a down feed of . 002 in. /pass produced a
lower residual stress than down feeds of . 001 and . 0005 in. /pass. These
tests were run using a 3ZA4(NSVBE wheel operating at 2000 feet/minute with
a nitrite grinding solution. The stresses are all compressive in nature, which
is consistent with the data shown previously.

The effect of grinding fluid is shown in Figure 297, page 248, on the residual
stress produced in pressed and sintered tungsten. This chart shows that
approximately the same stress distribution is produced in the workpiece when
a highly sulphurized grinding oil and a nitrite grinding solution is used. Both
grinding fluids produce compressi% stresses of about 90, 000 psi in the
specimens .0005" below the surface. When a soluble oil is used in grinding,
the stress produced is tensile in nature and reaches a peak of about 30.000 psi
right at the surface of the specimen.

Renidual Stress Analysis Tests on TZM Molybdenum Alloy

The data presented in Figures 298 through 301, pages 249 and 250, show the
effects of wheel grade. grinding fluid, down feed, and wheel speed on the
residual stress induced in TZM molybdenum during surface grinding.

Figure Z98, page 249, shows that when using three different wheel hardnesses,
the moftetat whcel tested, a "J" hardness wheel, produced a maximum compressive
stress of about 38, 000 psi at about . 0005" below the -surface. When an "N"
hardnegs wheel was used, a maximum compressive stress of 30, 000 psi was
produced, while an "L" hardness wheel produced a compressive stre,%3 of about
Z5, 000 psi. These stresses decreased to about zero at a depth of .0020 below
the surface.

When surface granding TZM molybdenum with an "L" hardness wheel operating
at 4000 feet/minute using a highly suiphurized oil or a water base soluble oil, a
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Residual Stress Analysis Tests on TZM Molybdenum Alloy (continued)

tensile stress of 20, 000 psi was produced at a depth of .0015 to O002" below
the surface. See Figurc 29), page 249. However, when a 5% KNO2 solution
was used, a maximum compressive stress of 25. 000 psi was produced at
about .0007" below the surface.

The effect of down feed on the residual stress produced in this alloy in surface
grinding is shown in Figure 300. page Z50. A down teed of .002 in. /pass
produced a maximum compressive stress of almost 40,000 psi at a depth of

.0005" below the surface. When a down feed of . 001 in. /pass was used. the
maximum stress was reduced to about 25. 000 psi. However, at a very light
down feed of . 0005 in. /pass. the maximum compressive stress increz.sed to

about 32.000 psi.

In determining the effect of wheel speed, Figure 301, page Z50. shows that
a high wheel speed of 6000 feet/minute produced a maximum tensile stress
of 40. 000 psi at the surface of the test specimen. This stress decreased
very zapidly to zero, then went compressive in nature to a stress of about

Z6. 000 psi at about .0005" below the surface. Wheel speeds jf ZOOO and 4000
feet/minute produced essentially the same stress pattern, a maximum
compressive stress of about 2?. 000 psi at about .0005" below the surface.

Distortion in Surface Grinding Rene 41

Figure 30Z. page 251, shows the distortion produced in surface grinding Rene 41
solution treated and aged to 365 BHN using different wheel speeds, wheel
grades and down feeds. With an "H" hardness wheel, distortion increased from
. OOZ to .004" when the wheel speed was increased from 2000 to 6000 feet/minute.
With a harder "L" grade wheel, the distortions increased from .002" in
compression to .02" in tension when the wheel speed was increased from 2000
to 6000 feet/minute.

The down feed per pass used in surface grinding Rene 41 also affects distortion
significantly. With a "J" hardiess wheel operating at 4000 feet/minute, a
distortion of about .019" was produced in the workpiece when a .00Z in. /pass
down feed was used.

The effect of grinding fluids on distortion is preotented in Figure 303. page Z51.
With a "J" hardness wheel at 4000 feet/minute, a distortion of .014 to .0160
was produced in the workpiece when a water base soluble oil ensttlsion and
chemical solution were used. A highly sulphurized oil. however, reduced the

4 - distortion to about . OO" when a down feed of . 001 in. /pass was used and about
.001" when a "low stress" down feed was used. The "low stress" down feed

consisted of removing the last .OO" by progressively reducing the down feed
per pass from .001 in. !pass to .0002 in. /pass.
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Residual Stress Analysis Tests on Rene 41

The results of the stress analysis on the ground surface of the Rene 41
specimen are shown in Vi-gures 30-i thruugh 308, pages 25Z through Z54.
The effect of wheel hardness when surface grinding with a wheel speed of
6000 feejminute. presented in Figure 304. page 252. shows that the stress
pattern and magnitude are very nearly the same for a medium "J" hardness
wheel and a relatively hard "L" wheel. This chart shows that at high wheel
speeds, the hardness of the wheel has little effect on the stress.

Figure 305. page Z52. shows the str..z-.. distribution obtained when grinding
this alloy with "H" and "J" hardness wheels using a wheel speed of 4000 feet
per minute and a low stress down feed procedure. The "H" hardness provided
a maximum compressive stress of 85. 000 psi a few tenths below the ground
surface. A maximum compressive stress of 40. 000 psi was produced at the
surface of the specimen ground with the "J" hardness wheel. However, at
.00Z to .004" below the surface, the "J" hardness wheel produced a higher
tensile stress than the "H" hardness wheel.

The effect of wheel speed when using a "J" hardness wheel with a . 001 in. /pass
down feed is shown in Figure 306, page Z53. This chart shows that a relatively
high compressive stress is produced immediately below the ground surface
when a wheel speed of 2000 feet/minute was used. With a wheel speed of
6000 feet/minute, a tensile stress exceeding 80, 000 psi was produced. At
an intermediate wheel speed of 4000 feet/minute. a compressive stress was
produced just below the surlace which changed to a tensile stress at about
. 00"' below the surface.

Two wheel speeds, 2000 feet/minute and 4000 feet/minute, were evaluated
with an "H" hardness wheel using a "low stress" down feed. The data presented
in Figure -'07. page 253, shows that a maximum compressive stress of
8S, 000 ps, was produced in the workpiece when the 4000 feet/minute wheel
speed was used. The stress level was almost zero at about . OO" below the
surface.

The effect of down feed on the residual stress produced in Rene 41 is shown
in Figure 308. page 254. With a "J" hardness wheel opcratinR at 4000 feet per
minute using a low stress down feed. a stress of 40. 000 psi was produced. A
.001 in. /pass down feed produced a maximum compressvive stress of about
60. 000 psi .001" below the surface. When a .00Z in. /pass down feed was used,
a compressive stress of about 40, 000 psi wau produced just below th0 surface
and a tensile stress of about 50.000 psi at about .003" below tOe surface.
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Distortion in Surface Grinding and Face Milling D6AC Steel Quenched and
Tempered 56 Rc

The results of workpiece distortion studies in surface grinding and face milling
are shown in Figures 309 through 31Z. pages 254 through 256.

Figure 309. page 254, shows the effect of wheel grade and wheel speed on
distortion for surface grinding D6AC steel quenched and tempered to 56 Re.
The soft grade 32A46H8VBE wheel produced a very low distortion of about
.001" at wheel speeds of 2000 and 4000 feet/minute. Distortion increased to
a moderate value of .012" as the wheel speed was increased to 6000 feel/minute.
The medium hardness 32A46K8VBE wheel and the harder 3ZA46N5VBE wheel
both produced substantially higher distortions than did the "H" hardness wheel
at all three wheel speeds. Distortion increased rapidly with increasing wheel
speed for the two harder grade wheels. At a wheel speed of Z000 feet/minule.
.010" distortion was produced by the IK" wheel and . OZZ" by the "N" wheeL
Distortion increased to .035"1 for the "K' wheel and .058" for the "N" wheel at
a wheel speed of 6000 feet/minute.

The effect of down feed on distortion is shown in Figure 310, page 255. A
3ZA46KSVBE wheel with soluble oil as the grinding fluid was used for these
tests. Using a "low stress" down feed procedure, only negligible distorties
was produced for wheel speeds between Z000 and 6000 feet/minute. For a
down feed of .001 in. /pass. distortion increased from .003" at 2000 feet/minute
wheel speed to .00" at 6000 feet/minute. The distortion produced by a do-au
feed of .002 in. /pass was appreciably -nore than double that for a .001 in. /pass
down feed. This data clearly points out the advantage of using very light down
feeds, particularly at conventional wheel speeds of 5000 to 6000 feet/minute
when distortion of the workpiece is an important conside.ration.

The effects of grinding fluid and wheel speed on distortion are shown.in
Figure 311, page 255. Very low distortion was produced at wheel speeds of
2000 and 4000 feet/sinuto when using a higl'ly sulphurized oil, as compared to
diatc.rti-u% obtain,4d when using a soluble oil at the same wheel speeds. However.
at 6000 feet/minute, distortion with sulpbtrized oil as the grinding fluid was

equal to the .035" produced with soluble oil

Results of dixtnrtion studies fof face milling 56 Etc D6AC steel are slown ia
Figure 31Z, page Z54. The efteo at toul wcar and depth of cut are indicated.
For a .010" and a .040" depth of cut, distortli-m iricreased rapidly as the tool
"wearland increased from .000" (s*hrp tool) to .016". Using a sharp tool a -
deflection of .015" was obtained for bo"h the .010" and the .010" depth of cuts.
Maximum distortion for a .010" deptb of cut was .046". compared to .080O
for a .040" depth of cut for an ideutical tool wearland of .016".
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Residual Stress Analysis

Stress analyses were performed on selected specimens from the distortion
studies. to evaluate the magnitude and type of residual stresses produced by
surface grindi.,: and milling the D6AC steel hardened to 56 Rc. The
calculated stress on any depth is plotted to show the distribution of residual
stresses below the ground or milled surface. The area under the stress
distribution curve is a measure of the total induced stress. The greater the
arcs. under the curve, the greater the total stress in the surface atid, hence.
the greater the distortion that is produced.

The stress analyses on surface ground specimens are given in Figures 313

through 318. pages 256 through Z59. The effect of wheel grade is shown in
Figure 313. page 256. The stress distribution curves show that as wheel
hardness is increased the residual stress is increased when surface grinding
at 6000 feet/minute with a down feed of . 002 in. /pass, using a soluble oil
grinding fluid. The residual stresses produced by grinding under the above
conditions for each wheel tested were primarily tensile type stresses.

Figure 314, page 257. shows the effect of wheel speed on residual stress when
surface grinding with a 3ZA46H8VBE wheel. At the low wheel speed of Z000
feet/minute, fairly low c.)mpressive stresses were obtained; while at the
high wheel speed of 6000 feet/minute. a higher magnitude of tensile residual

stresses were produced in the surface.

Ileavy down feeds produce the greatest residual stress in surface grinding the
hardened D6AC steel. Figure 315, page Z57. The greatest residual stress
was observed when using a down feed of .00Z in. /pass. while the least amount
of stress wat noted when a "low stress" (town feed progression was used. With
the .001 and .00Z in. /pass down feeds, tensile residual stresses were produced.

Using the "low stress" down feeds, however, a slight compressive stress was
produced in the surface.

Figure 316. page 258. shows the effect of grinding fluid in surface grinding of
D6AC steel at 56 Re with a 3ZA46K8VBE wheel at 6000 feet/minute. a down

feed of . 002 in. /pass and soluble oil and highly sulphurized oil grinding Iluids.
Thi stress distribtution curves (or both the soluble oil and the highly sulphurized
oil are about the samte, indicating that the residuAl ttraoss Mi each case was

appruximstely the same. It should be pointed out that the distortion produced,
as measured by dullefkion meanurrements. wais .035" with the soluble oil and

.036- with the highly sulphurized oil (see Figure 311, page Z55). The residual
stress analysis thus supports the information obtained front the distortion study.

Grinding conditions which produce compressive stresses on the hardened D6AC
steel are shoiwn in Figure 317, page Z58. With a "Kl" hardness wheel, a
compressive stress was noted when using a high wheel speed. 6000 feet/minute,
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Residual Stress Analysis (continued)

and a "low stress" down feed progression. With an "HI hardness wheel, a
compressive residual stress was obtained with a heavy down feed, . 002 inches
per pass and a low wheel speed of Z000 feet/minute.

The results of the stress analysis on milled specimens are shown in Figure 318.
page Z59. The stresses produced in milling were primarily compressive in
nature. The stress distribution curves show that as the size of the wearland
was increased, the residual stress in the surface of the milled specimen was
increased-
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SXn. PCW'2I . Q•R",• . XMEN1S3 AND
COEFFICIENT OF ,RICTION IN MACHINING

Force and Power Determirtation in Turning

The forces acting on the cutting tool durin•. thf' tar-.iig operation were
measured with a mechanical type dynamonietcr. The dynamometer measured
two force components: the cutting force Fc which acts in a direction tangent
to the revolving work, and the thrust force Ft which acts in a direction
parallel to the axis of the ro tJIng workpiece.

Unit power PT, used to compare the power required for different work
materials, is defined as the horsepower per unit volurtm. of metal removed,
expressed as hp/cu. in. iniin. In turning. utkit power was computed from the
following equation:

FP

T 396. 000 (d

where F z cutting (cGrce mea:sured with the
c tool dynaznometer. pounds

f (cd, inches/rev.

d depth 4A cut, inches

The coefficient of friction u 4ttwtvu the tool face atnd the stiding chip c•n be
calculated from the equation

F + F tan fA

t

where F cutting fmce

Ft = thrust force

Table la, paget% 263 and Z64, shows the average uiiit ;Xs'r a, d cooefficie-t of
iriction in turnkag the tnateria1&'tested In this pro,--r'sit, An average unit
power of Al.tA 2, S hp/c5u, ill. /iri. Wa.i re~rptricd r¢i n trring pressed anrd
sintered. A•c cat tungsten atut the !0Ta1 ,SUW alloy. The TZM molybdenum
a- D- .1 columbiun alloys required an average toot ptiwer of about 1. 6 hpvcu.
in. Imin. In turning Rene 41, the average init power was about 2. 5 hp/cu. IQl
fl-'-" while D6AC steel had an ,vtrage uait power of about 3.0 hp/cu. in. /Ai.
"Th'vse value.- wvre obtained using stv-•p tools; the unit power will increase

snore than 5O,* when tht t•oA bi-ceme# dui.L

Stoy•tiogray'hs for ar.alysis of metal cutting processes - M.E. Mierchant arad

* Norman latin - Mechanical ]-gtvgi~teering. November 1945, p. 740.
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Powevr Requircments in flr Dilling

The torque required in drilling was measured usit.g a drill dyr .1meter.
This torq,.ze dynamometer ii: equipped with sin-ar differential t. Aasducers,

the output c-f which is fed into a Sanborn Amplifier which records the torque

values. The thrust force was measured using a •*op dynamometer.

The unit power" requirerneas. PD. in drilling can be calculated from the
following equation:

P T

D 50. 000df

where PD = unit power in drilling, hp/cu. it." 1/in.

T = torque measured with drill dynaxnometer
inch-pounda

d z diameter of drill. inches

£ =feed, inches!.rev.

ATabe 19, page 265. shows the average unit power rcquired when drilling the
refractory alloys tested in this program. These valmes were obtained using
sharp drills. Unit power will ; -creane more t:an 25% when the drill becomes
dull. The average unit power requircd when drilling tbressed and sintered.
forged and subsequently resintercd and arc cast tungsten was about 2. 25 hp/
cu. in. !rain. This is about 125% higher than values that would t1' obtained In
drilling 3WRc quenched and tempcrvd steel. Whetn drilling D-31 columbium,.

TZtM molybdenum ati thOe 90Ta-I0W alloy, an average unit power of about
1. Z.5 hp/cu. in. /-in. wae required. which is about SO% lower than the .alues
obtAianed for tusgaten. Thr unit pow•er required in drilling 6AGC steel
quoeched and tempered to 56 Rc was about U. 10 hp/cu. in, Imin.

lursi awd Thru'.t Mramirements in Drilling

The torjque aid thrust values otaiyed in drilling the refractory alloya'are
shown in Figures 319 through 327. pages .166 through Z74. for several drill
sizes. Figurvo 319. IŽ0 and 321, gage.i 266 through 268. show the d-tll torque
and drill thrust values plotted aglaust Iced rate for three different aixe *oU4
cz.rbide drills. With a 3/8" diameter drill. the torqut increased from 10
inch-pounds at a feed of .0005 ii./ret'. to 25 inch-pouids at a (eMd of .00
in. /rev. The drill thrust increased proportionally. it is interesting to note
that the torque -nd thrust values were practically the satne for the thrma typl-
of tungsttn tested. although each type was processed difereatly.

Thu. torque arid thrust values obtained on D-31 columbium are show.n in Figure
32Z, page 269. These data were obtained using M-2 lISS drill, at a cutting
speed of 50 it. /ttin. in the feed range of . 00Ž to . 009 itt. /rev. When using a

- Z61 -
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Torque and Thrust Measurements in Drilling (continued)

1/4" diameter dcill'with a . 0.Z in.,/rev. feed, a torque of about 10 inch-pounds
was obtained with a thrust of about 150 pounds. When the drill size was in-
creased to 1/2", the torque increased to about 30 inch-pounds with a thrust
value of about 325 pound,. hscreasir the feed causes the torqaie and thrust
values to go up almost linearly. When a split point was ground on the drill,
the thrust force decreased approximately 250.6

Figures 323 and 324, pages 270 and 271, show the torque and thrust values
obtained on TZM and Mo.- 0. 5 Ti alloys. These values are very nearly the
samne as those obtained on the D-31 columbium alloy.

In drilling the 90 Ta-10W alloy, Figure 325, page 272, shows that torque and
thrust are somewhat higher than the -Ji;lues obtained for molybedenum and
columbium alloys. The drill life data presented earlier in this report also
show that this alloy is more difficult to drill. It is significant to note that the
torque and thrust values increased more rai.pidly when higher feeds were used
with this alloy compared with molybdenum and columbium alloys tested.

Figures 326 and 327, pages 273 and 274, show the drill torque and drill thrust
obtained on Rene 41 solution treated and solution treated and aged. The values
obtained on this alloy in the two heat treated conditions were essentially the

salm.
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TABLE 19

AVERAGE UNIT POWER REQUIRED FOR DRILLING
REFRACTORY ALLOYS FOR SHARP DRILLS

Drill Dia.: See below Point Grind: Plain and Cutting Fluid: Highly
Notched Chlorinated Oil

Drill Material: HSS and Clearance Angle: 5"
Carbide

Point Angle: 118. Helix Angle: 29g

Average
Drill Feed Range Cutting Speed Unit Power

Work Material Dia. in./rev. ft.I/min. hp/cu. in. /min.

Pressed & Sintered #3 .0005-.002 200 2.20
Tungste-. 95% Density 9/32" .0005-.O0Z 200 2. 1z
34 Rc 3/8" .0005-.00z Zoo Z. 50

Arc Cast Tungsten. #3 .0005-.002 200 Z.20
99% Dersity. 31 Rc 9/32" .0005-. 00 200 2.24

3/8" .0005-.OOZ zoo Z.28

Forged Tungsten. #3 .0005-.OOZ zoo 2.20
96% Density. 35 Rc 9/32" .0005-.002 200 2.20

3/8" .0005-.002 zoo 2.28.

D-31 Columbium. 1/4" .07.-.009 50 1.27
217 BHN 3/8" .00Z-.009 50 1.01

1/2" .002-.009 50 0.94

90Ta-10W Alloy. 1/4" .0OZ-.009 50 1.94
207 BHN 3/8" .602-.009 50 1.37

!/2" .OOZ-.009 50 1.33

TZM Molybdenum. 1/4" .002-.009 100 1.28
229 BHN 3/8" .00z-.009 100 1.18

I/Z" .002-.009 100 1.35

D6AC Steel. 13 .0005-.O0Z 150 2.10
Q&T. 56 Rc 9/32' .0005-.O0Z 150 2.12

3/8" .0005-.002 150 2.03

- 265 -
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Torq.iL atifn Thrust Rt-quired

SWhrn [)rilitg MN'ýutaIru m1 - 0. •.•+ T:tanium

Material Condition: Stress Relivced - Z40 BHN

Drill: NI-I IMS

Helix Angle, 29° Point Angle: 1180

Cuttaur Ep,*ed: 100 ft. /min.

Cutting Fluid: hlighly Chlorinated Oil

S 900

0
a.

ShWr 1 Drill- L -

60 rr UrlV-
I /Z' Dia. Drill

I liiPoint

I'I

30 0

-. ,
11 IV lia. Drill

phliir Point

600

Plain Point

I.1

400

_ I _ _ l I

.OOZ .004 .U06 .006 .010

Feed- inches/rev.

See Text. p-%ge Z2 - 1 - Fgure 324
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XIII. MACHINING NON-METALLIC MATERIA..S

The main interest i:n the non-metallic materials lies in structural applications.
These materials appear to be beat suited for coatings. erosion ard heat barriers

for they can withstand temperatures above the limits of metals and alloys.

Composites are in common use today as heat shield materials. Ceramic coated

nose cones of the ablative design are also being investigated.

The ava-nietallic mate rialz stuhied in thIs progr- include:

1. Silica Fiber R.ýinfqrce-J Pianolic Resin (Refrasil)
Z. Solid Zirc-x-.-i;m Oxide

3. Flarro e-sprayed Zirconium Oxide Coatings
4. Flame-s - Aluminum Oxide Coatings

5. High "n•perature Glass Ceramic (Pyroceram)

.r..ifig. milling, drilling and tapping tests were conducted on the silica fiber
reinftrcr-'d phentdic r-in mr•teriai. The remaining four non-metallics cannot
be miachined wtio,_ conventional cutting tools; hence, only grinding tests were
co4mductEcd on theae materials.

Silica Fiber Reinfurced Phenolic Resin (Refrasil)

Turning Testa

The effect oi cutting speed and teol material in turning this material is shown
in Figure UZ8. page ZOO. A rnaximunt tool life of IS minutes war. obtained at
a cutilng speed of 100 feet/minute with a feed nf .009 in. Irev. uaing a grade
K-6 (C-Z) carbide. When the cutting spctc; was increased to ZOO feet/minute.
tool life dccreasied to eight minutes and at 300 feetlminute. a tool life of three
minutes was obtained. At ZOO feet/mhinue with a grade K-?iH (C-0 I carbide.
three minutes tool life was obtained. while a grade '370 (C-6) carbide provided
one minute of tool life.

Figure .Z9. page 280. show, that the bet feed to use when turnitig this material
is . 015 in. /rev. With this feed and a cutting speed of ZOC feet/minute, a tool

life of Z.S minutes was obtained. Tool life decreased rapidly when the feed

was reduced to . 005 in./rev. or increased to .OZZ in./rev.

Face MillinR Teots,

Silica reinforced pheenolic resin can be face milled w: th carbides at very high
cutting speeds. The data a*mown in Figure 330. page Z8I. was obtained at a
cutting speed of 13 3I feet/mi mute. With this cutting speed aind a feed of
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Face Milling *rests (continued)

.009 in. /rev., the maximum tool life was 175 inches of work travel per tooth.
When the feed was reduced to .004 in. /tooth, tool life decreased to 105 inches

per tooth, and when the feed was increased to .015 in./tooth, 140 inches of

work teavel was obtained.

Drilling Tests

Figure 331. page 281, shows the test data obtained when drilling this material
with high speed steel drills. Best drill life. 14 holes, was obtained at a cutting
spccd of 25 feet/minute with a feed of .015 in. /rev. using a Type M-I HSS

drill. Drill life decreased to nine holes at a cutting apeed of 50 feet/minute and
three holes when the cutting speed was increase.d to 100 feet/minute.

Very high drilling speeds can be ,_sed when drilling this material with carbide

drills. ine test data in Figure 332. page 282. shows that a drill life of almost
400 holes was obtained at a cutting speed of 300 feet/minute with a feed of

.015 in./rev. using a grace 883 (C-Z) solid carbide twist drill. Drill life

decreased to 200 holes when the ieed was reduced to .009 in./rev., and 75
holes when a feed of. 005 in./rev. was used.

Tapping Tests

The test results in tapping silica reinforced phenolic resin is shown in Figure 333

and 334, pages 28Z and 283. Maximum tap life, 45 holes, was obtained at a
tapping speed of 25 feet/minute. See Figure 333, page 282. Tap life decreased
to 30 holes when the cuttiig zneed wac increased to 30 feet/minute, and at a
cutting speed of 41 feet/minute, 19 holes were tapped. The tap must be taken

out of service as soon as the lead threads are worn; otherwise, the resulting
threads wiLU become torn and ragged.

Figure 334, page 283. shows the effect of tap design in tapping this material
A 4"flute plug tap is slightly better thap a 2 flute chip driver tap. The 4 flute

tap provided 45 holes at a cutting speed of 25 feet/minute, while the 2 flute

chip driver tap provided 35 holes at this same cutting speed.

Surface Grinding Tests

Surface grinding this material presented no problem with respect to grindability.
With a silicon carbide grinding wheel operating at 6000 feet/minute, more than

five cubic inches of material was removed from the workpiece with no

measurable wheel wear.

The dust generated in grinding presents a health problem. A suitable exhaust

system should be used to collect the dust.
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Surface Grinding Tests (continued

Silicon Larbide grinding wheels perform best when grinding this material.
Wheel speeds of 5000 to 6000 feet/minute can be used without burning. Simi-
larly. down feeds of .010 to .0Z5 in. /pass were made without any signs of
burns in the workpiece. Table speeds and cross feeds can be varied within
wide limits without affecting the surface finish.

Solid Zirconium Oxide, 70% and 990 Density

Surface Grinding Tests

Only grinding tests were conducted on the solid zirconium oxide material since
it cannot be machined with conventional cutting tools.

The results of the surface grinding tests pcrformed on solid zirconium oxide
are presented in Figures 335 through 338, pages 283 through Z85. The 70%
dense material cot:!d be ground considerably better than the 99% dense
,naterial. Figure 335. page -83, shows the effect of wheel speed. With a
GS60J6VP silicon carbief- grinding wheel operating at Z000 feet/minute. a
G ratio of nine was obtained on the 99% dense material, while a G ratio of 84
was obtained oi the 701% dt:nse material.

These tests were performevd with a nitrite so.utio,i to hold Jown the dust. When
grinding the 70% density material dry, the grinding catio was reduced to Li•out
70. A grinding ratio of aboit five was obt..inee when grinding dry on the 99%
don~e material.

The wheel speed has considerably more effect on the grinding ratio when
grindine the 70% dense rn-terial than on the .9% dense zirconium oxide. The
G ratio decreased from 80 to .8 when the wheel speed was increased from
2000 feeth(minutc to 5000 (eetlrrinute for the 70% dense material. However,
the G ratio remained about the same for the 99%. density zirconiuni oxide when
the wheel speed was increased through the same range.

The offect of down feed ls ithown in Figure 336, paRe 284. A G ratio of about
IZ was ebtained over a down feed range of . 00Z to .004 in, /pas• for the 99%
dense material. The G ratio decreased to about seven when the down feed
was increased to .005 in./pass. When grindirig the 70% dense material, the
effect of down feed in "tuch more pronounced. The grinding ratio increased
from Z7 to 53 when the down feed wa: increased from .OOZ to .004 in;./pass.
But when the down Wetd wa# incr4-ased to .005 in. /paesb the G ratio decreasied
to about 35.

PFigure 337. page 284. shows that no change in grinding ratio was observed when
the table speed was increased from 20 feet/minute to 60 feet/minute when ourface
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Surface Grinding Tests (continued)

grinding the 991o dense material. The G ratio did increase significantly,
however, when grinding the 7074 dense material as the table speed was increased
from Z0 feet/minute to 60 feet/minute.

Figure 338, page 285. shows the effect of cross fced wb,• grinding solid
zirconium oxide. Again, no appreciable change in G ratio was observed when
the cross feed was increased from . 0M5 in. /pass to . 100 in. /pass for the
99% dense material. However. the G ratio increased from about 30 to 90
over the same cross feed increase when gristding the 707a density material.

Flame- sprayed Zirconium Oxide and Aluminum Oxide Coatings

Surface Grinding Tests

Neither of these two coatings can be machined other than by grinding. Hence.
only grinding tests were conducted.

Figure 339, page 285, shows the grinding ratios for the flame-sprayed zirconium
oxide and aluminmin oxide coatings. Using a 39C60J8VK silicon carbide grinding
wheel operating at 5000 feet/minute with a down feed of . 00Z in. /pass and a

table speed of 20 feet/minule, a G ratio of 80 was obtained on the zirconium
oxide coating and 19 on the alum-nurti oxide coating. These tests were made
using a nitrite grinding solution to hold down the dust.

The effect of wheel grade in grinding the flame-sprayed aluminum oxide coating
is shown in Figure 340, page Z86. This chart shows that a medium hardness
"J" silicon carbide wheel performed better than a harder "N" wheel when

using the same grinding -onditions. A C ratio of 19 was obtained from the "J"
hardness wheel and a G ratio of nine for the "N" wheel when operating At a
wheel speed of 5000 feet/minute and a down feed of. 002 in. /pass. In grinding
the flame- sprayed aluminum oxide, the G ratio was more than doubled when
using a nitrite solution, compared to grinding dry.

High Temperature Glass Ceramic (Py.roceram)

Surface Grinding Tests

Only grinding tests were conducted on this material since it is not machinable

by conventional cutting toole.

The results of the grinding tests performed on pyroceram are given in Figures
341 through 345, pages Z86 through 288. In grinding this material, silicon

carbide wheels produced higher G ratios than aluminum oxide wheels. See
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Surface Grinding Tests (continued)

Figure 341, page Z86. The highest G ratio, 35, was obtained using a
GC60J6VP silicon carbide wheel. A G ratio of eight was obtained with a
3ZA46N5VBE aluminum oxide wheel at a wheel speed of 5000 feet/minute and
a down feed of . 00Z in./rev, using a 5% nitrite grinding solution.

The effect of wheel speed is shown in Figure 34Z. page 287. using both a
silicon carbide and an aluminum oxide grinding wheel. The G ratio increased
from 17 to 35 for the silicon carbide wheel when the wheel speed was
increased from 2000 to 4000 feet/minute. A smaller increase in G r atio was
observed for the aluminum oxide wheel when the wheel speed was inc~reased
from 2000 to 5000 feet/minute.

In grinding the Pyroceram with a silicon carbide grinding wheel, increasing
th• down feed fr'm . 002 to .005 in. /pass resulted in a drastic decrease in
G ratio. With a GC60J6VK wheel, a grinding ratio of 34 was produced at a
down feed of .002 in. /pass. When the down feed was increased to .005 ;n./paas.
the G ratio decreased to eight. See Figure 343. page 287.

The effect of cross feed presented in Figure 344. page 288. showu that for the
silicon carbide wheel changing the dojwn feed from .0Z5 to .050 in. /pass
produced no appreciable change in G ratio. When the down feed was increased
to . 100 in. /pass, however, the grinding ratio was reduced from 35 to 11.
With an aluminum oxide wheel, the G ratio decreased from seven to two when
the cross feed was increased from .025 to . 100 in. /pass.

* Low table speeds produced higher G ratios in surface grinding P';roceram, see
Figure 345, page 288. A grinding ratio of 35 was obtained when using a table

A speed of 20 feet/minute with a silicon carbide .rinding wheel operating -t
5000 feet/minute at a feed of . 002 in. /pass. When the table speed was. increased
to 40 feet/minute, the grinding ratio was reduced to lU. and at 60 feet/minute,
the G ratio was reduced to six.
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XIV. EVALUATION OF TORNETIC DRILLING AND TAPPING UNITS

A program was set up to determine the reldt:-.-e drilling and tapping characteriitics
of a Tornetic unit versusthat of a conventional drill press. It should be
pointed out that in drilling with the conventional drill p.ess the speed and feed
remain constant during the drilling operation. Lifewise, in conventional tapping
on a drill press, thte speed remains constant.

The design of the Tornetic system is based on the principle that all materials
yield to a cutting tool at some specific speed and feed and that this yield will
vary in a single material during a single operatlio with the same cutting tool
as the cuttn•ng edge becomes dull.

The Torretic anit'i are equipped with D.C. drive motors in which the maximum
torque output and speed can be adjusted by means of a control box,. known as
a "coiputer". By limiting the maximum torque available at the spindle, the
torque can be set so that the spindle will stop rotating before the drill or tap
breaks.

Drilling

T,. etic drilling unit, Model DM 40OD-10. with the contputer aloeg side
of it it pictured in Figure 346, page Z95. This unit has a drilling capacity to
3/4 inch. A drill dynamometer. showvn in the picture on the table of the
drill press, was used to calibrate the dial settings on the computer for vario0s
spceds in ter:ns of available torque at the spindle.

The feed mtxhanism on the Tornetic drill press is operated by means of air
pressure which acts against an oil column. The flow of oil to the feed
cylinder is regulated by an adjustable valve. Thus, the maximum feed rate is
determined by this valve setting. However, the actual feed rate is determined
by the air pressure, the flow valve setting and the resistance the drill encounters
in drilling the hole.

The Tornetic drill press thus provides variable feed, cutting speed and torque
at the spindle. An electric generator type tachometer was installed to
continuously indicate actual rpm of the spindle. In addition, a mechanical
type indicatwr was attached to the quill to determine actual feed rates. While
recommendations are given in the inistruction book regarding air pressure
and pulley arrangement for various drill sizes. the final setting of the various
conlrola i0 left to the judgment of the opt-rator to obtain optimum conlittons.

The objec, -t the drilling tests on the Tornctic unit was to compare the results
with those obtained under identical conditions uitlieing conventional machine
tools. A Cincinnati 16" box column drilling machine was used for comparison
purposes. This machine is equipped with an infinitely variable feed and
speed drive.
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Drilling (continued)

Operating characteristics of the Tornetic drilling ailt are shown in Figures

347 through 350. pages 296 and 297. The rcation.ihips between the

stalling torque (maximum available torque) at the spindle for various torque

settings on the computer are pruscented in Figure 347, page 296. There was

a rapid rise in the magnitude of the stalling torque as the torque setting was
increased with the motor-spindle ratio of 1:0.23 and practically no increase
at dhe ratio of 1:4. 3. Note that for the ratio 1:0. 23. the stalling torque
actually decreased wheh the torque setting was increased beyond a torque
setting of 40 on the computer. It should also be pointed out that the relationship
between the computer torque setting and the stalling torque is not linear.

An additional set of curves is presented in Figure 348, page 296, showing the
spindle speed for each speed eetting on the computer for a motor-spindle rauo
of 1:0. 83. As indicated in the chart, a different relationship exists for each
torque dial setting.

The thrust force on the drill for various air pre3sures is shown in Figure 349.
page 297. The curve indicates that a linear relationship exists between the
air pressure and the thrust force. At the maximum air pressure of 100 psi,

a thrust force of 460 lbs. is available on the drill.

The curve in Figure 350, page 297, shows the range of feeds in inches per
revolution for various thrust forccs while drilling with a 1/4" diameter drill.
The flow rate valve had been adjusted so as to obtain a feed of . 001 in. /rev.
at an air pressure of 50 psi in a B-IZOVCA titanium alloy. 400 BHN. Without
changing the flow valve, the air pressure was changed over its full range of
zero to 100 psi, and the feed was measured. The lower curve in the chart
represents the feeds while actually drilling the B-IZOVCA titanium alloyl with
a 114" diameter drill, while the upper curve represents the rate of advance
of the drili as it approaches the workpiece before it starts drilling.

. Drilling Pressed ana Sinte red Tungsten, 96% Density, 34

Figure 351. page 298. shows a comparison of the drill life results on the
Tornetic unit with that on a conventional drill press. Carbide drills were
tsied in all of the tests since high speed steel will not drill unalloyou tungstea.

The tungsten is extremely difficulL to drill and tool wear occurs very rapidly.
The maximum drill life obtained on the conventional machine was four holes at a
drill speed of 150 feet/minute and a feed of . 002 in/rev. The drill life on the
Tornetic unit was less because the maximum available torque was insufficient
to continue to rotate the drill after it became partially dkill. Hence, at drilling
speeds of 150 and 200 feet/minute, it was necessary to remove the drill after
the first hole waa about 9616 through because the machine stalled.
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Drilling Pressed and Ssitstred Tungsten, 960'1 Density, 34 R,. (continued)

At a drilling speed of 100 feet/minute, the drill life was two holes on both
the Tornctic unit an- the conventional machine tool. On Tornetic unit, at
a rEti lower speed of 75 feet/minute,. the chisel edge of the drill wore to the
point where the maximum thrust force available, 465 lbs. 0 was not enough.
and the unit stopped feeding after two holes were drilled.

Drilling D-31 Columnbium Alloy, 225 BHN

The results obtaincd c.. the D-31 columbium alloy. 225 BHN, are shown in
Figure 352. page 298. At a cutting speed of 100 feLt/minute 150 holes were
obtained on the conventional drill press, while 124 holes were obtained on
the Tornetic unit. On Tornetic unit as the drill became dull. the cutting
speed had decreased 10%. At the drilling speed of 150 feet/minute, the
torque was not sufficient to drill the columbium alloy; hence, the unit stalled.
Note that the drill size was . 150" diarnter (#21).

Drilling' TZM' 10olybdenum alloy, 299 BHN

In the drilling tests previously conducted on the TZM molybdenum alloy. 229
BUlN. 1/4" diameter drills wtru used. The same size drill was used %:"
the Toioetic unit. However, as noted in Figure A53, page 299, the required
Lorque was nc . aval.Ahble at the cutting speeds of 100. la5 and 150 feet/minute
used on the c .avwitional drill press. At a lower speed. 75 £,±ct/rainute. 100
holes .ý-ere drilled with only . 010" wearland on the drill. The test was
discontinued at this point since the speed was below that used )n the conventional
niachinei.

Drilling 90 Tantalum - !b Tungsten Allo07 WIN

In drilling the 9P tatAalum - 10 tungsten alloy, Z07 BHN. the drill life was
appr-Liably longer with *he Tort etic unit at the higher speeds, see Figure 354,
page Z99. At the recornme,,ded drill speed of 50 feet/minute, the 4 rill life
was 43 holes on the convcntio,,al dril: press and 38 holep on the rornetic
unit. How-vek. at a drill speed of 60 feet/minute. 24 holes were obtained ou
#he Tiornetic uniP and ouly eight holes on the t ',tional drilh press.

Drilling B.-IZ0VCA "litantum Solotion Treated And Aged to 400 BHN

Figures 355 arl 356, pie 300, show the drill life results and cl..i~lge in
feed rate when drilling B-.iOVCA titanium aged to 400 BHN with r. conventional
drill pre-s a,,d the Tornetic drill unit. At a drilling speed of 20 feet/minute
and a feed of .002 in. Irev., the conventional drill press provided a driU
life of 77 holes. see Figure 355, p~ge 300. The Tornetic drill 1resa was set
up for the same initial drilling c-tulitions. and a drill lif-" of 97 holes was
obtained. However. with the conventicuial machine. t.,e feed was constant at
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Drilling B-l12OVCA Titanium Solution Treated and Aged to 400 BHN (continued)

.G02 in.)/rev. throughuut the tests; whil-, with the Tortietic unit, the feed
autornatxially decreased somewhat uniformly from . OOZ in. /rev. at the start
to .0008 in. /rev, on the 97th hole.

When the feed was reduced to . 001 in. /rev. at a cutting speed of 20 feet/min..
the constant feed drill press provided a drill hfe of 72 holes, while the Tornetic
unit prcvided a drill life of 84 holes. In thiz test, the feed decreased from
.001 in./rev. to .0005 in./rev.

The data in Figure 355 has been replotted in Figure 356. page 300. in terms of
production rate instead of feed. It is apparent from this chart that at a feed
of . 002 in. /rev., where the Tornetic unit produced 30% more holes per tool.
the production rate was appreciable less because the feed automatically
decreased as the drill became dull.

Drilling Rene 41 Solution Treated and Aged to 370 BHN

The data shown in Figure 357 page 301. show5 that with the conventional
drill press operating at 20 feet/minute with a feed of . 002 in. /rev., a drill
life of 35 holes wab obtained. With the Tornetic unit operating initially at this
condition. drill life increased to 39 holes. However. while the initial feed
was . 002 in. /rev., it decreased gradually to about .0007 in. /rev. on the 39t%
hole so that the production rate was 25% less per hole than with the conventional
machine.

At a cutting speed of 25 feet/minute and a feed of . 004 in. jrev.. the drill life
on the Tornetic unit was 35 holes as compared to nine holes on the conventional
machine. but again the production rate was appreciably less on the Toruetic
unit.

Drilling D6AC Steel Quenched and Tempered to 54-58 Rc

Carbide drills were required to drill the D6/.C steel quenched and ternmered
in the hardness range of 54-58 Rc on both types of drill presses. A reasonable
drill life was obtained with carbide drills on this stcel at a cutting speed of
100 fect/mrinute and a feed of . 001 in. /rcv. with a conventional drill press, A
comparison was then made on the Tornetic drill press under the identical
machining conditions. see Figure 358, page 301. Note that on the D6AC steel
at each of the three hardness levels. 54. 56 and 58 Ro. the drill life was
about 20% less on the Tornetic tuit.

Drilling AISI 4 140 Steel Quendued and Tempered to 5Z RE

The TorneLic unit showed a definite advantage over !he conventional drill
rress in drilling the AISI 4340 quenched and tempered to 52 Re. see Figure
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Drilling AISI 4340 Steel Quenched antl Tempered to 52 Rc (continued)

359, page 302. At a cutting speed of 30 feet/minute and a feed of . 001 in. /rev.,
tho drill life with the conventional drill press was 37 holes, while the Tornetic

unit provided a drill life of 56 holes. The unit stopped feeding on tie 57th
hole because the drill was dull. The difference in the production rate with
the :wo un-its was smail.

Drilling 6,.l-4V Titanium Alloy Solution Treated and A[ged to 360 BHN

A comparison of the tool life results in drilling the 6AI-4V titanium alloy
solution treated and aged to 360 BHN is presented in Figure 360, page 302.
The tool life was appreciably higher on the conventional drill press at a
cutting speed of 65 feet/minute and a feed of . 00Z in. /rev. Also, the wearland
on the drill was less with the conventional unit than with the Tornetic unit at
a cutting speed of '0 ieztlsanuute after 100 holes were drilled.

In the drilling of the difficult to machine alloys investigated in this program,
it i• very important that the required spoeds and feeds be used. Even slight
deviations may result in significant reductions in tool life. Generally, the
selection of bpeeds on most conventional drill presses is not fine enough to
provide the required speeds within plus or minus 101%. The drill life may
be negligihle on some of these alloys if the speed is only 10Yo too high. Also
on the high strength alloys, very light feeds. less than . 002 in. /rev., are
required. Again the minintut feed on conventional drill presses is rarely
less than . 002 it. ./rey. Under these conditions, it is often impossible to
obtain a reasonable drill life on some of the difficult to nuahine alloys.

The Tornetic unit pirovides an infinitely variable range of speeds and feeds
so that the optimum conditions can be selected. Also the provision for
adjustingI the maximum torque available at thetool if properly used can elir-,inate
tool breakage.

In addition, with the hydraulic feed mechanism, the feed rate automatically
decreases as the drill wears. On the high strength alloys, this condition
results in extending the life of the drill. However. this 6ame condition may
be detrimental in the drilling of work hardenAble alloys such as the heat
resistant alloys. The Tornetic unit provides a versatile noults of obtaining
the required mrachining condition..

Tapping

The Tornetic tapping unit shown in Figure 361. page 303. was a Model DM ZOOT
with a capacity to 3/4+ tap. The unit is equipped with a torque control to
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Tapping (continued)

adjust the maximuum torque delivered to the spindle, a speed control and a
cycling device which reverses the tap periodically during tapping to break

up the chips. The controls are shown on the computer box along side of

the tapping unit in Figure 361. page 303.

The relationships between the maximum torque available at the spindle

(stalling torque) and the torque computer setting for several motor to spindle

pulley ratios are presented in Figure 362, page 304. The maximum torque
available at the ratio 1:0.24 was 260 inch-pounds. However, for the ratio
of 1:0. 08 the baalliutg torque was above 350 inch-pounds. The spindle speed
depeded not od-ly on the speed computer setting, but also on the torque

computer setting as is shown in Figure 363, page 304. An almost linear

relationship exists between spindle speed and speed computer setting at a
torque setting of 100.

A conmparison of tap life on a conventional tapping unit and a Tornetic unit is
shown in Table 20, page 305. for tapping the various refractory alloys,
B-I0VCA titanium 400 BHN. Rene 41 and D6AC 54 Rc. Since tapping data

was already available from earlier tests on a conventional unit for a 5/16-24 NF

tap size for all of the materials except the D-31 columbium alloy, this same
tap size was used on the Toxnetic urit. A 1/4-28 NF tap had been used on the

D- 31 co!:nibium alloy so this tap size was used on the Tornetic unit on this
alloy.

A Class 2 go-.no-go plug gAge was used to check the threads during the tests.

In every test on the conventional machine the tap broke before the thread was
out of gage limits. On the TornetiL unit the spindle stalled after a wearland

developed. The Tornetic unit was always set for maximuni torque. but
lev'tlheess lthe spindle stalled before the hole was completely tapped in

many of the tests. Cutting speeds lower than that used on the conventional
machine had to be, used on the Tornetic unit in order to obtain higher torque.
The cycling device did not alleviate the stalling pJrdcem. Undoubtedly,

additional holes .could have been tapped on the Tornetic unit if higher totique
had been available.

The Tornetic tapping ut-wit has certain advantages over the conventional n•xhine.

First, the torque control provides a miuan of preventing tap breakage; second.
the infinitely variable speed permits the selection of the proper speeds; and
third, the cycling device breaks up the chips which helps in chip removal. At
a given cutting speed. there is no reason why the Tornitic unit woud not

provide at least the same tap life that was obtained o, the cotnventional machine.
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Tormetic drilling unit with computer. The unlit was purchased as shown
with the exceiption of the drill dywnumineter claniped to the base. An
eleý.tric generator Lachometer aud a food measuring device (not shown)
have beau added to the uilt.

Figure 346
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Drill MAtertAl T-lI, 164

, o M.,t.r4.SlIwu.,tl. H~ti. 1-0.45 Drill Length Z.IlZ"

oft. /mitt. * OOZ in. I rev. Thcu.1 100 ptit(4ý' tbs.. Point Ang~le I15"190'
Tar.,S-tug 6 (0 a.-tbs. Point Grind Spilt

rIniax. taiiq...i Clearance Angle- 7'
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D. C. motor and a limit switch attached to the drill press.

S~Figure 361

See Text, page 2194 -303-
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TABLE !0
C-.nparison of Tap L~ife for Conventional and Tornetic Tapping Units

Tap Si-ue: ai;o-'.NF 1uI i/4-L8NF .Cu:xr.n F"luid: klighlv Chlorinated Oil
Percent Thread: 751. Tap Life Lad Point: Conventional. Tap Breakage

Torr.etic. Tap Stalled

Cutting Speed Tap Life
X.Laterial Tapping Unit feet/ininute N.un-.ber of Holes

Unailoycld Tungsten Conventional 5 2
Tornetic 2 2

D-31 Columbsum Conventional 12 50

Conventional 16 35
Conventional 25 4
Tornetic 9 38*
Tornetic 12 28*

TZM Molybdenumn Conventional 30 100+
Conventional 70 100+
Conventional 95 71
Toructic 10 38*
Tornetic 18 14*
Tornetic 30 2*

90 Ta- loW Conventional 5 41
Conventional 12 Z4
Conventional zS 9

Tornetic 4 36*
Tornetic 5 27*
To rnctic 10 18*

B- I20VCA Titanium Conventional 9 100+
Solution Treated anl Convenitional 12 50
Aged, 400 DuN Conventional z2 8

Tornetic 7 70*
Tornetic 10 52*
Toruetic 11 9*

Rene 41 CouventIonal 5 M0
Solution Treated and Coovefitional 9 40
Aged. £65 BDN Conventional 12 9

Tornetic S 250
Tornetic 10 14*

D6AC Steel Conventional 5 16
Quenchrd and Convetntional 9 10
"Tempered. 54 R• Conventioalx iZ 4

Tornetic S 9*
Tornetic 9 A*

* Tap stalled, exceeded naximum torque available at spindle
Tap Weg lor conventional tapping machine is point at whicb tap broke.

Sev'Text page 294-35set-TexiMe - 30S-

r pm ': " ,"• - • 2 . . . -, '• • , . _ _ _ ' L __ '. . • . . . . _



XV. lUGl! SPEED EDGE MILLING OF AEROSPACE SHEET MATERIALS

Experimental work was done in 1960 by Boeing Airplane Company in Seattle
on the high speed edgt millinu of aerospace sheet mat-rials. The results
indicated that a reasonabh, cutter life -ou4tt be obtaits." in the cutting speed
range of 500 to 2000 feetiminute.

Cutting conditions similar to those used by Boeing were invettigated further
to determine tht feasibility of the new machining techniques. Normally.
the edg.. trimn.uig operation on high temperature 4nd high strength sheet
inLterials uwed for -terot-pace vehicles required very low cutting speeds

and feeds.

The resulis obtained an B-IZOVCA titan.•.,Ln. PH 15-7 Mo stainless steel, HS-25
and 6AI-4V titanium indicate that these sheet materials can be edge trimmed
over 15 tunes faster than the previous rate.

The sheet materials evaluated in this program were:

L UI-120VWA Titanium annealed and cold rolled 35-3b R
2. 6AI-4V Titanium annealed and cold rolled 35-36 R c
3. ItS-ZS Alloy annealed 25 It R
4. PH 15-7 Mo Stainles s Steef annealed 90 RB

The microstructures are shown 4n Figures 364 and 365, pages 311 and 312.

Machine Tool Setup

A planer was selecte" for the high speed edge milling operation in order to
obtain thc recaired high table srpueds and rigidity. Most mhilling machines have
a mai.imn table speed of 180 i'n. 1in. This operation rvquired table speeds
ranging from 40 to 400 in. Imint. A photograph of the 30 Anch by 6 foot Gray
plan.:r which was used is shown in Figure 366. page 313. with a special high
speed milltig head. .This milling head was desigiied and built using an inlinitely
variable speed motor to providg spindle speeds ranging irbnm 10 rpm to 9000 rpai..
This machine was modified to provide variable table speeds ranging front
40 in. 1mn. to 400 in. /min. This range of table speeds provided feed rates
of . 005 to . OZO in. /ootit. A cutting speed range of 500 to Z000 feetlmLaute was
obtained using a 1-1/4" diameter in;erted-tooth throwaway type carbide tipped
end mill. The sheet material tested in this program was sheared into test

panels Z feet wide by 4 feet long. The test panels were securely held dowi
on the plAner table with a special holding ilade.

A view of the milling culter head and carbide throwaway type end mill bolder
used for these testo is shown in Figure 367. page 314. Two nozzlet with .OT"
diametter orifices were used to diiect liquid CO, on the tool and work material.

Only cne noazle can bk, seen in the photograph; the other nozzle is behi" the
cutter. Soluble oil spray mist was also used.
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M.achinl- Tool Setup (contioued)

Figure 368. page 315. showq the high speed t•dge triwi'zig uperation with t',e
liquid COv spraying an the workpiece and c0tter. VArious depths of cut were
taken un.t the peripheral cutting edge of the inserted tooth cutter. Several
tests were made with one set of cutters by moving the cutter head up anr down
to expo.% an tiused portite on the periphery of the insert. The width of the
cut is deiined as the thickness of the sheet material tested. The depth of the
cut was obtained by moving the cutter into the workpicce in a direction
perpendicular to the direction oi .'ecd.

Hih Speed Edge Milling B-120VCA Titanium (35 Re)

The effect of cutting speed using different feeds is shown in Figure 369. page 316,
when high speed milling the B-I!UVCA titanium alloy dry. Maximum too. ife,
52 feet. was obtained at a cutting speed of 1000 feet/minute, without a cutting
fluid. Taol life decreased when cutting speeds above and below 1000 feet/minute
were used. These data are plotted as a function of feed rate in Figure 370,
page 316. Maximum tool life was obtained with a feed of . 015 in. /tooth and a
cutting suped of 1000 feet per minute.

Figure 371, page 317, shows the effect of Luttiig speed and cutting fluid when
high speed milling this alloy. The best tool life. 68 feet of work travel, was
obtained using a soluble oil bpray mist, at a cutting speed of 1000 feet/mInute
and a feed of .010 in. /tooth. Using these same cutting conditions, milling dry.
a tool life of 48 feet was obtained, and when using liquid COZ. tool life deci -azed
to about 5i feet of work travel.

The effect of tool life on various sheet thicknesses over a range of cutting apeeds
is showv, in Figure 32., page 317. Best tool life, 68 ieet of w-.'k travel. wAS
obtained on the . 063" thtckness sheet %t a cutting speed of 1000 feet/minute
using a spray mist. When milling . IAS", .187" and .250," thickness :hoct. tool
life decreased contsidcVbAy; mixinium tool life was obtained at a cutting speed

of 500 feet/nunl.

-Figure 73. page 318. shows the effect of depth of cut and the effect oa cutting
fluid at different cutting speed-i for the . 125" thickness sheet material. Maximum
tool life of 36 feet was olb.aintA when taking a . 025" depth of cut milling dry. at
a cutting sreed oe 500 feet/n.inute. When using liquid COZ. the tool life
decreased slightly. tlowever. a very significant decrease in tool life was
observed when the depth 4A cut was increased to .050".

The effect of carbide grade in shown in Figure 374. page 318. The best carbide
for high speed inslang this alloy was a grade 881 (C-2). At a cutting sipee of
1000 feetj'inute and a feed of . 010 In. /toot•, a tool life of 30 feet of work
Itiavvl was obtaino%:. The next best grade was grade K-6 (C-2).
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High Speed Edge Milling 6A.-4V Fitanimu, n Shect (35-36 Rc)

Fiynrc PS', page 319. shuwv tihe effect of cuttirng speed at kc stant feed when
high speed :.zilliiig 6A! Vr sht.t .063" thi,-i-. aximun tool ire. ZZ8 feet of
work travel, was obtained at a cuLLing .i , o! '-00 fect/,rzinL.e ant' . reed of

S010 in. /tooth. Tool life decreased to 32 feet when the cutting speed was

increased to 2000 feet/minute.

These data are plotted against feed rate at constant cutting speeds in Figure 376,
page 319. Feeds in the raiige of .005 to . 010 in. dtooth provided the best tool
life. Tool life decreased .o about 20 feet of work travel when the feed was

increased to . 0-0 in. /tooth for cutting speeds of 1000 feet/hinute and higher.

The effect of cutting speed and sheet thickness is shown in Figure 377. page 320.
Maximum tool life was obtained at a cutting speed of 500 feet/minute for the
two thicknesses of sheet tested. .063" and .125". Wheni the cutting speed was
increased beyond 500 feet/minute. tool life decreased significantly for both
sheet thicknesses. A tool life of 172 feet of work travel was obtained without
liquid CO 2 . compared with a tool life of 202 feet of work travel when using
liquid COG . These data were obtained on the ,125" thickness sheet at 500
feet/minute and a feed of . 010 in. /tooth.

Figure 378. page 3Z0. shows the effect of feed for the .063" and .125" sheet
thicknesses. A cuttibg speed of 1000 feet/minute was used with liquid CO0
for these tests. A niaxinium itoul life u( 120 feet of work travel was obtained

on the .063" thick material at a feed of . 005 in. /rev.. while only 60 feet of
work travel was obtained on the . 125" thick material at this speed and feed.
Tool lile decreased when the feed was increased. At a feed of . 020 in. /tooth,
tool life was very nearly the same for both sheet thicknesses, 30 feet of work
travel.

The effect of depth of cut when varying the feed per tooth is shown in Figure 379.
page 321. A tool life of 120 feet of work travel was obtained for a .050" depth
of cut when millinL at 1000 feet/minute using a feed of . 00S in. /tooth oni the

.063" thickness material. When the depth of cut was increased to . 100".
tool life decreased to 69 feet. However. for a . 150" depth oi cut, tool life
was reduced only to 63 f(et of work travel, When the feed was increased to
.0 0 in. /tooth. tool life decreased to values of 10 to 25 feet of work travel

for the three depths of cut taken in these tests.

Figure 380, page 3M1, shows the effect of depth of cut when using liquid COZ

and when milling this alloy dry. These tests were made at a cutting speed of
1000 feet/minute and a feed of .005 in. /tooth. For a depth of cut of .050".
a tool life of 120 feet was obtained using liquid C02. When milling dry with
these conditions, tool life decreased to 102 feet. Tool life decreased to 70
feet of work travel when using hquid CO,. and about .:.i feet when milling dry

for the .100" and . IS0" Icpths cf .
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SHigh Speed Edge Milling 6AI-4V Titanium She,.t (35-36 Re) (continued)

The effect of carbide grade, Figure 38). page 322. showi th*t the best carbide

for high speed milling this alloy was grade 183 (C-4). This carbide provided

it tool life of alhn..,st 40 feet of work travel .4t a cutting speed of 1500 feet/min.

with a feed of . 0(20 in. /tooth. Thc next best two carbide grades wcre K-2S

(C-6) anl K-6 (C-2). A tool life of just over 30 feet of work travel was obtained

with these grades.

Hlieh Speed Edge Milling HS-25i Alloy. Z2-2,3 Rc

The hig'. speed edge milling data obtained on HS-25 alloy are presented in

Figures 382 through 381, pages 322 through 324.

The effects of cutting speed and feed are shown in Figures 382 and 383. pages

Q?2 and 323. when milling this material dry. Best tool life. 90 feet of work

travel, was obtained at 750 feet/minute. Tool ife decreased rapidly when

the cutting speed was reduced to 50J leetaninute or increased above 750

feet/minute.

Figure 382. page 322. shows the effects itf cutting speed and depth of cut when

11igh speed milling the HS-25 sheet inaterial with liquid COZ and dry. For

the two depths of cut tested. . 025" and . 0;0", better tool life was obtained when

milling dry. conipared with using liqtud COB.

A feed of .0075 in. /tooth protuced rm4ximum tool life when a cutting speed

of 750 feet/minute wvits used, see Ft,,ire 383, page 32J. At a cutting speed

of 1000 feet:tninute, the maximumn tool life. 60 feet of work travel. was

obtained at a feed of. 015 in. /tooth.

The effect of tool life on sheet thicknscss at different deths of cut is shown in

Figure 384, page 323. Maximum tool life. 90 feet of work travel, was

obtained on the .06j" thickness ishet awl a . 025"4 depth of cut. Tool life

decreased very rapidly when the depth was increas td to . 100". When high

'pvcd edge milling the. 125" thickness sheet, tool life was considerably

lower, 30 feet of work travel, at the depth of cut of . 0Z5". Htowever, at the

higher depth ot cut Of . IO0", there was very little difference in tool life

twimft-en the . 06P" and . U2S" sheet thickness.

Figure )85. page U4. shows the dif(erent carbide grades tested in thbi

program. 'Tho grade K-'S (C-6) was the bLst carbide tested. At a cutting
speed of 1000 fert/mn-tne and a feed of .00 io. /tooth. thiu carbide grade

provided a tool life of 40 feet of work travel when milling dry. The other

grades tested proviled tool lives betweven 15 and 25 fact of worL. travel.

tliph Se•,ed Ede Milli•n. PI' '1-7 Nto Stainless Sheet (90 tilj)

7 ml• CtAai obtakln0ud when high sp•ed nilling PH 15-7 Mo utainleav ibect. annealed

at 40 RD. 06P" thk. is presented in Fig'ires 386 through )93. pagci 324
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, -... " T v eff'ct (1" C".tt,"g j"• -,4,d' :on.ýtatjt ,:eed and fet-i rate

at constant cutting bpecu a, .- ..... ! *.: ." M and 187. pages ý2 t

3- -2.. These charts show that ntaxisium tool life was obtainea *, . Lt

.000 to 2000 feet/minute cutting speed range 4nd the .010 to .020 in. /tooth

teed range. The best tool life. 97 feet of work travel, was obtained usin, '1

--,tting speed of 1500 feet/minute with a feed of . 015 in./tooth. ." I-a
it: .i obtained using liquid C01 ab the coolin.; ,

Th,- data plotted in' rP' s•-• " d 4189. pages 325 and 3R6. show the effects

of cutt..,,, it .ýds teed when hiigh milling this material dry. It should

be noted that tool life is increased about 50% over milling with liquid COZ.

A tool life of 150 feet of work travel was obtained at a cutting speed of 500

feet/minute .•ad each of the feeds of . OiO. . 015 and . 020 in. Itooth. When the

feed was reduced below . 010 in. /tooth or increased above .020 in. /tooth. tool

life decreased significantly.

Figures 390 and 391, pages 126 and 327, show the effects of cutting speed and

depth of cut on tool life when high speed edge trimming PH 15-7 Mo with

liquid CO0 and dry. A tool life of 150 feet of work travel was obtained for

a . 050", depth of cut when milling dry at 1500 feet/minute. Tool life decreased

to 110 feet of work travel for a .100" depth of cut and 70 feet of work travel

(or a . 150" depth of cut. Significantly. lower tool life values were obtained

when using liquid CO2 .

The effect of type of cooling medium is presented tit Figure 392. page 3M7.

This chart shows that no increase in tool life was obtamal when using liquid

COZ or a soluble oil sa. ay mist over cutting dry.

The effect of different carbide grades, Figure 39J, page 328. shows that a

grade K-2S (C-6) carbide was superior to the other grades tested. At a

cutting speed of 2000 feet/nminute and a feed of . 010 in. /tooth, the grade K-ZS

carbide provided a tool life of 67 feet of work travel. The second best carbide.

grade K-6 (C-Z). providel a tool life of 36 feet of work travel, while lea*

than 25 feet of materiWl was cut with grades 881 (C-.2) and K-8 (C-3).

Hig!h Slveed Edge. Milling Rene 41 Sheet

Cutting speeds ranging from S00 to 2000 feet/minute and feeds of .005 to .020

in. /tooth were used with a variety of carbide grades In high speed edge

milling 9f Renue 41 sheet material. The maximum tool life obtained upder any

of these conditions was only 4 feet of work travel; and. in addition, a large

burr wait left in the edge of the workpiece. Hence. the cut was not satisfactory.

An acceptable edge finish was obtained with a tool life of Z feet of work travel

at a cutting speed of 500 feet*'minute and a teed of .005 in. htooth using liquid

COL. The carbide was grade 863.
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Microstructures of Titanium Sheet Z. 2-s
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Solution treatet ..0 Rolled. 35 R

Microstructure consist3t el I.,ct- grain* in an alpha 3
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N'.-. ostructuea a- f h, lane-oti Sheet All=ys

4

li-7 Mo. Mill Annealed. 90 RB

Microstrutturz 'un-i-ti of equiaxcd austenite grains

with stringers• vf ferrite. elongated in the direction
of rolling.

Magnific-ation: SOOX Etchant; Kalling'l

R~ayne* Stellite Alloy No. Z5. Cot Rolled, 2- R

Microitrutture consist% of equiaxe td "QuIatelit~ic" g~rains

plus random free carbidest.

llmagnific:atiow; SOOX Etchra-t HN03 + H?.Oa

F:igure 365

S• Texi. page "6 -Z .
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high '•%-vd Nh ihng Pit 17-7 hit- Sheet, Annealed 90 RB

E'ffet of CtrbidC Grade

Cutter: 1-) 14" Dia. 3 Tooth End Mill
wilth Caurbide Inserts (See Grade
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APPENMiX D

Drill Styles

Margin Eg

Angle

1180

Thickness -"Ifei nl

Sta~ndardt Twisit Drill - 90 llelix'.cSplit Point

*Web

Thi4tkztss

Il..nvy Wet) Drlt~l Z9" lt lt't plit Poimi

Web
Thickness

11r;%vy Web D~rill I Z0 IEw flc1x. N~otched pointt

Carbide
Tip

350O

0 0 Itali

Angle
C-1irbiib Tippel Die Drilk 0 Itelix. Nw-Ach.'d Point

M'rhiinsqal Omtrtiirt~iotn for Above 06114i In Appendix G. Pag~e I 1

Stev Text. paw. 4 -14
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APPENDIX E

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION OF TEST DRILLS

Length Helix Web Thickness

Dia. Overall Flute Angle At Point Increase
Drill Style (in.) (in.) (in.) (degrees) (.of dia.) (in./ in.)

Standard .250 2-lIZ 1-3/8 29 17 .025
Twist Drill

Low Helix (12 0 Z250 2-1/2* 1 12 32 .026
Heavy Web Drill

Regular Helix (P9 0 .250 2-112* 1 29 40 .026
Heavy Web Drill

Carbide Tipped Z250 4 2 0 36 .000
Die Drill

Regular Helix (Z91) .250 4 2-112 29 35 .000
Solid Carbide Drill

* ~* These drills were originally 4'1 lou&g the shank end was cut off to produce~ the
stated langth~.

sgt' Treo, Page I
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APPENDIX F

Tap Nomenclature

Straight

Cutting Face

Rake

Curved
Cutting Face

SLami Hook

kiute 
r 

Angle

Thread Reliet

Cutting, Pace

See Telt, pape 4 336-



APPENDIX G

CUTTING TOOl. MATERAUS

High S1 .,ed Sterl

Type N..rninal Compoaition

T-I 18%W. 4% Cr. 1%V

T-15 13% W. 4-1/4% Cr. 5% V. 5% Co

M- 8% Mo. 4%Cr. 1%V. I-IIZ%W

M-2 5% Mo. 4% Cr, 2% V. 6% W

M-3 6%W. 4%Cr. 3%V. 6%Mo

M-7 1-3/4% W. 3-3/4% Cr. 2% V. 8-3/4% Mo

3M-10 8% Mo. 4% Cr. 2% V

M-33 1-3145 W. 3-3/4% Cr. 1% V. 9-3/4% Mo. 8-1/4% Co

Braecut U2% Co. 6-1/4% Mo. 5-1145W. 4-14%4Cr. Z-114%V

CAst Alloy
N.orninal romImsition

Tantung G 47% Co. 30% Cr. IS% W. 5% Others

Stvllite 98MZ 41% Co. 3Z% Cr. 17% W. 10% Others

Crobalt No. Z 40% Co. 33% Cr. ICr % W. 9% Others

Sint .-rd Carbide

Grade Application

C-I Roughisig Cuts - Severe: Cast iron. austeniti¢ stainless., titanium.
high temnperature alloys. non-ferrous alloy•

C-Z Roughing Cut* - Normal: Cast iron. austenitic stainless.
titanurm. high temperature alloys, non-forrous alloy*

£-3 S~Semi -Finish Cuts: Ciat iron. austenitic stainless. titanium,
high t.*mperature alloys. non-ferrous alloys

C-3 nnish.ng Cuts: Cast ircm. austenlftc utainless. titaWuim,
* .... g cmporaturc alloy.. nton-(rroUs alloys

C-4 Precision Finishing- Cast iron, austenLtic stainless., ttanium*.
hith temnperature alloys, nun-ferrous alloy*

£C- Roughing Cuts - Sevtire: Steel# (alloy. martenslic. hLt work die)

C-6 Rougluhng Cuts - Normal: Stcels (alloy. martensit, hot work dial
C- Semni-Finlsh 'Cuts: Steelsi (alloy. marteunstic, hot work die)

C-7 Finish Cut.: Stet.d (alloy. martensitic, hot work die)

C-6 Prcriiiou 3iiMMton,,ng SI"els (alloy. nartensltic. hot work die)

See TeuL, rae -S37 -
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APPENDIX H

H1ardness Conversion Chart

Brinnel Hardness Rc Hardness RB Hardness

Number Number Number

372 40

363 39)

352 38

332 36

313 34
297 32
Z83-. 30
270 28 -- -

-50 24 - --

Z40 22 100
230 zo 98

223 -- 97

212 -- 96

Z07 -- 95

197 -- 93

179 -- 89

170 - 87

163 - 85

156 .- 83

149 -- 81

See Text. page 5

- 338-
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DISTRIBUTION LISr

Contract No. AF 33(600)-4Z349

ASD Project 7-532a

No. of No. of
Destination C Destination

Aerojet-General Corporation I Aeronautical Systesris Division
Attn: Mr. W. Tenner. Manager Attn: ASRCO-3.

Manufactwring Engineering Mr. Henry A. Johnson
P. 0. Box 1947 Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio
Sit.raalc.to. California

Aeronautical Systems Division 6-
Aerojet-General Corporation 3 Attn: Mr. Robert T. Jameson, reprod.
Attn: Mr. I. J. Stewart, ASRCT-40

Dept. 4620. Building 2019 Wright-Pa'terson AFB. Ohio
P.O. Box 1947
Sacramento, California Aeronautical Systems Division

Attn: ASRKR-10.
Aeronautical Systems Division I Mr. R. B. Brinkman
Attn: ASAPT Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio
Wright-Patterbon AFB, Ohio

Aeronautical Systems Division
Aeronautical Syatetns Division I Attn: Col. 1.ee Standifer. ASRC
Attn: ASRCE (Mr. Teres) Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio
Wright-Patterson AFB. Oblu

ASD Balliitic Missies Center
Aeronautical Systems Divilion I Attn- SSRK (Mr. F. Becker)
Attn: ASRCE-2l. AF Unit Post Office

Mr. H. W. Zoeller Los Angeles 45. California
Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio

Aerospace Corporation Library
Aeronautical Systerns Division Technical ReportC
Attn: ASRCE. 11A. Z400 East El Segundo Boulcvard

Miss Bonnie Parke- El Segundo, Californ•
Wright-Patteroon AFD. 0itbo

Air Research L Develop. Command I
Aeronautical Systems Division I Attn: Mr. C.W. Kniffin, R)DTDEC
Attn: ASRCM-3Z. Andrews Air Force Base

Mr. James T. Gow Washington -5, DC.
Wright-Patterson AFVD, Ohio

Allis Chalmers Mtg. Company
Attn: Mr. William Krupar
P.O. Box 512
Milwaukee 1. Wisconein
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No. of No. o.

Dentinatiun Copies Destnatiork Copies

Alli +on Division Bell Aircraft Corporation
Gcneratl Motors Corporation Antn: Mr. lienry F. Ehlers

Attn: Mr. E. D. Berlin. Head of Section Chicf. Production
Experxrnuvntal Process Develop. Engineerici, Planning

P.O. Box 894 Zone C-S3
Indianapolis 6. Indiana Buffalo 1. New York

American Society for Metals The Bendix Corporation
Attn: Dr. Taylor Lyman Research Laboratories Division

Novelty. Ohio Attn: Mr. T. A. Ropprecht.
Jr. Suprv.. "brary Services

Argonne National Labcrato.y Southfield, Michigan
Attn: Mr. C. S. Kipfer

'1700 S. Cass Avenue Bendix Products Divisio.n
Argonne, Illinois Bendix Aviation Corpora.ion

Attn: Mr. A. J. Walsh. Staff Avid.

University of Arizona 1 401 Bendix Drive
College of Engineering South Bend. Indiana
Attn: Professor B. S. Mesick

Professor of Mechanical Engrg. Binns Machinery Products
Tucson. Arizona Attn: Mr. Carol B. Shider. Compt.

12Z4 Richmond StreMt
Aranc.' Steel'Corporalion I Cincinnati 3. Ohio
Attn. Leslie RajKay. Technical Lib.

Remearch & Technology Boeing Airplane Company
350! East Biddle Street Attn: Mr. T. C. Pitt.

Daltimoro 3. Maryland Manufacturing Manager
Wichita 1. Kanue•s

Defeinme Docuenwitaion Center 30

Cameron Station Boeing Airplane Company
Alexandria, Virliaia Attn: Mr. B. K. HBuy. Asst. to

Vice-Pres. Manulacturing

Defense Metals Information Center I P. 0. box 3707
I3sttele Msenuirial |nstitnto Seattle 24, Washiogloa

Attn: Mr. F. Wtuger
505 King Avetue Boeing Airp|mtme Comaniy y
C'Aluntbus 1. Ohio Attn: Mr, &.. Pickrell

manufacturisis D neV4opnat
Bay State Abrasive Products Company P. 0. Box 3107

Attn; Mrs. Ruth D, Walker. I Seattle Z4. Waehifttms.
Librarian

Westboro. M.W asadhusoatt The 3twing Con-pany
Attn: Mr. W. R. L~eighty. Mgr.

Operatimon and Control
Military Aircraft Systems Div[etion
Wichita Dranch - Wichiti 1. Kansas

-oil
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No. of No. of
Destination Copies Destination Copies

Professor Orlan W. Boston I Administra'ive Contracting Officer 1

1645 Arborddle Drive, Attn: Mr. Win. C. McOwen, JACHIBOA

Ann Arbor. Michigan Cincinnati Contract Management Office
U.S.A.F.. 3rd Floor. Swift Bldg.

California Institute of Technology I ZAO Pant Ninth Street

Attn: Dr. Donald S. Clark Cincinnati Z. Ohio
Proi. Mechanital Engrg.

Pasadena. California Ciacinnati Milling Machine Company 1
Attn Dr. M. Eugene Merchant.

University of Califn-riia Dir. Physical Research

Attn: Dr. E. 1. Thotmsen, 4701-4d01 Marburg Avenue
Dept. of Ind. Engineoring Cincinnati 9. Ohio

Berkeley 4. California
CievC1.1nd Pneumatic Indust:ies. Inc. 1

University of California Attn: Mr. Fred W. Olsen. Asst.

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Program Planning Director

1'echnical tnfor:'jatinn Division 3781 East 77th Street

Attn: Dr. R. K. Wakerling Cleveland 5, Ohio
Borketay 4. California

Climax Molybdenum Co. of Michigan 1

The Carborundum Company 1 Attn- Mr. Marion S&mchyshen

Attn Mr. Donald P. Hunt, Sr. Develop. 14410 Woodrow Wilson
Engr. Stupalox Project Detroit 38. Michigan

P.0. Box 137
Niagara Falls. Now York Continental Tool Works

Atun Mr. Ralph Johnson. Cutting

Carne•ia Institute of Technology I Tool Supervisor

Attn. Dr. Miltoe Shaw. Departvinal IZOO O 4uan Roulevard

of Mcchanical Engineering Detroit =. Michigan
Schonlay Park,

Pittsburgh 1I. PI'nn.ylvan-a Corriv.c1 UniversityI ~Attn: Prof. Willia-m Peagland,

C-.sana Aircraft Company i Zt.aca. New York
Atti: Mr. Drl Roakany. Vi¢c-Pre•.
wg-hit. Kafs Curtiss-Wright CorToratioa

Curtits Dvision

C-.aw'e Voughi Ai•rokr.t, t.Inc, Atn.: Mr. J. It. Sha-ete
Attrn; Chief UIbiarian. CAW1- New Jersey

Engineerinig Lbrary0,41ins, Tomtas Curtis*o-Wftilht Corporati0oA

Attw; Mr. J. It. Garrett

11University of Cincinnati Mr. R. A. Kaprelian

Attn: Prof. I',is E'-as Mr. A. Slawcha

Cincinalti Z1. 014o 104 VAlley floulevard
Wood-R•d6ge. Niow Jes'ey
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No. of No. of
-D__stination C Destination Copies

Curtiss-Wright Corporatic." E. 1. dtluPont deNernours & Co.
Attn: Mr. ad.f Pdell, Vice-Pre*. At-n: Mr. Donald L. Macleary.

Opt rational Planning 1 teta Is ProdQCt,
Wood-Ridge. New Jerse' WVilnmington 98. D',!aware

Curtiss-Wright Corp:ration I Fait-child Engine & Airplane Corp.
Metals Processing Divisio- Fai:child Aircraft & Missiles Div.

Attn: Mr. F. C. Wag-er Attn- Mr. A.D. Jairett, Mgr. Tool
Mr. B. H.. Triffleman Enginee.ring & Manufactvring

P. 0. Box 13 lHagerstuwn 10. Maryland

Lufftlo. New York
Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation I

Dotigl, t Aircraft Company. Inc. I Attn: Mr. Hinaldo M. Curcio
Attn: Mr N. It. St. ,ppv'. Technical Administrator

Works Krnager NJorth Chicaso. Illinois
3000 Ocean Park Boulevard

Sdtua Zouoixia. Ca.lornia Ford Xlotor Com-pany
Attn: D . Michael Humenik, Supv.

Douglas Aircraft Conpany. Inc. I ScientifiL: Laboeatory
Santa MonicA Division De•troit. Michigan

Attn: Mr. J. L. Waisman
Chief Metallurgist Foreign Tetlutology Di'.isioI

Santa Moniia. Cahfo:niia Att iý TD-EZB
WrihM-Patt-raton AF8. Ohis

Doujilav Aircraft Conripinv. Inc. I
Attu Engineering Library F-12520 The Garrett Corportition I

Mr. A. Ir. Jan;taas. Lhivf Engr. AiRese.it r Manufacturing Divition

1820 Statesville Avenue Ai.n: Mr. II. W. Young. Factory Mir.
Charlotte. North Carolina 98"1 S.•polveda floulevard

L&.. Antgoes 45, California
Doug~las Aircraft Company, Inc. I
Attn: Mr. JIvs L. Jones. Gen. Mgr. Genveral DynaricvIA~ troatgcq
2000 N. Me o'ial Drive Attn: Mr, V. G. kicllquist

Tulsa, flkLvbma 7.tene 290-0

- P. 0. Box 11 Z8
Dou las Air.4Satt Corporatiou 1 an Dhego. California
Miisiles & S;4ce Vehicles

Atur,: Mr. B. D. Mo•t•. Cwnoral DynamicslConvair
Culver City. Califorstia Alan: Mr. M, D. Weistnga, Mfg. t-Develop.

so Pro.¢a Spec.
Dyna-Systems. IqO.-0
Attn: PreaidcnS 3am Diego 12. Californta

4030 Spencer S4reee__• Th rante. Ci~or-ia
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N,.. of No. of
Destination Copes De tinat ion Copies

General Dynamics/Fort Wurth I Gidhng~a & Lewis Machine Too. Co. I
Attn: Mr. R. A. Fuhrer. Chief Attn: Mr. Jesse Daugherty.

Manufacturing Engineer Vice-Pres., Engineering
P.O. Box 748 (Mail Zone T34) Frn d., Lac. Wisconsin
Fort Worth. Tcxaq

Goodman Manufacturing Co.

Gen'eral Dynamics/Potuona I Attn: Mr. Ken Staiker
Attn: Mr. A. T. Set-itan, Chief of 48th Pll, e & Ilalatcd Street

Engineering Maninfacturing Chicago. Illinois
P.O. Box 1011
Pomona, California Goodyear Aircraft Corporation

Attn: L.ibrarian. Dept. 154.
General Electric Company I Plant G

Attn: Mr. Grant A. Morrison. Ul10 Massilon Road
Metallurgical Products Dept. Akron 15. Ohio

11177 E. Eight Mile Road
Detroit 32, Michigan Greenfield rap & Die Company I

Attr%: Mr. Stuart E. Sinclair

General Electric ComFanv I Director of Research
Attn: Mr. D.A. Brown. Specialist Greetkeld. Massachusetts

Technical Services
Cincinnati 15, Ohio Grtranman Aircratt Engi ecring Corp. I

Attn: Mr. W. J. Hoffman. Vice-Pres.
Geneýral Electric Company I Manufacturing Engineering
Manufacturing Engineering Research Lab. Bethpage. Long leland. New York
SLarge Jet Engine Dept. -Bldg. 700
Cincinnati 15, Ohio Hiller Aircraft Corporation

Attn: E,,i.htv-ering Library
General Electric Company 1 1150 Willow Road
Attn: Mr. G. Bellow- Palo Alto. California
Building 700
Cincinnati 15. Ohio hughem Tool Company

Aircraft Division
General Electric Compan i Attn: Mfg. Vice-Pr<sident
Advanced Engine & Technology Dept. Florence Avenue at Teale Strete
Flight Propulsion Division Culver i';ty. California
Attn: Mr. F. E. Robinson. Mgr.

Materials Devceop. Marketing UniverLuitv of Illinois
Mail Drnp G-18. Bldg. ZOO Attn: Dr. Kenneth J. Trigger. Prof.
Cincinnati 15, Ohio Mechanical Ergineerine

Cham'paign. Illinois
General Electric Company I
Attn: Dr. W. W. Gilbert. Mgr. Uach.

Development Services
Scheihectady. New York

- 341 -
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No. of No. of
SDessination Coiies

industrial Tectonics, Inc. I Lycoming Division

Attn: Mr. J. Cherubim AVCO Manufacturing Corporation

New South Road & Commercial St. Attn; Mr. W. "1. Panke, Supt.

Hicksville. LoAng Isla:nd. New York Manufacturing Engineering

Stratford. Connecticut
Jack & Heintz. Inc. I

Attn: Mr. J. L. MLG.nnis. Mgr. Lyconing Division

of Manufacturing A%.CO Manufacturing Corporation

1760) Broadway Attn: Mr. E. G. Wilkinson

Cleveland 1. Ohio Williamsport. Pennsylvania

Kearney & Trecker Corporation I The Marquardt Corporation

Attn: Vice-Pre... M•4nufacturing Attn: Mr. W. L. Ka'.dman.
Milwaukee 14. Wisconsin Mfg. Engineering

16555 Saticoy Strect
Lear. Inc. I Van Nuys. California
Attn: Mr. A. F. llaiduck.

Group Vice-President The Marquardt Corporation

I10 Ionia. N. W. Ogden Division
Grand Rapids. Michigan Attn: Mr. C. P. Stoddard.

Ass't. Eng. Manager
I.inde Company I P. 0. Box 670
Division of Uion Carbide Corp. Ogden, Utah

Attn. Mr. J. 11. 1•eckman. Mgr.
1500 Polio 3:reet Marquette University

Indianapolis Z4. hIdiana Attn: Dr. A. 0. Schmidt
Milwaukee. Wisconsin

L.ockheed Aircraft Corporation I
Attn: Mr. Martin. Georges. The Martin Company

Chief Manufacturing Engr. Attn: C!hief Librarian.

P. 0. Box 511 Engincering Libr;.ry
Burbank. California %3altimorc 3, Maryland

Lockihed Aircraft Corporation I M rtin- Marietta Corporation

California Division Attn: Mr. C. A. Blaney.

Attn: Mr. RAbert L. Vaughn. Dir. of Operations
Protlu~bility M.•.th• Engr. Orlando Division

2Z$55 North llollywooti Way Orlando. Florida

Burbank, Ca l*jornia
Martin Metals Company

Lockheed Aircraft Corporitioa I Attn: Mr. Carl H. Lund.

Missiles & Space Diviiion " Chief Development Metallurglst

Attn: Mr. A. I1. Peteroer.. Manager Z50 North I-th Street
Prod, Engine-'ring Lkpartivtent Whaeeiit. Illinois

Sunnyvale. Cal40lonia
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No. of No.
Destination Copies Dcstination

McDonnell Aircraft Corpor.ktion I Department of the Navy
Autn: Mr. A. F. Hartwig, Bureau cA .a~aI Weapons

Chief Ind. Engineer Attn.: . F. Kearns. RRMA-22
P. 0. Box 516 Washingt= Z5, D.C.

St. Louis 66, Missouri
Newport Nkws Shipbuilding & Dry

Menasco Manufacturing Company I Dock Co.
Attn: Mr. R. Runyon Atts: Mr. Paul W. Thrush.
805 So. San FeOnando Tecknical Librarian
Burbank. California Newport News. Virginia

University of Michigan ' urth American Aviattion. Inc.
Attn: Dr. Lester C. 'well Rocketdvne Divisiuu
Ann Arbor, Michigan Attn. Mr- William B. Johnson.

DqPA. 564-02
Monarch Machine I Numerical Control Coordinator
Attn: Mr. A, Albrecht 6633 Canoza Avenue
Sidney. Ohio Canoga Park. California

Natkonal Aeronautics & Space North .Arnrican Aviation, Inc.
Administration I Attn: Mr. L. P. Spalding
Lewis Research Center Intlrnatz:-ml Airport
Artt: Mr. Robert W. Hall. Los An!:?es 45, California

Chief Ref. Materiali Br.
21000 Brookpark Road North American Aviation. Inc, I
Cleveland 35. Ohio Attn: Mr. Latham Pollock.Ce'.Supt. Mfg.

Ntional Beryllia Corporaitioo InIrnat•-,.4 Airport
Attn: Mr. Philip S. Ilessinger. Los Angeets 45, California

Vice-Preeldtnt
lirt-st wd flaskell.Avenge North American Aviation. Inc.
Hlaskoll. New Jersey Atuia Mr. D. E. Myers. JY.

Dept. 56. Group 7TS
National Twiat Drill & Tool Co. 1 4300 EafI Fifth Avenue
ALtt: Mr, Carl J. Oxford. 3r. Coluanbus 16. Ohio

Director of Reaearch
6841 North Rochester Road North Anmerican Aviation. Inc. I
Rochester. Michigan Altn: Mr. David Ii. Ronsa. Dept. 64

Ma-mufacturing Develop. Sectioi
lDirector 1 4300 -ast Filth Avenue
"Naval Research Laboratories Columbms 16. Ohio
Attn: Code ZOZI
Washington Z5. D.C.
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No. of No. of

D__s__nat_ Copies Ds:ination Copies

Northrop Gorp,..ration RtI.publi( Aviation Corporation I

Norair DiVISjc~ Attn: Mr. A. Kastelowitz.

Attn: Mr. R. R_ Nolan. Vice-Pres. Dirvctor Mfg. Research

& Divis3,% Manager F.rrmingdale. Long Island. New York

1001 East Bro.aaay

Hawthorne, Cv±ornia Rock Island Arsenal
Attn: Dr. A. C. Hanson,

SThe Norton Company I Laboratory Directar

Attn: Dr. L. P. Tarasov. Re-tearrh R,,k Island. Illinois
l& Develi-i. Departmnent

Worcester 6, Massachusetts Rohr Aircraft Corporad•on 1
Attn: Mr. B. F. Rayne.,

Oak Ridge Na-L-arva L aoratory Exec. Vice-President
Metals & CeraL~ncs Division P. 0. Box 878

Attn: Mr. W. C. Thurber Chula Vista Cai.fornia

P.O. Box X
Oak Ridge, Te-3essee Ryan Arornautica! Company I

Atti: Mr. Robert L. Clark.

Penrsylvania $rate College Works Manager
Aria: Prof. Gt,4rge L. Thuering P. 0. Pox 311

State College. Pennsylvania Lindbergh Field
Son Diego U, California

Pratt & Whitntr Aircraft
Attn: Mr. llek•ert Mater Sandia Corporation I

.Materials Cc.v0-o1 Waboratory Attn: Library
West Paltn Bvsch. Florida P. 0. Box 5U00

# Albuquerque. Now Mexico

Pratt & Whitnex Aircraft
Atin: Mi. A. :igner. Sr. Scientific and Technical Information

400 Main Streo Facility I

East Hartford S. Coaftecticul *Attrn: NASA, epresentative tS-AK/DL)
-P. 0. Box t?00

Pratt & Whmi3e; Company, Inc. I Bethesda. Maryland
Attn: Mr. Pad U. Arnold

West Hartfor4 L Conecticut Sikorsky Aircraft Divislon I
t United Airc:raft Cnrporatiot

Pratt & Whitv'v Company. Inc. I Attn: Mr, Alew Sperbir.

Attn, Mr. D. Z. Dvorak Factory Manager

C'tarter Oak U.ulevard N. Main Stre~et

West Hartfora 1. CoAnecticut Stratford. C-Ainnerticla

Prvecisit Sh"4 Metal. Inc. I &)1ar Aircraft Company
Almn Mr. G. U. Grein. Attn: Mr. J. A. Logan.

Vice -Pwzideld Develoongent Mgr. Factlites Div.

5Z 3 West 104Nh siteet 1200 Pacific Highway

Loa Angeles 4% California San Diego U, California
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S No. of No. -c.

MD-stinat ion ..... L.>es .D-stinationCg•'

Spat e 'technology Laboratories. Tool Research and E1&q:.reeriag
Inc. Corp,-ration
Attn: Mr. N. C. Sl~ane, Attn. Vire-Preside . J

STL "rechnical Library M6tinuacturing K kt-marchBldg, Ri, Room 1091 401 5-,uth Raym'o.nd Av.r.-a
One Spaý t- ParV Pasaderma. California .

Cedondo Beachi Califo>rnia-"

Si derrv Gyroscope Com patiy C nIL. S�.A tkiaci Er gya c PQ-,m i oe n I

Div. Sperry-Ratid Corpo~ration • rWa irgt t .• .rrariornh,

Att.-.: Mr. G. A. Richroath. Inftt ar.tatJnS.er a.lG
VDt'e-tres, for iantial.-tur ing P anO. '6,d

Ge*at Neck. New York- "1a k Ridge. Tenne C.ee

The Standard Electrical To~ht Contp.Lin V. S. Naval Ordnance P'" .t

Attn: Mr. W. G. Rrsendah| I Attn: Mr. B. H. . rlr.*o, Jr.
5880 ihql-. 'e Avenue l•,4,,-ville, Kentucky 4,'d14
CincinnaLa" 1. a.Ohio

Commanding Officer

Standard Presed SCce* Cor pan I U.S. Naval Ordnance lantAttn: hir. Robert L. Sproot. Attn: Mr. Jasper Gioswr
Director. Engrg. & Deve•[op. Guiy P'41rw Road

Jenkintown, Pennsylvania Mlacon., Georgia 31ZOI

SRtanlo¥ Aviation Corporation UniversaI-Cyclops Sit**-Corp. I
Attn: Mr. 1.tiewrl ar ori Alto: Mr.. Pb P. Murler. Tech. )R
Z501 Dk.vlak Street Refractamet L*n-;ý
Denver 8. Colorado Brid.eville Plant

Temnco AircrAft Corplratio1 I
Attn- Mr. P. F. Young. Supt. Vanadium -Alloys Steel ý.lcnpay

P. A . Dox 6191 A.tn: Dr. J. C. llrayereD1• Ila* Z, Texas Vice -Pre siderd. ".:vhaology

Mat sLat s-vo PW & wasylvCoa
Thiokol Chemical CorporationA

Redstone Division iWah Clung vorriio
Attn: Mr. Mrs. Mabel F, Ite**tL
Huntsvi lie Avaen3a Librarian

P. 0: Box 366Thiokol Chuwnical Corjuratioa I Alramt4. Oregoa
Arti.: Mr. James A. Biryslon,

Material# Develop. ]repartmwt Warner Swavey Cmq¥W'

B~righam City. Utah Atin. Mr. R,-Art 16A~

$701 Catrnt-*gle Avetma
Thompson Ranio Woohlridsio. Inc'. I Cleveiad 1. Ohio
Atitn: Dr. A. S. Nemy. Resarch

16 Dt'v,.ltp. Div.

Z115S% Kurltd Avenite

1 47-



CL mmuand-r

Ordnan--* Mate~rials Researchi Office

Mitn. Dt. 3. L. M4artin

Comm # -';an~g OfficerI
nrdn~tn -e Materials Res~earch Office
Watertown Arsenal
Atnn: N~r. N. I.. Reed.

ISs.i slant Di rcclor
Whatertowni 7Z. Masjsachusetts

'Xestirgkki Elc~tric Corpnration I
Aviati-n Cas Turbioe Division
Atxn- Mr. F. C. Sedlack. Div.

M-14uMALZCIrng MAIuAger
P. 0. Box 1,88
Kans~as City. Mjissouri

Wt-singhose FIkir;.Irc Corporation I
Attn- Mr. F. L. Orrell. Mianager

M-ve.lopnient Contracte

P.O 6 Bo IZB
BlairsvtiIe. Pennsylvania
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